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The HPS Group provides high value-added 
electronic payment solutions and services. HPS 
structures its offers around 3 Business Units:
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HPS Solutions

- Card Issuing
- Credit Management
- Merchant Acquiring
- Fraud Monitoring
- e/m Commerce
- Payment Analytics
- Mobile Payment
- ATM Management
- POS Management
- Retail Payment

455
million dirhams in revenue

+21,2%

HPS Processing

• Payment
• Switching
• Microfinance

55
million dirhams in revenue

+3,8%

HPS Services

- Software qualification
- Project management
  support   AMOA
- IT engineering
- Engineering
  of infrastructures
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million dirhams in revenue

+12,7%

HPS Innovation

R&D

+12
cumulative centuries

INVESTMENT
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TRAINING
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62%
of the collaborators have taken 
a training course
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ParisLondon
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Economic environment
A year ago, business picked up in nearly all the regions of the world, and it was predicted that 
world growth would reach 3.9 % in 2018 and 2019. A year later, things changed significantly: 
rising commercial tensions between the United States and China, macro-economic tensions 
in Argentina and in Turkey, disturbances in the automobile sector in Germany, the hardening 
of credit policy in China, and the tightening of financial conditions together with the 
normalisation of monetary policy in the largest advanced countries contributed to a sharp 
drop in world growth, especially during the second half of 2018.

After vigorous growth in 2017 and in early 2018, world 
economic activity slowed down noticeably during the second 
half of last year due to a confluence of factors affecting the 
developed countries.

Chinese growth has slowed following a combination of a 
hardening of regulations that was necessary in order to reign 
in the activities of parallel banking and a rise in commercial 
tensions with the United States. In the euro zone, economic 
activity has slowed down more than predicted: consumer 
and company director confidence has weakened and the 
production of automobiles in Germany has been disturbed 
by the setting up of new emission standards; investment 
has decreased in Italy due to the increase in rate gaps 
on the sovereign debt; and external demand, particularly 
from the emerging countries in Asia, has fallen. Moreover, 
natural disasters have had a negative impact on activity 
in Japan. Commercial  tensions have weighed more and 
more heavily on the confidence of company directors and 
as a consequence the state of mind has deteriorated on the 
financial markets  resulting in a hardening of the conditions 
of financing for emerging economies vulnerable in the spring 
of 2018, then for developed markets later in the year; world 
demand has felt the effects of it. The conditions of financing 
loosened up in 2019, since the American Federal Reserve 
announced a more accommodating monetary policy, and 
the markets revealed greater optimism with regard to a 
trade agreement between the United States and China, but 
they remain somewhat more restrictive than last autumn.

Slowdown in world growth 
over the short term, then mod-
est acceleration
Consequently, it is now forecasted that world growth will go 
from 3.6% in 2018 to 3.3% in 2019 before going back up to 
3.6% in 2020. For 2018, growth has been revised downward 
by 0.1% in relation to the October 2018 edition of World 
Economy Prospects (WEP) due to the weakness observed 
during the second half of the year, and the forecasts for 2019 
and 2020 are now revised downwards by 0.4% and 0.1%, 
respectively. According to the current forecast, world growth 
will stabilise during the first half of 19 and will then pick 
up.

The expected acceleration during the second half of 
2019 is based on continuing strength of the relaunch 
in China; the recent improvement of the state of mind 
of the world financial markets  the loosening of certain 
temporary breaks on growth in the euro zone; and 
progressive stabilisation in the emerging economies in 
difficulty  among them rgentina and Turkey. The renewed 
dynamism in the emerging markets and in the developing 

countries is expected to continue in 2020, thanks mainly 
to changes in countries that are currently faced with 
macro-economic difficulties - a forecast exposed to a high 
degree of uncertainty. On the other hand, activity in the 
advanced economies is expected to continue to slow down 
progressively whereas the impact of the budget relaunch 
in the United States is wearing off and growth is trending 
toward the modest potential of all the group.

Beyond 2020, world growth is expected to stabilise at around 
3.6% over the medium term, buoyed by the increase of the 
relative size of economies such as those of China and India, 
which are expected to chalk up vigorous growth in relation 
to the advanced economies and to the emerging markets 
where growth is slower (even though Chinese growth will in 
the end slow down).

Sluggish growth in the productivity of labour and a 
slowdown in the increase of labour due to aging of the 
population will curb growth in the advanced economies over 
the horizon of projection.

In the emerging markets and in the developing countries, 
growth is expected to stabilise somewhat at less than 5%, 
but with variations according to region and to country. The 
prospects of reference for the emerging markets of Asia 
remain favourable: Chinese growth is expected to slow down 
progressively and settle at a viable level while the emerging 
markets are expected to converge towards higher levels of 
revenue. For the other regions, prospects are complicated by 
a combination structural bottlenecks, a slowdown of growth 
in the advanced economies and, in some cases, high debt 
and a hardening of the financial conditions.

Due to these factors, together with the moderate level 
of prices for basic products as well civil disturbances and 
conflicts in a number of cases  medium-term prospects are 
mixed for Latin America, the Middle East, North Africa and 
Pakistan as well as in certain parts of sub-Saharan Africa.

In particular, the prospects for convergence are gloomy for 41 
emerging markets and developing countries that represent 
nearly 10% of the world gross domestic product in parity 
of purchasing power and  that include nearly one billion 
inhabitants: revenue per inhabitant in these countries is 
expected to fall even further behind in relation to that of the 
advanced economies over the next five years.
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Overview of World Economic Outlook Projections 
(Percent change unless noted otherwise)

Projections

Difference in relation
to the updating of the

small and medium-
sized businesses in 

January 20191

Difference in relation
to small and medium-

sized businesses
in October 20181

2018 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020

World Output 3.6 3.3 3.6 -0.2 0.0 -0.4 -0.1

Advanced economies 2.2 1.8 1.7 -0.2 0.0 -0.3 0.0

United States 2.9 2.3 1.9 -0.2 0.1 -0.2 0.1

Euro Zone 1.8 1.3 1.5 -0.3 -0.2 -0.6 -0.2

Germany 1.5 0.8 1.4 -0.5 -0.2 -1.1 -0.2

France 1.5 1.3 1.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2

Italy 0.9 0.1 0.9 -0.5 0.0 -0.9 0.0

Spain 2.5 2.1 1.9 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0

Japan 0.8 1.0 0.5 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

United Kingdom 1.4 1.2 1.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1

Canada 1.8 1.5 1.9 -0.4 0.0 -0.5 0.1

Other developed economies2 2.6 2.2 2.5 -0.3 0.0 -0.3 0.0

Emerging Markets and Developing Economies 4.5 4.4 4.8 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1

Community of Independent States 2.8 2.2 2.3 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.1

Russia 2.3 1.6 1.7 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.1

Excluding Russia 3.9 3.5 3.7 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0

Emerging Markets and Developing Countries in Asia 6.4 6.3 6.3 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1

China 6.6 6.3 6.1 0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.1

India3 7.1 7.3 7.5 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2

ASEAN-54 5.2 5.1 5.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0

Emerging Markets and Developing Countries in Europe 3.6 0.8 2.8 0.1 0.4 -1.2 0.0

Latin America and the Caribbean 1.0 1.4 2.4 -0.6 -0.1 -0.8 -0.3

Brazil 1.1 2.1 2.5 -0.4 0.3 -0.3 0.2

Mexico 2.0 1.6 1.9 -0.5 -0.3 -0.9 -0.8

Middle East,  North Africa, Afghanistan and Pakistan 1.8 1.5 3.2 -0.9 0.2 -1.2 0.2

Saudi Arabia 2.2 1.8 2.1 0.0 0.0 -0.6 0.2

Sub-Saharan Africa 3.0 3.5 3.7 0.0 0.1 -0.3 -0.2

Nigeria 1.9 2.1 2.5 0.1 0.3 -0.2 0.0

South Africa 0.8 1.2 1.5 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2

For information

European Union 2.1 1.6 1.7 -0.3 -0.1 -0.4 -0.1

Low-Income Developing Economies 4.6 5.0 5.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.2 -0.2

Middle East and North Africa 1.4 1.3 3.2 -0.9 0.3 -1.2 0.3

World growth based on market exchange rates 3.1 4.2

World Trade Volume (goods and services) 3.8 2.7 2.9 -0.3 0.0 -0.4 0.0

Imports 3.4 3.9 -0.6 -0.1 -0.6 -0.2

Advanced economies 3.3 1.0

Emerging markets and developing economies 5.6 3.0 3.2 -1.1 -0.1 -1.0 -0.3

Exports 4.6 5.3 -0.5 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2

Advanced economies 3.1 2.7 3.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.3

Emerging markets and developing economies 4.3 4.0 4.8 -0.5 0.0 -0.8 0.0

Commodity Prices (US dollars)

Oil5 29.4 -13.4 -0.2 0.7 0.2 -12.5 4.2

Non-fuels (average based on weighting of world exports of raw materials)6 1.6 -0.2 1.1 2.5 -0.1 0.5 0.8

Consumer Prices

Advanced economies 2.0 1.6 2.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.3 0.1

Emerging markets and developing economies7 4.8 4.9 4.7 -0.2 0.1 -0.3 0.1

LIBOR (percentage)

US Dollar deposits (six months) 2.5 3.2 3.8 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.1

Euro deposits (three months) -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 -0.3

Japanese Yen Deposits (six months) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Note: Real effective exchange rates are assumed to remain 
constant at the levels prevailing between 14 January and 11 
February 2019. Countries are listed on the basis of the
size of their economy. The aggregated quarterly data are 
seasonally adjusted WEP = World Economic Prospects

1   ifference based on rounded figures for both current forecasts 
and for those of the update of the WEP of January 2019 and for 
the edition of October 2018 of the WEPs. 
The differences are adjusted also in such a way as to include 
consumer prices in Argentina since the update of July 2018.

2/  Excluding G-7 (Germany, Canada, United States, France, Italy, 

Japan and the United Kingdom) and countries of the euro 
zone.

  or ndia  data and forecasts are presented on a fiscal year 
basis, and the GDP, starting in 2011, is based on the GDP at 
market prices with fiscal 11 1  as the reference year.

4/  Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam.
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Message from the Chairman
Dear Shareholders,

The HPS Group continues to chalk up strong growth in 
its activities during fiscal 2018 with 18.3% in relation to 
2017, with operating revenue of more than 662.5 million 
dirhams. The operating result reached 110.9 million 
dirhams, up +22.6% in relation to 2017. The operating 
margin reached 16.74% thanks to the ongoing effort to 
gain mastery over expenses. 

These performances were achieved despite considerable 
challenges of a world payment market undergoing 
reconfiguration under the effect of digitalisation 
and globalisation. They confirm the pertinence of 
our strategies and the soundness of the company’s 
fundamentals. These positive signals have not gone 
unnoticed by our shareholders, who continue to show 
their confidence in the Group. It is thus that the price 
of the HPS shares on the Casablanca stock exchange 
achieved the greatest increase on the market in 2018 with 
growth at more than 52%.

 The reconfiguration of the payment market continues to become 
more rational.

Ten years after the appearance of the first intechs  we are now witnessing 
the emergence of partnerships and mergers between different categories of 
stakeholders in the ecosystem. The reconfiguration of the payment market 
is becoming more rational. The banks, Fintechs, tech giants and other new 
entrants have come to understand that it is necessary to pool their efforts 
and their complementary business lines in order to respond more efficiently  
rapidly and at lower cost to the new requirements of customers who are 
more and more connected and who are becoming more and more volatile.

The impact of the digital on the payment market is picking up speed. It is 
affecting online commerce as well as traditional commerce, which is in the 
process of reinventing itself. It is thus that we are seeing the emergence of 
stores without cashiers making invisible payment possible. The monetisation 
of data has favoured the emergence of instant finance which consists of 
offering each customer personalised financial services  taking into account 
his daily life. Channel omni-payment is emerging and the lines between the 
e-commerce website, the mobile application and the physical store is in the 
process of disappearing. Instant payment is becoming general under the 
effect of regulations. Central banks wish to play a part in the innovation of 
financial services  and some of them are beginning to consider the issuance 
of national Cryptocurrencies. 

How is HPS positioning itself faced with these transformations?  

 HPS - a clear vision, a dynamic strategy and sound values...

To answer this question, I must point out that since the creation of HPS in 
January 1995; we have had to anticipate the arrival of several technological 
novelties that have more or less impacted our sector. The most important 
and spectacular was the advent of the Internet at the end of the 1990s. 
It is true that the pace of changes has accelerated, but such is the fate 
of our industry that has always been a precursor in the adoption of new 
technologies. We have understood this since the creation of HPS 24 years 
ago, and we are equipped with a clear vision to guide our actions and help 
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us to position ourselves on a market that is in a perpetual state 
of mutation.

Our vision positions us as a world-class supplier of innovative 
products and services within the industry of payment and 
associated technologies.

Our ambition is to democratise access to our technologies and 
facilitate the coming together of stakeholders in the ecosystem 
in order to combat together our common enemy: cash.

In order to implement this vision, we have set up a strategy 
based on three principles:

 Sustainable growth that favours the long term over the short 
term;

 Innovation thanks to a highly proactive R&D policy;

 Operational excellence and agility.

This strategy cannot be implemented without the strong 
involvement of our employees and without a transparent 
governance and sound values.

For the purpose of our strategy for development and 
diversification  we have launched a new offer in aa  mode. t 
is thus that we are counting on a number of achievements in 
Europe, Asia and Africa and particularly in Morocco, where our 
subsidiary HPS Switch handles the national switching function 
for payments by card and by cell phone.

With regard to innovation, our investments in R&D continue 
to increase each year. We went from an average of 12% of our 
annual revenue over the past few years to around 15% in 2018. 
This policy has enabled us to put the PowerCARD suite at the 
forefront of technology and to structure the market through its 
open architecture, innovative concepts and compliance with 
international norms. 

 Our human resources represent the principal asset of 
our non-material capital. 

These fine achievements are the work of our human 
resources that continue to represent our principal asset. 
We shall continue to bank on their talents and on in-house 
training through our HPS Academy. We shall also continue to 
strengthen the wealth and international diversity of our team, 
which includes more than 5  employees of some fifteen 
nationalities. 

We grant particular importance to the gender approach. As a 
result, 30% of our staff are women; it is our ambition to reach 
parity by 2025. Among our staff are also engineers and experts 
with handicaps who shine out with their creativity.

Our deployment internationally is guided by our policy of 
geographical, cultural and linguistic proximity with our 
clients thanks to our network of partners and to our versatile 
organisation in the form of autonomous regional agencies. We 
have thus strengthened our presence internationally through 
the opening of two new offices  
HPS Singapore in 2017 and HPS South Africa in 2018.

And last but not least, we are investing permanently in 
promotion of the HPS brand. We seek to comfort our clients in 
their choice by highlighting the HPS signature.
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 Our permanent challenge is to make the future 
possible now by putting men and women at the centre 
of our strategies... 

We are convinced that the future we are dreaming of with the 
emergence of a cashless society is already a reality and that its 
construction is a permanent worksite aimed at gaining control 
over our present and at anticipating our future.

In the digital age, our relationship with time is confronted 
with a disruptive dimension. Real time and instantaneity now 
stand out in all areas. “Time to Market”, which was formerly 
measured in months or even in years, is now measured in days 
or even in hours. The future is built dynamically, day after day, 
but it must be guided by a clear vision over the long term 
with intermediate and short-term objectives in the short and 
medium terms. 

Guided by its vision and backed up with its values, HPS will 
continue to develop as an innovative and agile technological 
company, acting with social responsibility and putting men 
and women at the centre of all its strategies. 

Lastly, I wish to thank all our clients and express my gratitude 
for their loyalty as well as our partners for their precious 
contribution  our stakeholders for their confidence and our 
employees for their commitment, the quality of their work 
and their spirit of solidarity with regard to all our clients and 
partners.

Mohamed Horani 
Chairman & CEO



Sustainable
Growth

18.3%

Operating
Cash Flow

83.7million dirhams

R&D

68.3million dirhams



1  Overview
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Our Vision
“Our vision is to make HPS a world-class 
company, offering innovative products and 
services within the payment and associated 
technology industry.” 

Now a global industry leader, HPS designs, develops, 
implements and supports its own suite of PowerCARD multi-
channel electronic payment solutions for a plethora of clients, 
employees and stakeholders. In order to reach this point, 
since it was founded, the Group has devoted more than 12 
man centuries to R&D for the continuous development and 
improvement of its solutions. 

 Clients

Our clients are at the heart of our strategy. Our priority is to 
ensure that they are satisfied  by providing them with solutions 
that respond to their most specific needs and that allow 
them to improve their competitiveness in the long term. HPS 
therefore works in close collaboration with key industry players 
to best respond to current and future market expectations, 
allowing us to provide long-term support to our clients and to 
build a close-knit relationship with them. This is a relationship 
that we nurture through our PowerCARD Users Club, a 
permanent communication platform between us and all users 
of our solutions, and our PowerCARD Users Meeting, a biannual 
event organised by HPS to discuss industry trends and future 
innovations of our solutions.

 Employees

We are aware that the road to success starts with motivated and 
committed employees, driving forward the strategy put in place 
to achieve the Group’s vision on a daily basis. At HPS, more than 
500 employees, from a range of backgrounds, play a key role in 
the creation of the necessary business culture required to make 
our vision a reality. To maintain their engagement, HPS regularly 
defines actions to accompany them on a daily basis throughout 
their professional and personal development, and implements 
specific tools to periodically evaluate their motivation and 
satisfaction. 

 Stakeholders

t P  we are of the belief that our stakeholders are first and 
foremost long-term partners, with the capacity to invest to allow 
HPS to innovate and position itself within an ever-changing 
globalised economy. As such, the Group’s performance isn't 
measured exclusively by immediate profitability  but is gauged 
across a broader time scale, allowing HPS to reinforce its 
investment capacity to accompany changes and innovations 
in our industry. Our priority is to listen to all of our stakeholders, 
to ensure regular communication of transparent, clear 
information, and to evaluate the long-term value of their 
investments. 

A sustainable 
company
The recognition of our solutions by 
all industry experts and professionals, 
and long-term relationships with 
prestigious clients, enable us to 
position ourselves as a world leader 
and are testimony to the relevance 
of our mission. In order to sustain 
our position and development, we 
work daily to reinforce the essential 
foundations of our sustainability.

We are continuing to reinforce our 
geographical expansion through 
the gradual strengthening of our 
international presence, either 
through direct sales offices  business 
partnerships and joint ventures, or 
through external growth operations. 
Thus, 2018 saw the opening of new 
premises in Johannesburg in South 
Africa and in Rennes in France so as 
to be in a position to accompany our 
clients more efficiently. Moreover  new 
geographical locations are under study 
and are expected to materialise during 
fiscal 19.

We are continuing to expand our 
overall offering and business models 
to provide our clients with maximum 
adaptability and flexibility  whilst 
reinforcing our recurring revenue 
by taking full advantage of the 
long-term benefits generated by 
the development of the electronic 
payment market. Within this context, 
after launching our switching offer 
in Morocco in 1  we finalised our 
Processing offer in 2017 in order to 
allow our clients to use the full set of 
PowerCARD solutions in SaaS mode. 
2018 was marked by the signing of the 
first Processing contract with oci t  

n rale rance for managing the 
electronic payment activity at ten of its 
African subsidiaries. 

We are continuing to reinforce 
our operational excellence - the 
key to exceptional performance 
and sustainability for our Group. 
From the alignment of our global 
organisation with our strategy, to the 
systematic revision of our operational 
procedures, we have instilled a culture 
of continuous improvement, which 
forms the basis of our operational 
excellence. This approach has been 
fully supported throughout 2017 
and 2018 by a digital transformation 
of the roup  positively influencing 
the working methodologies that we 
employ amongst ourselves and with 
our clients and partners.
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Our ambitions
P  aims to confirm its position as a leader in the electronic 

payment industry, and through the strategic approaches 
undertaken by the Group, HPS has the means to achieve this. 
The main focuses of these approaches are the diversification 
of our business models in order to reinforce recurring revenue 
and sustainable growth, the expansion of our network of 
partners and thereby the development of our geographic 
presence and finally  interaction with growth markets and 
ma or global financial institutions. The roup’s achievements 
for 2018 demonstrate that these strategies are rewarding: 
the Transactional Business Model generated revenue of 32.1 
million dirhams, and the new Processing Model generated 
almost 60 million dirhams. Our partnerships continue to 
generate new development opportunities, and PowerCARD is 

now used by a large number of major institutions. 
We think that 2019 will be a year of continuity that will 
see the development of the Processing activity including 
revenue from processing electronic banking generated 
by the first contract signed with oci t  n rale rance 
as well as other contracts in the process of being signed 
and the strengthening of our strategic initiatives in favour 
of diversification. These initiatives will allow us to continue 
reinforcing our earning power and will establish the 
foundations for future growth, with the aim of achieving 
operational margins of more than 20% in 2020. 

Our objectives
Strategic priorities focus on consolidating and growing our core business activities by developing new products, markets 
and business models that support P ’s future growth - all while increasing profitability. n 1  we improved our operating 
profitability by .5  percentage points  achieving a margin of 1 .  in line with the ob ectives for the year.

The Group today
 Growth:

The development of our activities is based on various strategic development axes: 

 Consolidation of the current position of HPS in its traditional markets including Africa, 
the Middle East, and to a lesser extent in Europe. 

 Development of our positioning on international projects and growth markets 
(Europe, Latin America, North America and Asia) that provide short and long-term 
growth for HPS.

 Launch of new products and services to maximise our added value for our clients. 

 Implementation of new business models in order to boost HPS’ long-term growth 
(transactional model, processing, etc.). 

 Diversification of income sources:

By deploying our solutions and services in more than 
90 countries, the Group’s activity continues to be 
distributed over various geographical regions for better 
long-term prospects and greater mastery over regional 
risks. This allows us to take advantage of buoyant market 
growth in the short term  while benefiting from a 
diversified source of income.

We also continue to vary the nature of our revenue 
by diversifying our product offering and our business 
models. This allows us to consolidate a solid base of 
recurring revenue, while continuing to seek new growth 
drivers.

 Strengthening of operating margins:

While strengthening our investment efforts in terms of sales force, research 
and development, and delivery capacity, HPS continues to deploy its operational 
excellence improvement strategy to boost the roup’s overall efficiency. 

2014 171

212

244

287

320

309

Recurrent revenue Revenue
in millions
of dirhamsGlobal revenue

55%

60%

50%

51%

48%

2015 354

2016 486

2017

2018

560

662

Americas 5%
Asia 20%

Europe 30%
Africa 45%

Revenue
by geographical

zone in 2018

14.8%

16.1%

16.7%

201820172016

Transactional Solutions 5%
Processing 10%

Upselling Solutions 18%
Maintenance Solutions 19%

Services Solutions 20%
License Maintenance 28%

Revenue
by activity

in 2018
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Sustainable
growth
The Group has focused on increasing 
the share of sales in growth regions, 
strengthening its position in long-
established markets, strengthening 
recurring revenue, and implementing 
new business models with a view to 
enhance future profitability rather than 
short-term profit.

Strategy
HPS has defined 4 strategic focuses to make its vision 
a reality and to strengthen its position as a globally 
recognised company within the electronic payment 
industry: prioritising sustainable growth, developing 
innovative solutions, reinforcing operational excellence 
and closely involving employees.

1

2014 309
2013 279
2012 282
2011 250

2010 228
2009 184
2008 153
2007 155

2015 354
2016 486
2017
2018

560
662
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Operational
excellence
HPS adopts a systematic approach 
with a view to optimising Group 
performance in terms of productivity, 

uality  flexibility and cost reduction. 
Such research is primarily based on 
a gradual international procedure, 
guided by a policy of geographical 
proximity with our markets and clients, 
and supported by the flexibility of our 
organisation and the optimisation of 
our operational processes. 

Offices opened in 2018:

• South Africa
• Rennes

Employees'
involvement
Committed and talented, our 
employees play a key role in the 
implementation of the HPS strategy 
and in the Group’s overall success. A 
strong corporate culture and engaged 
employees form the fundamental 
foundations for developing high-
performance solutions for our clients. 
This is why it is crucial to create, 
maintain and develop conditions 
that contribute to the sustainable 
development of our employees, 
notably via training and the 
development of skills through the 
HPS Academy, with a focus on the 
constant broadening of our employees’ 
knowledge.

Innovation
Within the context of its innovation 
policy, collaboration between our 
marketing, HR and R&D departments 
is a key factor in the Group’s strategy, 
alongside feedback from the project 
teams to the research & development 
teams. A transversal approach, 
combined with the pooling of 
information  allows us to be flexible in 
our designing processes, producing 
some of the most innovative products 
and services on the market. This 
attitude is further supported by an 
alignment of the Group’s HR strategy, 
forming a coherent “whole” within its 
innovation strategy.

2 3 4

Management 19%
Soft skills 29%

Technique 52% 

Distribution of 
training in 2018
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A global 
Group with 
controlled 
expansion
With solutions and services rolled out in more 
than 90 countries, our operational excellence 
is based on gradual international deployment, 
guided by a policy of geographical proximity 
with our markets  and supported by the flexible 
organisation and continuous optimisation of our 
operational processes. International deployment 
isn’t only achieved through the establishment 
of new subsidiaries, but also through strategic 
acquisitions or business ventures with local 
stakeholders. 

Founded in 1995 in Morocco, HPS gradually 
extended its geographical presence by setting 
up HPS Dubai in 2003 and HPS Europe in 

. The primary ob ective of these two offices 
was to develop commercial activity in these 
areas by relocating a dedicated sales force, 
responsible for direct marketing and for leading 
a network of regional partners. To support our 
development within this region and to optimise 
our operational efficiency  our ubai teams have 
been strengthened in recent years by dedicated 
development and support teams. Our European 
presence was also strengthened in 2010 following 
the acquisition of ACPQualife, whose teams help 
to ensure integration and support for projects in 
the region. 1  saw the opening of a new office 
in Singapore, a major economic hub, ranked 
second in the world by Doing Business*, in order 
to best support its electronic payment offering 
across the Asian market. In 2017 HPS also opened 
an office in ausanne to provide support for the 
Services activity on the Swiss market, and then 
an office in ennes in 1  in order to be more 
present in the west of France. Lastly, the Group 
also set up in South Africa in 2018 in order to 
guarantee geographical proximity to our clients 
in the region.

The Group is organised around 3 Business Units 
(Solutions, Processing and Services) and regional 
agencies which are autonomous structures 
capable of efficiently providing all services offered 
by the roup  whilst benefiting from centralised 
support facilities. 

The Group’s sales structure also relies on sales 
representatives across different priority regions, 
supporting the Group’s business development 
initiatives.

* : www.doingbusiness.org

Our offices and representatives

Casablanca

HPS Solutions
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams
      - R&D centre
      - Training centre
      - 24/7 support
HPS Processing
      - Sales functions
      - Operations centre
      - 24/7 supervision and support
      - Infrastructure and security
HPS Group
      - Group support departments

Johannesburg
HPS Solutions & Processing
      - Sales representative

Africa Asia

Dubai
HPS Solutions
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams
      - 24/7 support
HPS Processing
      - Sales representative

Singapore
HPS Solutions & Processing

      - Sales representative
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+90
      countries

Europe & Americas

Aix-en-Provence
HPS Solutions
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams
      - R&D centre
      - Training centre
HPS Services
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams
HPS Processing
     - Sales functions

Paris
HPS Solutions
      - Sales functions
      - Partnership management
HPS Services
      - Client project teams
HPS Processing
      - Sales functions

Toulouse
HPS Services
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams

Lille
HPS Services
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams

Sophia Antipolis
HPS Services
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams

London
HPS Solutions & Processing
      - Sales representative

Lausanne
HPS Services
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams

Rennes
HPS Services
      - Sales functions
      - Client project teams
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e/m COMMERCE

CREDIT
MANAGEMENT

PAYMENT
ANALYTICS

CARD
ISSUING

MERCHANT
ACQUIRING

FRAUD
MONITORING

MICROFINANCE

MOBILE
PAYMENT

ATM
MANAGEMENT 

POS
MANAGEMENT

230MILLION DIRHAMS

Dedicated to R&D
over 5 years

15%

of revenue generated by 
solutions in 2018

30,000M/D

Dedicated to R&D
in 2018

22,000M/D

Dedicated 
to services

R&D/Solutions Services

Positioning

SOFTWARE
QUALIFICATION

AMOA
PROJECT OWNERSHIP

IT ENGINEERING INFRASTRUCTURE
ENGINEERING

5%30%20%45%
AFRICA MIDDLE EAST & ASIA AMERICASEUROPE

 Mission

Our mission is to offer innovative products and services within the payment and associated technology industry, transforming 
HPS into a world-class company.

 Products  

HPS produces a suite of integrated and modular solutions that allow its clients to process a range of payment transactions 
across all available channels.

 Business

We have designed our business to meet the operational needs of our customers, putting together a relevant and scalable

 Regional deployment

Our regional deployment strategy is based on the consolidation of our traditional markets, as well as on a proactive approach 
of gradual establishment across growth markets.

Licensing Model Implementation Processing Model Implementation

 Business Models

HPS designs, develops, markets, installs and supports a suite of multi-channel electronic payment solutions. We created the 
PowerCARD software suite with the aim of offering innovative solutions across the whole payment value chain. HPS offers the 
PowerCARD software suite in "On Premise" Model and in "SaaS” Model.
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Deployment strategy
Partnerships
Alliances and partnerships are an important part of the Group’s strategy with a goal to increase our market share in customer 
typologies and specific geographical areas. The combination and exploitation of specific and or local skills  resources and 
knowledge can be hugely profitable both in terms of business and innovation. 

 Business Partnerships 

We work with major integrators and global IT industry leaders, allowing us to strengthen our visibility and to approach major 
and global financial institutions worldwide. 

P  also works with local partners who bring with them their knowledge of specific markets in which the roup has a limited 
presence. 

Our partners can also enrich our offering, developing solutions that cover the products produced by both us and them. As 
such, 2017 saw the establishment of a new partnership with KAL, global leader in ATM software. KAL’s suite of products will 
allow us to broaden our offering to all types of ATMs, cash deposit machines, and self-service kiosks, fully integrating them 
with our PowerCARD solution. This partnership is bearing its fruits in 2018 with the signature of several contracts for the 
deployment of the KAL software with our current clients.

 Technology partnerships 

We work closely with IT industry and payment industry leaders who shape key industry trends. These partnerships enable us 
to ensure that our solutions are compatible with the latest technologies and that they are compliant with changes to industry 
regulations. 

We also work with industry-leading hardware manufacturers and software vendors whose products are used by our clients. 
These partners help us understand the development of their technologies in order to benefit from their expertise in areas such 
as scalability and performance testing. 

Transverse Projects
ur ob ective is to continue to strengthen our position within the market of ma or financial institutions internationally  and to 

position PowerCARD as the market benchmark solution. 

Major institutions on a regional and/or global scale generally have a complex environment and a set of complicated problems: 
an obsolete and heterogeneous platform, with a presence in several countries anda wide range of products that require the 
use of several solutions. In general these are stakeholders established as a result of mergers and acquisitions which have often 
led to extremely fragmented technologies and operations. The result is very high operating costs  a lack of flexibility impeding 
the implementation of an effective innovation strategy, and increasingly complex challenges in simultaneously harmonising 
the development of several platforms. 

The current environment of our industry, characterised by rapid technological and regulatory developments, as well as the 
arrival of new players, has led traditional players to completely overhaul their systems and, more and more frequently, to 
consolidate and converge their entire electronic banking activity into one single platform. Although reducing costs and 
operating complexity is the primary driver of such decisions  improving efficiency and preserving competitiveness is also a key 
element. 

e support these players with our Power  platform  capable of covering all the needs of a ma or financial institution on a 
single shared platform that can serve every geographical area in which it operates.

Nacer AMRAOUI 
Partnership and Alliances Director 
nacer.amraoui@hps-worldwide.com

Martin EVANS 
Global Sales Director 
martin.evans@hps-worldwide.com
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Regional approach
Our regional deployment is based on 
consolidating our traditional markets 
and on a pro-active approach to setting
up progressively on growth markets.

Africa

Africa is one of the most dynamic regions in the world in 
terms of electronic payment development. Although the 
number of transactions is still low, the market shows very 
high growth rates year after year, and is also one of the most 
dynamic within the mobile sector. 

Based on its presence in Africa, which accounts for 45% of its 
revenue in 2018, an in-depth study by the Boston Consulting 
Group ranked HPS among the 150 leading African countries 
and the ten leading Moroccan companies, “Pioneers of 
integration in Africa”.

HPS continues to be highly visible in this region with 
significant achievements and ma or clients in urkina aso  
Egypt, Mauritania, the Ivory Coast and South Africa. This region 
presents significant short-term development opportunities.

 North Africa and French-Speaking Africa: 

With 50% of the population under 34 years of age and a low 
percentage of the population using banking services, French-
speaking Africa holds enormous growth potential in terms 
of payment solution tools. The main challenges faced by the 
region are the development of banking and the provision of 
banking/ payment solutions. National central banks have set 
up infrastructures and a regulatory framework to encourage 
the adoption of electronic payment methods. 

HPS has a leading position in this region and PowerCARD 
is an industry benchmark. Our strategy is to consolidate 
our footprint in this region and therefore strengthen our 
recurring revenue with our existing clients, whilst seizing any 
development opportunities that may arise. 

 English-Speaking Africa 

South Africa is the country with the most developed payment 
infrastructures on the continent and plays a leading role in 
the development of electronic payment methods. However, 
Kenya is the leader in East Africa in terms of  mobile solutions 
and has succeeded in making financial inclusion a reality. 
Nigeria also plays an important role in this region, with an 
accelerated deployment of ATMs and payment terminals to 
reduce cash dependence. However, the country continues to 
experience numerous difficulties  due to a telecommunication 
infrastructure that presents distinct room for improvement. 

Mehdi BENNANI 
Sales Director Asia
mehdi.bennani@hps-worldwide.com

Samir YOUNES
Africa Regional Director
samir.younes@hps-worldwide.com

Sébastien SLIM
Regional Director Europe - Americas
sebastien.slim@hps-worldwide.com

45%
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Europe 
and 
the Americas

Although Europe and the Americas have the lowest growth 
rates in terms of transaction numbers, they remain the largest 
markets in the industry, accounting for more than 60% of 
card transactions worldwide. The growth of this market 
is mainly due to the proliferation of innovative payment 
solutions and the development of mobile payments. 

 Western Europe

The Western European market is primarily guided by 
regulatory developments and the adoption of innovations 
to best improve user experience. Margin erosion is also a 
challenge and the notion of cost is also an important part 
of the strategies implemented. On the European market, 
HPS has a strong physical presence, a portfolio of major 
clients, and a set of strategic partners, which all assist it in 
strengthening its market share within this region. 

 Central and Eastern Europe: 

The market in Central and Eastern Europe is growing 
extremely rapidly, driven by the adoption of new payment 
technologies. In Poland, for example, 75% of terminals use 
NFC technology, whilst in Russia, banks have improved the 
quality of their products and services to meet the needs 
of consumers. Between 2015 and 2020, banks have been 
putting and will continue to put technology at the heart of 
their strategies. HPS adopts an opportunistic approach within 
this market, relying on its local presence in Europe to ensure 
progressive development. 

 North America

The North American market, notably the USA, remains the 
most significant market within the industry. The adoption 
of the EMV standard in the United States has proven to be 
an opportunity for all players to adopt new security-related 
technologies, such as Tokenization, NFC or biometrics, in order 
to offer customers more secure transaction processes. HPS’s 
objective is to increase its visibility within this region in order 
to take advantage of the immediate market opportunities 
and to become a medium-term benchmark player in North 
America. 

 Central and South America:

Despite a slight slowdown, Latin America is still an extremely 
dynamic region, and important regulatory initiatives have 
been adopted to improve financial inclusion. or example  
regulations established by the Bank of Mexico have given rise 
to the introduction of the first clearance system for mobile 
transfers. 

35%20%

The Middle 
East
and Asia

The Middle East is one HPS’s longest established markets, 
where the Group has established important relationships 
with major clients that have cemented its position as market 
leader. Through our office in ubai  we capitalise on our 
image and reputation to consolidate our positioning in the 
Middle East. The opening of the office in ingapore in 1  
has allowed us to develop our presence on the Asian market, 
which remains one of the world’s most promising emerging 
markets, with the signature of two new contracts in 2018. The 

roup remains confident about the prospects of concluding 
new signatures in 2019. 

 The Middle East

Despite the uncertainty that plagues most of the Middle East, 
its principle economies have seen an increase in banking 
activity and therefore an increase in the use of payment 
methods. However, the number of cards in circulation is 
significantly higher than the banked population  creating a 
highly competitive environment between banks. The market 
is characterised by a strong cash culture and differentiation 
is made based on value-added services and "VIP" customer 
treatment. HPS has a leading position in this region and 
PowerCARD is an industry benchmark, notably in the Islamic 
banking sector. Our strategy is to consolidate relationships 
with our clients in order to reinforce our recurring revenue, by 
providing them with a local service and customised solutions 
with high added value. HPS also hopes to strengthen its 
position within this region in order to seize any potential 
development opportunities. 

 Asia

In Asia, a wave of innovations has invaded the payment 
industry within recent years. Widespread digitisation and 
the emergence of new payment platforms has brought 
both challenges and opportunities for players operating in 
Asia. Several major trends dominate the market today: the 
emergence of new players in a highly diversified market  the 
extension of financial inclusion through mobile solutions  new 
innovations reaching critical mass at increasing speed and the 
role of digitisation in the creation of new payment models. 
The main challenge for payment service providers is ensuring 
that they have the capacity to manage large volumes. Over 
the last few years, HPS has succeeded in maximising a 
number of opportunities in Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Vietnam and New Caledonia. The Group strengthened its 
presence in 2016 by recruiting sales representatives based 
in ingapore and Malaysia  and opening a new office in 
Singapore in 2017 in order to seize various opportunities with 
a view to gradually strengthen its presence within this region. 
This physical presence bore its fruits in 2018 through the 
signature of two new contracts in Indonesia and Cambodia.
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Governance
Since its inception, HPS has been attentive to the main principles of governance, in order 
to establish and develop structures capable of steering the activities within the framework 
of the Group’s vision and strategy. HPS is governed by a Board of Directors, supported by an 
Executive Committee. These two bodies are in charge of the development and implementation 
of the Group’s strategies, the day-to-day management of which is led by a set of carefully 
organised teams.

 Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is responsible 
for the Group’s management and 
administration. It determines HPS’s 
business strategies and oversees the 
implementation thereof. It also makes 
decisions regarding the Group’s 
main strategic  economic  financial or 
technological approaches, and any 
other matters that legally lie within its 
responsibility. An Appointment and 
Remuneration Committee has also 
been set up by the Board in order 
to assist it in its duties. Its principal 
tasks include defining the general 
principles of the Group’s wage policy 
and managing remuneration paid to 
Executive Committee members. An 
Audit Committee has also been set up 
to ensure that the roup’s financial 
information is reliable and that its 
internal control system is suitable.

 The Executive Committee

The Executive Committee was set up 
to monitor and manage the Group’s 
operational performance. Its main 

duties are to translate the strategic 
approaches defined by the oard of 
Directors into operational action plans, 
to assist General Management in the 
definition of the roup’s priorities  to 
monitor operational performance and 
to set up action plans. In essence, the 
Executive Committee is a working body 
dedicated to the management of the 
Group’s operations, reporting directly to 
the Chairman of the Board of Directors.

 Organisation

HPS regularly adapts its organisation 
to best reflect its strategy. ts current 
organisation, whilst consolidating past 
achievements  has simplified business 
processes in order to improve the 
efficiency and responsiveness of each 
business unit. By organising the Group 
into business units, HPS is able to 
benefit from greater flexibility in terms 
of future development.

 The Statutory Auditors

The statutory auditors are responsible 
for supervising and monitoring the 
unconsolidated and consolidated 
accounts. Their ongoing mission is to 
verify compliance with the regulations 
in force. They also verify the accuracy 
and consistency of the  accounts with 
the primary financial statements  the 
information provided in the Board of 
Directors’ management report, and the 
documents sent to shareholders on the 
company’s assets  financial situation 
and results. The statutory auditors are 
also responsible for ensuring equality 
between shareholders. The auditors 
are appointed for three years by the 
General Meeting. Their mandate can be 
renewed on expiry of this period. 

Members of the Board of Directors 

Directors are appointed or reappointed to their duties by an Ordinary General Meeting for a term of 6 years. Directors can 
always be re-elected and may be dismissed at any time by an Ordinary General Meeting.

Name Category Position Term of Office Term end date

Mohamed Horani hief Executive fficer HPS SA Employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts

Abdeslam ALAOUI Executive Director HPS SA Employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts

Samir KHALLOUQUI Executive Director HPS SA Employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts

Phlippe VIGAND Executive Director ACPQualife Employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts

Christian COURTES Executive Director ACPQualife Employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts

Driss SABBAHE Non-executive director Non-employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts

Anne LOFTON-COBB Independent director Non-employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts

Pierre ndr  P ME E Independent director Non-employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts

Hassan LAAZIRI Independent director Non-employee 6 years OGM / 2021 Accounts
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Board of Directors Remuneration
The amount of attendance fees allocated to the Board of Directors is decided at the Ordinary General Meeting. The 
distribution thereof is left to the discretion of the Board. Only non-employee and independent directors are remunerated. 

emuneration for the 1  financial year amounts to  million dirhams.

Board of Directors Committees
 Appointment and Remuneration Committee:

The Appointment and Remuneration Committee implements the universal ethical principles of corporate governance. The 
Committee considers and issues recommendations, in particular with respect to the appointment of any HPS executives and 
executive directors, as well as succession plans for HPS executives. The Committee also makes recommendations to the Board 
of Directors regarding the remuneration and welfare systems for executives and executive committee members, the HPS 
general policy regarding employee share ownership plans and any proposed plans, and Director remuneration.

 Audit Committee: 

The Audit Committee assists the Board of Directors with internal monitoring matters, notably by ensuring that the internal 
control system and the measures put in place allow for the monitoring and controlling of Group risks, and ensuring that the 
financial information provided to the oard of irectors and third parties is reliable and accurate  so as to protect the interests 
of shareholders and all partners. The audit of the unconsolidated and consolidated accounts is carried out by the Audit 
Committee before they are submitted to the Board of Directors.

Board of Directors Meetings
Date Agenda Attendance Attendance rate

26 March 2018 Approval of accounts closed on 31 December 2017 10 members 100%

16 May 2018 Ordinary General Meeting 8 members 80%

16 May 2018 Situational analysis for the 1st quarter of 2018 8 members 80%

21 September 2018 Closing of accounts for 1st half of 2018 8 members 80%

12 November 2018 Situational analysis for the 3rd quarter of 2018 9 members 90%

17 December 2018 Approval of the 2019 budget 9 members 90%

Our independent directors

Anne LOFTON-COBB 
nne has extensive experience in the financial and payment systems sector. he started her career at r dit gricole and notably 

headed the introduction of the bank’s first TMs and the launch of its first traveller’s checks. he then went on to hold the position of 
Managing Director at Eurocard International for 9 years before joining Visa as Chairman of Visa International for the CEMEA regions (84 
countries), where she remained for 13 years. Anne has been a director at HPS since 2013. 

Christine MORIN POSTEL
The late Christine Morin-Postel, Independent Director at HPS since 2011, left us on 21 July 2018 after more than seven years of 
commendable service. Thanks to her very high level of expertise and her exemplary involvement, Christine contributed greatly to 
expansion of the roup. n memory of this fine lady  our oard of irectors has decided to rename the boardroom bn attouta  which 
is now called “Salle Christine”. 
Christine has left her mark on the HPS Success Story. May God rest her soul.

Hassan LAAZIRI
Hassan is Managing Director of CDG Capital Private Equity. He contributed to the creation and launch of the company, which today 
has more than $250m in funds under management. Hassan has almost 20 years’ experience in the capital investment sector in 
Morocco and is a member of the board of directors at a number of companies. Hassan has been a director at HPS since 2013.

Pierre André POMERLEAU
Pierre ndr  is a leading pioneer in capital risk in uebec with more than  years’ experience in the sector. e has been involved in 
more than 1 5 investment operations in industrial and service companies in anada and worldwide. Pierre ndr  has been director 
of the nstitute of ertified Management onsultants  the ational ssociation of ndustrial ommissioners of uebec  and the outh 

hore hamber of ommerce and ndustry. Pierre ndr  has been a director at P  since . 
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The Executive Committee

Mohamed Horani 
Chairman & CEO 

A pioneer in electronic payment in Morocco, Mohamed Horani is one of the main founders of HPS. Mohamed Horani has held the 
positions of President of the CGEM (General Confederation of Enterprises of Morocco) and President of the APEBI (Federation of 
Information Technologies, Telecommunications and Offshoring). He is also active in a number of governmental associations. 

Abdeslam ALAOUI SMAILI 
Chief Executive Officer 

After co-founding an IT services company, Abdeslam became a founding member of HPS and actively participates in the designing 
and development of the PowerCARD software. After holding a few positions with sales and operating responsibilities at the Group, 
he took over all money transfer activities at P  before going on to take up the position of hief Executive fficer of the roup.

Philippe VIGAND 
Managing Director, HPS Solutions 

After starting his career at SG2, Philippe was appointed to the position of card processing operations manager in Western Europe at 
Experian. He then cofounded ACPQualife and joined HPS following the acquisition concluded in 2010. Philippe handled all activities 
in the regions Europe and the Americas as well as the Group’s R&D activity before going on to take over all the Group’s electronic 
payment activity.

Nabil IBENBRAHIM 
Deputy Managing Director, HPS Solutions 

After several years working as a consultant for Arthur Andersen, Nabil joined HPS in 2001. In 2003, he was put in charge of creating 
and developing HPS Dubai in order to occupy the position of Regional Director for Asia and the Middle East. Nabil is currently the 
Deputy Managing Director of BU-HPS Solutions. He is also a member of the GPS Board of Directors.

Samir KHALLOUQUI 
Managing Director, HPS Processing 

After founding an IT company specialising in Unix and Oracle technologies, Samir co-founded HPS in 1995 and has strongly 
contributed to the design and technical architecture of the PowerCARD solution. After several technical and operational leadership 
roles within the Group, Samir is now in charge of all processing activities. He is now in charge of the HPS Group’s Processing activity. 

Hanae BENDRISS
Deputy Managing Director, HPS Processing

fter several years managing pro ects at oci t  n rale  anae oined the nterbank Money Transfer entre in 1 in order to 
contribute to the creation of the sole buyer in Morocco. In 2005, she was put in charge of development of the Visa activity in French-
Speaking Africa before joining HPS in 2009. Today, Hanae is in charge of developing the HPS SaaS offer in alignment with the 
Group’s global strategy.

Christian COURTES 
Managing Director, HPS Services 

Christian started his career at IBM in key account business development, before undertaking several different roles of responsibility in 
IT service companies and Telecom start-ups. Christian later co-founded ACPQualife and joined the HPS Group after the acquisition 
concluded in 2010. He is now in charge of HPS Service Operations. 

Brahim BERRADA 
Managing Director, HPS Corporate Services 

fter several years working in financial auditing at rthur ndersen and as a consultant in organisation and strategy  rahim oined 
P  in  as inancial and dministrative Manager. e is in charge of the company’s entire financial and human resource 

management. Brahim is currently responsible for all the Group’s support operations. 

Samir LAMRISSI 
Executive Vice President, Strategy

After serving as sales director and general manager of an electronic payment company, Samir joined HPS as Sales & Marketing 
Director. He set up and implemented the current HPS sales strategy and has contributed to the construction of the Group’s 
distributors’ network. Samir is now responsible for development and implementation of the Group’s strategy. 
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Aziz HORANI 
Deputy Managing Director, HPS Corporate Services 

Aziz started his career at HPS as a Finance Manager, before joining the COLAS group as Administrative and Financial Manager of 
several multi-national subsidiaries. He then joined VIAS within the STAM Group as Administrative and Financial Manager. With 
ten years’ experience in the financial sector  i  came back to P  in 9 to head the roup’s inance and dministrative 
Department before taking his current position as Deputy Managing Director at HPS Corporate Services.

Mahmoud ASSARA 
Human Resources Manager 

Mahmoud has twenty years’ experience in the area of managing organisations and human resources. He has had several 
responsibilities in international groups in the cement and mining sector. Former Director of Human Resources Morocco with the 
MANAGEM (SNI) Group, he joined HPS in early 2019 to take charge of the Group’s Human Resources Division.

Samir LAMRISSI
EVP Strategy

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN & CEO

Mohamed HORANI  

Finance Division

Human Resources Division

IT Division

Communication Division

Internal Auditing Division

Quality Division

Logistics Department

Legal Department

     

HPS SERVICES

Christian COURTES  - MD

Sales Division

ualification ivision

Testing Division

Middle East – Asia Agency

Morocco – Africa Agency

Europe – Americas Agency

Partnerships Division

Marketing Division

Products Division

R&D Division

HPS Academy Division

Support Division

Pro ect ffice

      

HPS SOLUTIONS

Philippe VIGAND - MD
Nabil IBENBRAHIM - DMD

HPS CORPORATE SERVICES

Brahim BERRADA - MD
Aziz HORANI - DMD

Strategy & Business 
Development Division

Operations Division

Technical Division

HPS PROCESSING 

Samir KHALLOUQUI - MD
Hanae BENDRISS - DMD

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Abdeslam ALAOUI SMAILI 

Organisation

Firm Associate Appointment End of mandate

Ernst & Young Abdeslam BERRADA ALLAM 27 June 2016 OGM to approve the 2018 Accounts

PwC Maroc Mounsif IGHIOUER 23 June 2018 OGM to approve the 2020 Accounts

Auditors
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Philosophy 
At HPS, innovation is a state of mind, a core 
value shared by all employees. Our Open 
Innovation strategy involves analysing, 
interpreting and pooling all aspects comprising 
the ecosystems of each of our clients and 
partners, in order to provide them with a 
global, customised and adaptive response. This 
strategy is built on three cornerstones.

1. Actively listening to the
   market
Having a detailed understanding of our clients, and the 
technological and regulatory developments that impact our 
industry, is an essential step in our innovation strategy. In order 
to gain access to the information that is going to best allow us 
to implement our strategy and R&D policy, HPS works in close 
collaboration with its clients and with key industry players to 
understand current and future requirements within the sector.

HPS also attends regular trade shows dedicated to the payment 
industry, and organises PowerCARD Users Meetings every two 
years, in order to meet end-users and market players. 

2. Efficient and collaborative
    R&D 
Internally, HPS implements an innovation policy based on 
collaboration between R&D teams, project teams, and its 
Marketing Department. In order to maintain a strong correlation 
between its innovation strategy and our market, HPS also 
involves the sales and strategy departments in this process. 
This transversal, collaborative approach towards innovation is 
an invaluable asset in terms of efficiency. Externally  our pen 
Innovation programme promotes creativity amongst the 
communities that surround us. Guided by principles of sharing, 
exchanging and widespread involvement, HPS has succeeding 
in instilling creativity into its interactions with its ecosystem, i.e. 
with its clients, partners and universities. 

3. Human Resources
HPS employees are the Group’s primary drivers of innovation, 
and play a key role in the Group’s success. It is therefore crucial 
to offer a motivating and fulfilling working environment  which 
allows them to develop and reach their full potential, on both 
a professional and personal level. This is achieved through the 
implementation of innovative, tried-and-tested HR tools and 
processes, a powerful and motivating corporate culture, and a 
robust training scheme that supports the Group’s capacity for 
innovation.

PowerCARD rated “Positive “ 

Trophy of Excellence for 
Innovative Companies

Key Member of Nexo

Best Anti-Fraud InitiativeAward
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1- Actively listening to the market 
At HPS, we design and improve our services by interacting with the market by way of a 
continuous, dynamic dialogue. Our philosophy places a strong focus on the importance 
of analysing, interpreting and pooling all aspects that form the ecosystems of each of our 
clients and partners, in order to be able to provide them with a global, customised and 
adaptive response.

Our innovation policy is based on an in-depth understanding 
of our full ecosystem, primarily our clients, across the 90 
countries in which they operate. Our proximity strategy, 
implemented by way of our numerous offices across the 
world, allows us to maintain close contact with our clients, 
in order to best anticipate and integrate their expectations 
into our innovation procedure. This strategy is also supported 
by periodic satisfaction surveys. The PowerCARD Users 
Club, the social network dedicated to PowerCARD, and the 
PowerCARD Users Meeting, an event organised at regular 
intervals by the Group, are both excellent platforms for 
meetings and interaction, bringing all users together so that 
they can discuss their experiences and expectations in terms 
of developments and innovation.

Our understanding of the technological and regulatory 
developments that impact our industry is based on our 
collaboration with our partners and key industry players, and 
allows us to best anticipate current and future requirements 
within the sector. Since 2016, HPS has been a central 
member of exo  an organisation whose mission is to define 
the standards for the international card payment market. 
Being the main contributor to the ISO 20022 standard, Nexo 
aims to promote global interoperability between issuers and 
acquirers. 

Our presence via these events and conferences worldwide 
is also an essential means of detecting market trends and 
emerging needs, whilst allowing us to maintain a close 
relationship with our clients and partners, and, more 
generally, with our market.

 PowerCARD Users Club

The PowerCARD Users Club is a social network dedicated 
to PowerCARD, its users, and industry experts. Redesigned 
in 2017, the aim of the platform is to provide a space for 
constructive discussions with and between users, and 
to collect feedback directly from our clients. As well as 
promoting interaction and collecting feedback, this platform 
allows us to rally together and engage a multidisciplinary 
Power  community and to nourish reflection on the 
future of our payment platform.

 PowerCARD Users Meeting 

Organised every two years since 1999, the PowerCARD 
Users Meeting is the culmination of all interaction between 
HPS and its ecosystem, and remains the most important 
stage in the feedback and summary process. The 2017 
PowerCARD Users Meeting was a success on many levels. 
400 clients and partners came to share their experiences 
and thoughts across three days of meetings and conferences 
led by more than thirty international speakers. The debates, 
centred around current and future payment industry trends, 
provided an opportunity to showcase collaborations and 
innovations within the sector, notably surrounding security 
or the establishment of common standards to shape future 
payment ecosystems.

Thanks to the way in which HPS and PowerCARD users have 
continued to develop the event over the years, the 2017 
PowerCARD Users Meeting was ranked amongst the 10 best 
global FinTech events by FinTech Futures, demonstrating the 
Group's increasingly central positioning within the industry. 
Organized biennially, the next meeting for the PowerCARD 
Users Meeting 2019 is schedeuled for March 2019.
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2- Efficient and collaborative R&D
In an extremely competitive sector, where industry giants are being pushed to the side by 
FinTechs with disruptive strategies, it is crucial that we offer our clients the flexibility of a 
start-up, combined with the support of a large technology company. This balance allows us 
to maintain a strong capacity for innovation, whilst being able to efficiently react to the 
rapid changes that our industry is currently experiencing. With more than 15% of revenue 
generated from solutions-oriented activities invested in the development of PowerCARD in 
2018, our solutions are considered by industry experts and professionals to be amongst the 
very best on the market on an international scale. 

 
In order to maintain the technological and operational 
progress of its globally recognised solutions, the “HPS 
Innovation” programme is gradually increasing investments 
in research & development, devoting around 15% of revenue 
generated from the Solutions activity annually. Over the last 
5 years, the Group has dedicated almost 230 million dirhams 
to research and development.

e are confident in the choices we make year after year  
thanks to market recognition and the awards received 
by PowerCARD over several years. In its analysis of the 
sector, Gartner places PowerCARD among the most highly 
functional, competent and high-performing solutions on the 
market worldwide. 

Throughout 2018, the Group continued its research and 
development efforts, devoting +30,000 man days to 
the evolution and development of its PowerCARD offer, 
amounting to 68.3 million dirhams in dedicated equipment 
costs.

 Hackathons: pooling talent and innovative ideas 

In 2017, HPS Innovation launched an Open Innovation 
programme, which involved the organisation of the Group’s 
first two ackathons.

The aim of the first edition of the roup’s hackathon event 
was to establish a connection between the Group and the 
academic world, bringing together 30 students selected 
from a total of more than 500 applicants. More than 
80 participants attended, split into 12 teams to develop 
prototypes for innovative mobile applications designed 
to improve consumers’ shopping experiences. As well as 
receiving financial assistance to help get their pro ect off the 
grounds  the winning teams also benefited from the P  
“Next Steps” programme, receiving assistance in transforming 
their solutions from prototypes to MVPs (Minimum Viable 
Products). 

By bringing our experts face to face with a range of talent  
and skills, and notably the creativity of young school and 
university students, we were able to gain a fresh outlook 
and develop original approaches within the context of 
our innovation programme, whilst strengthening and 
stimulating the creative capacity of our own employees and 
specialists. 

The second Hackathon took place in the margins of the 2017 
PowerCARD Users Meeting and involved the Group’s entire 
ecosystem: students, independent entrepreneurs, clients, 
partners and employees. The event gathered more than 120 

competitors of 20 different nationalities, who, in teams, had 
48 hours to develop and pitch a prototype for their potential 
market. With an overall budget of 1 million dirhams and an 
overall prize of almost USD 20,000, this competition brought 
together a unique set of skills and gave rise to some excellent 
innovations that look to be extremely interesting for the 
Group. 

Just as for the next PowerCARD Users Meeting, a bootcamp 
is scheduled for February 2019.

Through these competitions, HPS has been able to establish 
creative interactions with its full ecosystem and reveal 
innovative ideas that will now be implemented as part of its 
global innovation strategy.

This type of event and its evident success has provided us 
with inspiration for new and exciting ideas that will further 
strengthen our capacity for innovation. 

These events have also acted as invaluable opportunities to 
scout out new talent. Some young students already have 
an innovative vision of the payment sector, and these fresh 
new outlooks could make a significant contribution to our 
expertise. Some of our Hackathon winners have already 
gone on to complete important research and development 
phases. In light of such successful results, we believe that it is 
now crucial to maintain this dynamic and contact with the 
talent of tomorrow. 
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In order to achieve our objectives, it is crucial that our employees 
feel engaged and highly involved in achieving our vision. By sharing 
core values such as excellence, responsibility, solidarity, passion for 
innovation, and integrity, we create optimal conditions for our 
employees to drive forward our strategy on a daily basis.

 
We want for our employees to feel that HPS is 
the perfect environment for them to flourish 
as individuals and professionals, and every 
day we continue to invest in a wide range 
of initiatives to achieve this. Through these 
initiatives, we want to ensure that our Group 
remains a dynamic company with a strong 
focus on innovation, attracting talented, high-
performing individuals who share the same 
values by which we are guided. Our human 
resources management strategy is based 
on several pillars: recruitment, management 
by objectives, training, remuneration, 
internal promotion, diversity, and ethics. 
All of these axes are analysed and subject 
to an HR roadmap and regular surveys in 
order to measure our success in achieving 
our objectives and the effectiveness of our 
policies.

 Recruitment: first lever 
of innovation

ecruitment is P ’s first key step to success. 
Our recruitment strategy aims to ensure a 
fair and ethical approach, whilst selecting 
the best talent possible. We then deploy our 
integration processes to ensure that our new 
employees quickly acquire an understanding 
of our business and our culture, and a strong 
sense of belonging within the Group. In order 
to support the growth of HPS and its staff, 
we have strengthened our HR development 
teams and our presence at events dedicated 
to HR and recruitment, in order to meet and 
evaluate profiles that could help develop our 
business. Our recruitment strategy is based 
on two approaches: 

A responsive approach, in which we select 
the profile that accurately matches the 
needs of the department concerned, 
and a proactive approach, which involves 
identifying profiles for which we don’t yet 
have an immediate need, yet whose potential 
or skill set could benefit P  in the near or 
more distant future. We then invite each 
candidate for an exploratory talk, either to 
hire them immediately, or to keep them on 
our radar for future recruitment. In order 
to ensure that our recruitment processes 
run smoothly, we have set up a digital 
platform that collects appropriate profiles. 
This platform is accessible via our website 
and via QR codes at any events in which we 

participate, providing us with a centralised 
database. 

 Training 

Our industry is evolving rapidly and it is 
important to ensure that we are putting 
the necessary resources in place so that our 
employees can continue to innovate and 
offer cutting-edge solutions to our customers. 
We created the HPS Academy in 2007, 
which delivers training courses on payment 
topics and our PowerCARD product. These 
courses are part of our strategy to integrate 
our new employees and to develop the 
skills of existing employees. Additionally, 
we invest almost 2% of our total payroll into 
external training, including both specialist 
technological training and more general 
training. 

 Diversity 

We believe that diversity and equal 
opportunities are key performance drivers, 
and that a team of employees from different 
backgrounds is the best way to expand our 
scope of reflection and boost our creative 
capacity. Our diversity policy is applied 
across the spectrum, with a particular focus 
on integrating individuals with disabilities. 
In 2018, the Group had more than 500 
employees, representing a total of 14 
nationalities, from Africa, Asia, Europe and 
North America. Women make up 30% of the 
Group’s total workforce. The Group aims to 
see this figure increase to 5  by 5.

66% HPS Solutions
15% HPS Services
10% HPS Group 
9% HPS Corporate Services

14
nationalities

+15,000
Training hours 

62%
of employees

have undertaken training

500
employees

30%70%

+11%
staff

3- An innovative HR strategy



3  HPS Solutions
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Payment market
Thanks to the globalisation of digitisation, clients are more connected, better informed and 
increasingly demanding. They want financial services that are uicker  easier to use and less 
expensive. 

The three primary ruptures in the payment market are:

 The primacy of a relationship with more mature customers in the face of new technologies, 
and customers who are increasingly volatile and unfaithful.

 The highly strategic monetisation of data regarding customer behaviour. Payment is the only 
way to capture this data when the transaction is executed.

 The trend in integrating purchasing and payment operations in order to improve and 
optimise customer experience.

The payment market is undergoing a complete reconstruction. It comprises three stakeholder 
categories:

 Traditional financial stakeholders  notably banks  restrained by excessive structural and 
regulatory requirements which prevent them from effectively responding to the new 
consumption habits of their customers.

 inTechs  flexible firms mid-way between the traditional financial sector and new digital 
trends, offering innovative payment services with disruptive business models.

 Technology stakeholders, the Big Four, telecom operators, and other e-commerce giants, 
which collect data on their customers and use these databases to provide personalised 
payment services which are accessible in just one click, offering a unique customer 
experience.

Within this context, stakeholders can choose between two strategic paths: to either move 
towards an unsettled market, perturbed by a battle between different stakeholder categories, or 
to move towards a reconstructed market that fosters collaboration, coopetition and streamlined 
costs. 

These changes are creating new opportunities for HPS, thanks to the functional wealth of our 
solutions and their exceptional flexibility and adaptability. 

REGULATORY INITIATIVES

DE-INTERMEDIATION DUE TO

THE EMERGENCE OF FINTECHS

CLIENTS’ EXPECTATIONS ON

ADDED-VALUE SERVICES 

EMERGENCE OF A NEW ECOSYSTEM

IN THE PAYMENT INDUSTRY

IMPROVED EFFICIENCY IN THE

PROCESSING OF TRANSACTIONS

 CALLING INTO QUESTION OF THE BANKS’ CURRENT

BUSINESS MODELS COSTS PER MIF TRANSACTION)

ADOPTION BY THE BANKS OF NEW MODELS OF
DISTRIBUTION (WITH EFFECTS ON THE NETWORK
STARTING FROM THE OPEN DIGITAL PLATFORMS)

FRAGMENTATION OF THE CHAIN
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UNCERTAINTY IN THE BANKS’
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Responses by directors on factors resulting in structural changes 
in the Industry
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 Electronic payment
and blockchain

Blockchain establishes trust within 
non-secure environments, facilitating 
shared and transparent access to infor-
mation contained in the chain. Accord-
ing to Gartner, blockchain technology 
has a clear future ahead, however will 
still be in its testing phase for some time 
to come.

It’s this technology that is behind cryp-
tocurrencies such as Bitcoin, managed 
by a public information system that is 
independent from central banks. But 
beyond its strictly monetary use, block-
chain technology can be used to create, 
authenticate, store and issue any kind 
of transaction, such as land titles, share 
purchases, and insurance contracts. 
This poses a great threat to financial 
intermediaries.

Since 2016, HPS has been exploring 
blockchain technology with a view to 
integrating it into its PowerCARD plat-
form. As part of our research, we created 
a prototype for an interbank transac-
tion clearing and settling module. The 
results were extremely promising and 
reaffirm our commitment to continue in 
this direction.
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Note: Ecocommerce includes retail sales, sales of voyages, digital download products, and services ordered on Internet through any device without taking account of the method of payment or execution 
to the exclusion of travel tickets or events tickets. Payments by mobile phone or M-payments are defined as a form of payment when the mobile phone is used as a means of payment – and not only as 
an alternative channel for sending the payment instruction – and the flow of payment information is processed in real time. The numbers and percentages in the graphs may not correspond due to 
rounding. Source: Capgemini Financial Services
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 Digital, a great challenge 
for regulations

With infrastructure deployment 
programmes in full swing and digital 
technology in the process of trans-
forming society, governments are now 
being forced to adapt their legislative 
and regulatory frameworks. Numerous 
common law schemes now need to be 
revised in light of new digital activity 
and trends. 

This includes national regulations, 
but also international regulations for 
cross-border exchanges. There are 
several aspects to consider regarding 

such regulations, notably competition, 
taxation and data protection.

Central banks are being pushed to pri-
oritise the interoperability of payment 
methods, with a view to encouraging all 
categories of stakeholders to collaborate 
in order to discourage cash payments 
and foster innovation, whilst respecting 
the freedom of pricing and protecting 
consumers against potential breaches.

The European Commission Directive 
on payment services (PSD 2) serves to 
illustrate these current trends within 
the field of regulations. ll member 
states are required to fully transpose 

this directive into their national legisla-
tion by 13 January 2018, when it is due 
to come into force. It will notably allow 
third parties to have access to customer 
accounts. The application of this direc-
tive will provide banks with a framework 
that is even more structured than their 
relationship with FinTechs. We should 
remember that historically, numerous 
regulations issued throughout Europe 
have spread to other regions. It is there-
fore highly likely that opening up access 
to bank accounts to third parties will 
become a generalised phenomenon in 
the future. 

Global Volume of E-Payment and M-Payments (Billions) Transactions

Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2017
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Business

Card Issuing
This service provides card issuers 
with full flexibility to define  
implement and manage a flexible 
and innovative offer that covers all 
types of cards: credit, debit, prepaid, 
corporate, etc.

Founded in 1838, FNB is the oldest bank in South Africa and is 
recognised as one of the most innovative. It operates in 8 countries 
across the region. FNB is one of the Top 4 of the African banking 
industry.

Since 2014

Fraud Monitoring
This service allows our clients 
to monitor, authorise or block 
transactions from different systems 
and channels, in real time or near 
real time, whilst alerting customers 
in the event of suspicious 
transactions.

DUBAI ISLAMIC BANK (DIB) is an Islamic bank, established in 1975. 
It is the largest Islamic bank in the United Arab Emirates. DIB is 
listed on the Dubai Financial Market. The bank currently operates 90 
branches in the UAE.

Since 2007

Mobile Payment
This service allows all payment 
operators (card issuers, large 
retailers, etc.), to offer secure mobile 
payment solutions.

GEMALTO is a multinational company specialising in the digital 
security sector. GEMALTO develops secure software, products and 
services. GEMALTO is notably the world’s leading manufacturer of 
SIM cards.

Since 2015

Credit management
This service provides our clients 
with a tool to manage credit risks in 
line with their lending policies, and 
to provide an optimal loan cycle 
with a system that is available 24/7.

E  P TE  is the largest ech bank with .  million 
clients. Founded in 1825, it is part of the ERSTE group. It manages 
2.83 million cards and a network of more than 1,700 ATMs.

Since 2003

e/m Commerce
This service designs secure and 
flexible e-commerce payment 
gateways, supporting merchant 
plug-ins and 3D Secure 
authentication.

GHANA INTERBANK PAYMENT AND SETTLEMENT SYSTEMS is a 
wholly owned subsidiary of the Bank of Ghana. It was incorporated in 
May 2007 with a mandate to implement and manage interoperable 
payment system infrastructures for banks and non-bank financial 
institutions in Ghana. 

Since 2010

We have broken down our PowerCARD modules in response to our clients’ needs 
and business lines.
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ATM Management 
This service allows all operators 
to implement and manage ATM 
services, supporting all card 
types, compatible with future 
technologies, and offering a broad 
range of additional services.

The BANQUE POPULAIRE is a cooperative bank established in 1926. 
In 2017, it was ranked the 6th largest African bank by The Banker 
Ranking 2017.

Since 2001

Merchant Acquiring

This service allows international 
acquirers and merchants to accept 
and handle electronic payments 
anywhere in the world, optimising 
their processing, interchange and 
operational costs, whilst increasing 
their understanding of their 
customers.

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE CARDS & PAYMENTS has been the leading 
payment service provider in France for 40 years. The company provides 
processing services across three key domains: card payments, non-
card payments, and security and fraud management.

Since 2010

Payment Analytics
This service transforms payment 
data into operational information, 
in order to highlight key 
performance indicators and offer 
value-added services through 
advanced reporting tools.

CALÉDONIENNE DE SERVICES BANCAIRES is the only payment 
service provider in New Caledonia. It offers a complete range 
of electronic payment, document handling, publishing, and 
chequebook manufacturing services. It manages 50,000 bank card 
authorisations per day.

Since 2014

POS Management 
This service manages all point 
of sales devices, supporting all 
POS terminals and capable of 
routing authorisations, capturing 
transaction information, and 
managing clearances and 
settlements in a cost effective, 
dynamic and efficient way. 

JCC was established in 1989 following a decision made by two 
main Cypriot banking institutions to join forces to administer the 
processing and settling of card transactions. Its role is to provide 
financial and data infrastructure services to the ypriot banking and 
sales sector. 

Since 2001

Retail Payment
This service helps retailers build 
a centralised  open and flexible 
payment platform that allows their 
customers to shop by whatever 
channel they choose, 24 hours a 
day.

Established in 1935, EL CORTE INGLÉS is one of Europe's leading 
department store chains. Present in Spain and Portugal, the 
company achieved a turnover of more than 15 billion  Euros in 2016, 
with the El orte ngl s ard used by more than 11 million customers.

Since 2016
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 Dubai Islamic Bank - Consider and optimise their 
platform to leave room for innovation

Dubai Islamic Bank (DIB) is an Islamic bank established 
in Dubai in 1975. DIB is listed on the Dubai Financial 
Market. It is the largest Islamic bank in the United Arab 
Emirates and the first slamic bank to have incorporated 
the principles of Islam into its practices. The bank currently 
operates 90 branches in the UAE. The Dubai Islamic Bank 
is present internationally in 7 countries and is continuing 
to expand throughout the world to pursue its growth 
and development. DIB, which servers nearly 1.7 million 
clients, offers a broad and constantly developing range of 
innovative products and services which are in keeping with 
Sharia.

For many years, the bank suffered from a lack of support 
from their previous supplier. For DIB, it was primordial to be 
able to rely on an optimised and modern platform while at 
the same time avoiding any problem of integration. It was 
important for them to be able to count on a focused and 
top-ranking support from their supplier of solutions. 

 Since 2007 - Migration to a single technological 
platform with PowerCARD

Thanks to its unique all-in-one technological platform, HPS 
provides with PowerCARD Issuer the complete platform 
Issuance of DIB (for credit and debit cards) together with 
PowerCARD-ATM the system making possible optimisation 
of management, piloting and switching of ATMs and with 
PowerCARD Fraud, the autonomous anti-fraud system.

HPS has set up ATM services with a strong added value 
such as for example the Tayseer advance on salary, 
MasterCard DDC on ATM, numerous services for paying 
bills, transfers without card, issuance without contact, etc. 

The anti-fraud management system monitors in real or in 
deferred time the authorisations and transactions coming 
from all systems. The system triggers actions and alerts that 
can easily be configured in the settings  making it possible 
to alert clients in the event of suspicious transactions.

HPS has also met DIB’s expectations by providing 24/7 
support and local presence. 

Thanks to HPS, Dubai Islamic Bank has a platform adapted 
to its ambitions for growth, innovation and generation of 
new revenue sustained by new commercial initiatives. 

 has positioned itself rapidly as an influential pioneer by 
introducing new functionalities and innovative services on 
its ATMs (advance on salary, DCC, etc.). 

After launching PowerCARD-Fraud, its new system for 
managing fraud, the bank observed a substantial decrease 
in fraud of around 33% in relation to earlier years. 
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PowerCARD
The PowerCARD platform covers the entire payment value chain and offers our 
clients a plethora of high value-added solutions for optimal risk control and 
management.

Retailer Open Payment Platform
A platform offering a seamless 
and secure customer experience, 
accepting transactions from all 
payment channels 

PowerCARD-WebPublisher
 web portal solution with efficient 

administrative features that allow 
clients to manage and customise 
numerous web portals.

PowerCARD-Acquirer
A global platform for merchant 
management, enabling acquirers to 
create customised solutions

PowerCARD-BI
A set of dashboards providing users 
with a clear vision, based on key 
performance indicators

PowerCARD-Switch 
Routing, stand-in processing, and 
authorisation in a high-availability 
environment. 

PowerCARD-eCommerce
A multi-merchant and multi-buyer 
solution for the management of 
e-commerce and MOTO payments

PowerCARD-Fraud
An autonomous fraud solution that 
monitors authorisations from any 
system in real or deferred time

PowerCARD-Tokenisation
A complete solution that supports 
the issuance, provisioning and 
storage of tokens on behalf of a 
token

PowerCARD-xPOS
A system that manages 
authorisation requests and 
transactions for any type of Point 
Of Sales device (POS, mPOS, ePOS, 
etc.).

PowerCARD-ATM
A comprehensive, self-service 
solution that allows financial 
institutions and retailers to manage 
and get more out of their ATMs

PowerCARD-Issuer 
Complete services for the issuance 
and management of all cards in all 
formats

PowerCARD-ACH
A solution for the management 
of authorisations and clearances 
between different members via SID 
and LIS.

PowerCARD-eSecure
An additional step in the online 
payment process  linking financial 
authorisation with online 
authentication (ACS - 3D Secure).

PowerCARD-Wallet
An unbranded Wallet management solution 
providing its own prepaid account or 
connecting to external means of payment:
- Wallet Management
- Management of P2P, P2M, G2P, B2P, etc.
- Management of a prepaid account
- Management of internal and external payment
- Management of merchants and agents
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A leading provider in the electronic payment industry, HPS 
very quickly came to understand that, in light of market 
developments, processing activities were to become a strategic 
priority and a genuine window for opportunity for the Group. 

Set up in 2016, HPS Processing draws on the Group’s human and material resources, 
its high value-added services, and its PowerCARD expertise to offers its solutions to its 
clients as an outsourced service. HPS Processing covers 3 distinct sectors: 

 The processing of payment solutions for financial institutions and payment 
operators, managing all electronic payment operations. 

 The management of switching activities on a national or regional level, which 
involves managing authorisation re uests and netting flows between different 
operators. 

 Processing of solutions for microfinance players  offering complete management 
of their operations and the dematerialisation of financial flows linked to the release 
and repayment of credits.

HPS Processing operates on a single platform, PowerCARD, used in more than 90 
countries  demonstrating exceptional agility and easily adapted to the specific needs 
of each client and their local market. 

ur platform is supported by P - -certified infrastructure that complies with the 
Uptime Institute’s Tier III requirements, ensuring a high level of availability, integrity, 
security and continuity of activity in line with industry best practices. 

HPS Processing consists of a team of experts with an optimal combination of skills and 
overall experience, accompanying our clients from the initial design phase through to 
the actual implementation of a service, with a strong focus on continuous innovation 
and improvement. 

Our relationships with our clients are driven by an operational governance model 
that defines the preventive and corrective measures and procedures put in place to 
fulfil our commitments with our clients and provide the high level of uality that they 
expect.
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The electronic payment industry is one of the sectors most 
affected by digital transformation and has shown strong 
momentum in recent years: the number of cards has risen 
from 13.45 billion in 2011 to more than 18 billion in 2016, with 
the number of mobile payment users at 250 million in 2013, 
increasing to more than 450 million in 2017.

According to the 2016 World Payments Report, the volume of 
cashless payments is increasing faster than GDP in all regions 
of the world  leading industry players to redefine their roles 
and prospects. 

In a world that is rapidly evolving in terms of both technology 
and relationships, payment players are confronted with 
unprecedented changes that impact the entire value chain. 
These changes are accelerating and are forcing banks to 
adapt to: 

 consumer expectations, which are now more focused on 
customer experience and secure payment methods; 

 technological developments provided by the FinTechs, 
coming in particular from the world of telecoms and the 
computer industry, to margin reductions resulting from 
regulations and the arrival of newcomers.

ithin this context  financial institutions and payment 
operators are increasingly turning towards outsourcing their 
electronic payment platforms. This allows them to focus 
on their core business  whilst benefiting from the flexibility 
and expertise of a technological player who supports and 
accompanies their development, in order to keep up with 
their rapidly growing ecosystems. 

 Offer 

HPS Processing offers its payment solutions on an 
outsourced basis, providing its clients with the necessary 
agility, specialisation and industrialisation to facilitate and 
accelerate the implementation of their innovations, whilst 
integrating regulatory and technological changes in a fluid 
and transparent manner. This allows our clients to go back to 
focusing on their core business, whilst monitoring risks and 
operational costs. 

HPS Processing relies on its proprietary solution PowerCARD, 
covering the entire value chain of electronic payment, 
acquisition, issuance and switching, on one single platform. 

Research & Development is at the heart of HPS Group’s 
strategy, allowing us to continually develop our platform, 
taking into account market, technological and regulatory 
changes so as to proactively support the development 
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of our clients. Thanks to PowerCARD’s modern and 
flexible technological architecture  these evolutions are 
implemented faster and cheaper, enhancing our clients’ 
efficiency and agility. 

Our platform allows us to showcase our ability to: 

Customise processes and services in order to contribute to a 
unique customer experience; 

Optimise and automate operational processes; 

Accelerate the implementation of new products and 
services; 

Provide tools and services for analysis, management and 
monitoring to optimise risk management; 

Integrate regulatory requirements and technological 
developments completely transparently for our clients; 

Achieve economies of scale that significantly reduce costs 
for our clients; 

Offer a progressive, customised process that ensures a level 
of scalability adapted to the needs of our clients. 

 Prospects 

In the very short term, HPS Processing aims to deploy its 
payment offer across the Group's longest established regions, 
capitalising on the PowerCARD brand.

HPS also hopes to draw on its international presence to 
deploy its processing activities in the medium term on a 
more global scale. n 1  the first processing contract 
was signed with oci t  n ral  rance for managing the 
electronic transfer activity of ten of its subsidiaries in Africa.

Switching  
 Environment 

As part of HPS’s mission to contribute to the liberalisation of 
the payment market, requiring the separation of acquisition 
and switching operations in Morocco, since 2016 HPS has 
been operating as a national switch, authorised by Central 
Bank, on behalf of all issuers and acquirers in Morocco. A 
subsidiary created for this exact purpose, HPS Switch’s aim 
is to guarantee the interoperability of authorisation request 
routing services, and the clearing and settling of transactions 
for electronic payment players. The overall offer covers: 

 basic switching services for managing multi-channel 
permissions, routing operations, and clearing and 
reconciling payments; 

 delegated issuer and acquirer services that optimise 
electronic transactions for issuers and acquirers, enabling 
them to use a single and reliable platform for the 
management of the entire life cycle of their transactions; 

 additional services for the development of electronic 
payments and card use. 

The electronic payment market in Morocco is experiencing 
strong momentum and a favourable climate at an all-time 
high: 

 At the end of 2018, the Moroccan market had 15.1 million 
cards in circulation, up 7.2% compared to 2017, with which 
96.1 million transactions were carried out (payments 
and withdrawal from ATMs in Morocco and abroad), 
representing an increase of 23% in relation to 2017;

 Foreign card activity in Morocco totalled 18.7 million 
transactions, up 18% in comparison to 2017.

 From project initiation to initial achievements 

n 1  P  Processing finalised the implementation works 
for its new switching and clearing platform, and set about 
obtaining approval from all its clients. Launched in October 
2017, the new switching platform had ten clients (acquirers 
and issuers) at the end of 2017.

In 2018, all Switch cards clients migrated to the SPS SWITCH 
platform. Moreover  the roup finalised the witch Mobile 
platform in ctober 1 . The first revenues from switching 
mobile are expected in 2019. 

The new switching platform is based on our proprietary 

solution PowerCARD and is designed to ensure complete 
control of all solutions for our clients. 

The switching platform integrates a production site and 
a backup site that meet the Uptime Institute's Tier III 
requirements, which guarantees a maximum allowable 
interruption period (DMIA) of 1.6 hours per year. A business 
continuity plan has also been put into place in accordance 
with the most stringent international standards. The 
processing centre is also P - -certified and complies with 
the requirements of Law 09-08 on personal data protection.

Our value proposal for Switching includes: 

Flexibility and proven capabilities:

 Minimal impact on existing systems and optimisation of 
projects for Issuers and Acquirers; 

 Capacity to develop solutions rapidly which are adapted to 
the specific needs of the local market  

 A platform open to all applicable value-added services 
(transfers, bill payments, mobile top-ups, ticketing, loyalty, 
scheduled payments, etc.); 

Optimal long-term financial proposal:

 Invoicing in local currency without currency risk or cost 
increase risk; 

 Degressive pricing indexed to the consolidated volumes of 
the global market;

 Rates that favour the development of micro-payment 
methods; 

Optimal model for the development of electronic banking 
in Morocco:

 Processing platform in Morocco for the protection of 
personal data in compliance with local regulations; 

 Compliance and full alignment of governance with the 
local regulators; 

 nnovative and efficient systems at the lowest cost possible 
to promote financial inclusion. 
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 Prospects

An independent and agile national switch, capable of 
providing innovative services with the highest international 
standards at the most competitive prices is an essential step 
in supporting Morocco in its ambition to develop electronic 
payments  promote financial inclusion  and provide 
innovative payment solutions. 

HPS completed the rise in power of the Switch electronic 
transfer in 2018 in order to interconnect all banks and 
establishments authorised by Bank Al-Maghrib.

Through its subsidiary HPS Switch, HPS Processing aims to: 

 open up the market to all operators and new entrants, thus 
creating the conditions for competition that is beneficial to 
all stakeholders; 

 reduce switching costs for operators by offering digressive 
pricing that is suitable for micro-payments; 

 enhance existing Switching services and offer new value-
added services in order to promote the use of electronic 
payment methods (loyalty schemes, multi-payments, 
Secure 3D authentication, enhanced data management, 
etc.) and 

making it possible to speed up the development of payment 
transactions in Morocco. 

The mobile payment initiative, launched in 2016 by Bank Al-
Maghrib and the National Telecommunications Regulatory 

gency  became a reality in 1  and is set to be a significant 
driver in the development of payment methods. By 
integrating the prere uisites specific to mobile payments  
the Switching platform will be ready to ensure mobile 
payment interoperability on a national level in 2018. 

Moreover, consumer trends in Morocco are continuing 
to evolve rapidly, notably due to a very young population 
that is open to new technologies, and a strong economic 
development fostering the emergence of a large middle 
class. The arrival of these new consumers is expected to 
favour the use of new payment methods over cash, all the 
more so if coupled with the implementation of value-added 
services and the development of our acceptance network. 

e are confident that the positioning of P  Processing as a 
domestic witch will enable the roup to benefit in the short 
and long term from such favourable market developments.

 

Microfinance
 Environment

Microfinance is a significant lever in financial inclusion and 
a catalyst for comprehensive and inclusive development. In 

1  microfinance institutions’ (M ) overall client base hit 
132 million, with a credit portfolio of 120 billion dollars. On 
a global level, MFIs saw an annual credit portfolio growth of 
9.4% and a 9.6% increase in the number of borrowers. 

The microfinance industry has shown rapid development 
from year to year. Services, stakeholders, regulations and 
technological innovations are changing, transforming the 
future of microfinance. Microfinance is now considered 
the number one alternative to banking for more than 2.5 
billion people excluded from the classical banking system 
worldwide. 

For some time now, technological innovation has been 
positioned as a key tool for the development of microfinance 
by proposing innovative solutions involving a wide range of 
stakeholders, including mobile operators and distribution 
networks  offering financial products and services at a 
lower cost to a greater number of people. Thanks to these 
technological innovations  the microfinance sector will be 
better able to respond to the needs of the populations 
targeted by microfinance institutions and will be well 
equipped to develop its own ecosystem. 

The development of solutions based on mobile technology 
in the next decade is expected to see the emergence 
of a plethora of players offering banking  financial and 
insurance products. To keep up with this rapid evolution, risk 
management, cost reduction and productivity are at the 
heart of microfinance structures’ strategies.

Microfinance 2016

ource  1  barometer of microfinance.
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2016 +9.4%
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 Offer and achievements

Within the scope of the strategy for diversifying the HPS 
offer and in view of the si e of the microfinancing sector and 
the mutations it is experiencing in terms of digitisation and 
launching new systems of information and management 
of its activities, HPS acquired during 2017 a Core Banking 
Microfinance solution which it intends to interface with the 
other modules of the PowerCARD and tackle this segment 
with a high-performance and integrated solution.

The HPS offer is expected to make it possible to cover the 
entire chain of Microfinance activities through a complete  
modular and open-ended solution.

Development of the PowerCARD Microfinance offer:

n view of integrating the Microfinance solution into the 
PowerCARD suite and in order to facilitate bringing it up 
to standards with regard to security, performance and 
sturdiness, the following is planned:

 Review of user friendliness in terms of removing scrollbars, 
responsiveness  adding a surfing status  changing the  
to obtain a better “look&feel”;

 mproving the security aspect  P -  certification  
penetration tests, listing of vulnerabilities (CVSS), targeting 
interfaces for OWASP Top-Ten criteria, management of 
sessions, etc.;

 Complete internationalisation of the application;

 Interfacing with other modules of PowerCARD;

 Digitalisation of certain functionalities, etc.

At the same time as this upgrading of the solution, a 
commercial offer intended for associations of microcredit 
in synergy with the global offer on Processing has been 
launched. It is to be noted that the efforts made in 2018 have 
made it possible to be shortlisted on several calls for tenders 
on which decisions are to be taken in 2019.

 Prospects 

mproving the effectiveness of microfinance worldwide 
through new technologies will encourage MFIs to play a 
role as a trade and distribution agent for financial and non-
financial services. 

The Power -Microfinance solution increases efficiency 
and targets microfinance organisations in ub- aharan 
Africa, MENA countries, Latin America, and South Asia. 
This trend is ustified by the strong presence of financial 
institutions ( s and s) offering microfinance services 
with strategies geared towards digital finance. 

The Power -Microfinance solution can be implemented 
to achieve several objectives: 

 Mitigation through traceability and dematerialisation of 
cash-in/cash-out operations; 

 Quick access to microcredit, insurance and saving products; 

 High value-added offer (transfers, payment of bills, 
telephone top-ups, etc.); 

  significant reduction in operating costs  

 Process optimisation for increased productivity. 
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Environment
Since 2017, the global market for digital services companies 
activities has experienced a growth in demand, sustained by 
more and more projects for digital transformation, and this 
growth will continue in 2019.

The consulting and services sector remains dynamic, with 
the development of new offers for services and new fields 
of competence such as the internet for objects, big data 
and mobility. “Bank, Insurance & Finance”, “Energy, Utility 
& Transport”, “Commerce & Distribution” and “Industry” 
were growth sectors in 2017 and 2018, strengthened by the 
sector for public services, government services and pension 
provision.

The employment market for digital services companies since 
1  has continued to grow despite difficulties in tracking 

down ade uate candidates  which results in a significant 
increase in salaries.

The difficulty with recruiting candidates having the necessary 
skills continues to be one of the main challenges in 2019.

 Employee training, professional retraining, sandwich 
courses and professionalisation seek to adapt skills to the 
needs of companies and to recruit talents. The feminisation 
of jobs in the digital industry continues to be a stake for 
2019.

 Recruiting foreign employees was increased in 2018 and 
will remain crucial in 2019. 

The services companies sector remains highly competitive: 

 Major companies, which cannot be ignored and which 
account for the concentration of certain platforms for 
development, third-party application maintenance, third-
party application acceptance, etc.;

 Companies working in highly specialised niches with a high 
added value; 

 Companies making resources available and independents. 

 Our positioning and strategy 

Our historical positioning is rather atypical:

 ommunication resolutely oriented towards the field of 
testing; 

  diversified activity to meet the needs in skills of the T 
Department (MOA, Production, etc.);

 An intermediate size and an image of competence that 
enables us to position ourselves on large files with ma or 
accounts. 

Our strategy:

 Strengthening and structuring our geographical presence 

  dedicated recruitment team with specific actions 
oriented abroad (Morocco, Tunisia) and towards retraining 
through “assisted” training programs 

 Search for added value and differentiation (national calls for 
tenders, specialised offers, etc.)

Offer
Within the Group, IT service activities are carried out by 
HPS Services, ensuring the monitoring and performance 
of information systems for large international groups. HPS 
Services are based on the structure and teams of ACPQualife, 
a company founded in 2002 and a wholly owned subsidiary 
of the HPS Group since 2010.

HPS Services activities are based on the international 
expertise of more than 5 consultants in the fields of testing 
and software ualification.

HPS Services also offers project management support 
services for IT transformation projects and IT engineering 
services for J2EE, Spring, JBOSS, Angularjs and JSF 
technologies, as well as those associated with the 
implementation of agile methodologies. 

HPS Services bases its services and commitments on four key 
values: 

Anticipation:
Our capacity for innovation enables us to offer our clients 
adapted and highly performing solutions.

Control: 
ur development is firmly rooted within a culture of 

commitment. We optimise mastery of our interventions.

Professionalism: 
Our offers are based on tried and tested know-how which 
are the result of capitalising on experience.
Quality:
n everything we do  we apply our ualified  approach  

which serves as a genuine guarantee of quality. 

HPS Services are based on a plethora of expertise used to 
assist its clients in their operations:

 ccomplishments within the field of T and Mobile
  Engineering (Architecture, Methodology, Realisation, 

Reception).

 Control of production environments and processes 
implanted to ensure the productivity thereof (ITIL Expertise, 
Implementation of SLAs, Devops, Cloud, Hadoop, etc.).

 Expertise in the field of software testing and ualification  
consulting, training, implementation, business and 
IT project management support (project ownership 
and project management), tools expertise, third party 
acceptance.

Consulting in technologies

Consulting and services

Software publishing

BUSINESS

+4,5%

+3%

+4.7%

+3.6%

+2,7%

+2,7%

+4.2%

+3%

2018
2017
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Software Qualification 
HPS Services assists its clients in the implementation and 
standardisation of their testing processes as well as in project 
management for the preparation and execution of testing 
campaigns.

The approach developed by HPS Services is based 
on a project-organised acceptance process and a risk 
management procedure associated with Risk and 
Requirements Based Testing (RRBT) requirements.

The effectiveness of this method lies in the separation of 
ualification and development operations  as well as in the 

creation of a detailed ualification strategy for each pro ect  
promoting optimal visibility across all ualification activities.

As quality control is at the heart of HPS Services, a detailed 
assessment is carried out at the end of each project to 
analyse discrepancies and improve processes, metrics and 
charts. 

In order to offer our clients turnkey solutions, HPS Services 
is also committed to providing pragmatic and ergonomic 
tools that are specially adapted to each client’s individual 
environment (specialised tools  open-source software  specific 
tools, etc.). 

Developments are now managed more and more frequently 

using flexible approaches  leading to ma or changes in 
processes and tests. The goal is not to revolutionise the 
client’s structure, but to understand their needs by adopting 
a systemic approach, in order to make improvements at 
each stage and adapt to their specific environment along the 
way. Agile working methods enable us to quickly implement 
operational solutions and generate a higher return on 
investments with reliable IT tools.

The short iterations recommended by the Agile Manifesto 
stipulate the automation of software tests as soon as possible, 
to avoid accumulating a significant technical debt. This set-up 
places the tester in a key role within the self-organisation of 
the team: this individual must be capable of collaborating 
with both the business and technical teams in order to 
integrate the change and understand how the tests can be 
used to document requirements and steer developments. 

s part of its mission to promote flexible methods  P  
Services teams led a series of conferences and workshops 
at Agile Tour events in Aix-Marseille and Sophia Antipolis, 
explaining a range of Agile methodologies such as Design 
Driven Development and Test Driven Development, which 
shorten the time between design and production, and 
decompartmentalise the work conducted by the teams 
involved, whilst integrating and automating testing processes 
throughout all project stages.

Service activities
HPS Services has built a service offering that combines 
expertise with a global vision of the information system. This 
offer is built around consulting services, project management 
assistance, infrastructure engineering and IT engineering.

 Project management support
HPS Services brings innovative ideas to IT service 
transformation projects, based on a thorough knowledge 
of the business sector and a wealth of technical and 
methodological expertise. Services range from drawing up 
master plans to managing IT plans, as well as providing 
operational pro ect management  drafting specifications  and 
designing and implementing related solutions and services.

 IT engineering
Through its acquisition of ACPQualife, HPS has gained 
a recognised specialisation in the execution of n-tier 
architecture applications. HPS Services has access to a wealth 
of expertise in project development, using technologies 
such as J2EE, Spring, JBOSS, Hibernate, Angularjs, Bootstrap 
and JSF. The applications produced are designed for 
professional environments, implementing databases with 

complex models or with significant security or performance 
restrictions. 

Expertise in technologies and architectures, combined with 
the implementation of AGILE/SCRUM methodologies and 
adapted tooling, allows each customer to achieve recognised 
performance and efficiency in the creation of applications.

 Infrastructure engineering
HPS Services supports its clients in ensuring the continuity 
of their services and the consistent performance of their 
Information System. HPS Services provides advice on 
technical architecture, advice and expertise on process 
organisation, and advice on the performance and robustness 
of applications and infrastructures.

HPS Services advocates a pragmatic approach centred 
around the continuous improvement of services and 
processes. HPS Services consultants are all highly 
informed and or T -certified within the system operation  
administration and expertise sector.

 REFERTEST and PowerCARD

In 2017, HPS Services acquired the intellectual property rights over the 
REFERTEST tool. HPS Solutions teams have since starting integrating 
it into their PowerT  in order to increase the efficiency of the 
PowerCARD solution’s testing operations.

Presented for the first time at the 1  sers Meeting  E E TE T is still 
being integrated into PowerCARD. The latest version offers new levels of 
interaction between the two tools:

Perform a PowerTOOLS test from a REFERTEST test
 Select a domain, test and the stages thereof
 Select the execution environment (target server)
 end configured testing data to PowerT

Update the test status in REFERTEST
Display PowerTOOLS logs via REFERTEST

Requirement
Definition

Test 
Definition 

 Automated
Test Creation

Campaign
Preparation
& Launching

Execution

Results 
Viewing

Defects
Tracking

DASHBOARD

Powertools
Refertest
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Achievements
 Lille

n order to support the development of its activities in the region  P  ervices opened a new office in ille in 1 . The 
dynamic nature of the local market  combined with the strong presence of ma or retailers and financial players offers bright 
prospects for growth and the potential for possible synergies with payment offers supported by HPS Solutions and HPS 
Processing.

eing in close proximity to elgium  home to numerous international cross-border companies  this new office will allow P  
Services to continue to grow and tap into new important markets.

t is thus that the northern region of rance ( ille russels) benefited in 1  from several openings of accounts and numerous 
requests and prospects underway for 2019.

 Western region of France

In order to better canvas new clients, particularly in the west of France, HPS Services strengthened its presence through the 
opening of an office in ennes. 

 Paris

HPS Services has built up its presence in the Paris area in order to be able to canvas and accompany new clients there.

This strategy of geographical positioning has enabled us to build up our order books with new references such as the BPCE 
Group, EDF, Amadeus and the Agency for Services and Payment.

 HPS Services in Switzerland

In order to develop its activities outside of the French market, HPS Services has begun to target the Swiss market with the 
opening of a new office in 1  in ausanne. evelopments can already be seen  with the opening of several accounts with a 
Mobilière, Le Canton de Vaud, Globaz and one of the most renowned Swiss watchmakers in the world. 

Switzerland reached its breakeven point in 2018, where we had to enter into a partnership with a local company in order to 
meet the legal requirements (LSE), and in 2019 (no later than at the end of the year) we are to take a position on taking over 
this company.

We have adopted a progressive approach, launching agility and testing operations, and implementing more long-term testing 
activities. This has allowed us to establish long-term contracts with this watchmaker, which bodes well for our development in 
this new market, our aim to have around ten clients by the end of 2019 or the beginning of 2020.

 Air France

Actions implemented by HPS Services have allowed us to reinvigorate our relationship with Air France and to sign new 
contracts in Toulouse, Sophia Antipolis and Paris.

 MSA

MUTUALITÉ SOCIALE AGRICOLE, a social security scheme for agricultural workers, is the second-largest social cover system 
in France. It manages all basic social protection for self-employed and employed agricultural workers. It also manages 
compulsory supplementary pensions for farmers. In 2014, HPS was awarded a public contract to accompany the MSA in the 
deployment and industrialisation of a testing project within their IT department (AGORA).

In 2018, following the successful results achieved by HPS Services, the MSA renewed the contract and selected HPS once again 
to continue to provide it with assistance and support.

Today, HPS Services sends more than 30 consultants out to the MSA in Paris, Toulouse, Montauban, Cahors, Lille and Arras and 
from its branches in Paris and Toulouse to provide the following services:

 evelopment and review of ualification strategies
 Pro ect ownership and pro ect management ualification
 Proposals on progress and improvement (deployment of tests in agile testing, automation, etc.)
 Coaching of internal teams
 Vocational, methodological and technical training 

This contract has allowed HPS Services to gain recognition as a key player in specialist testing within the public sector. 
HPS Services sees further opportunities for other national bodies, accompanying them in their testing activities and digital 
transformation, notably in terms of agile software development, DevOps, Big Data, etc.

With this in mind, GIP RENATER (national telecommunications network for technology, education and research, founded by 
CEA, CNES, CNRS, EDF, INRIA and the Ministry of National Education) has just selected HPS Services to assist it in its specialist 
testing projects.
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 Active participation in Software Testing Days 

A member of the French and Moroccan software testing boards, HPS Services sent its teams out to participate in the latest 
edition of the ourn e ran aise du Test ogiciel ( rench oftware Testing ay - T )  a key event in the world of software 
testing. This event provides the opportunity for participants and software testing consultants to discuss new features, the 
development of Refertest, and agility and good practice. Refertest teams led a tutorial on test automation in an agile project. 
After learning about the main theoretical concepts, all participants were given the opportunity to put their new knowledge 
into practice, with a range of simple and easy-to-use tools: Refertest, Jenkins and Robot Framework.

With the CMTL (Moroccan Software Testing Committee) chaired by an HPS employee, the Group renewed its partnership for 
the latest edition of the ourn e Marocaine des Tests ogiciel (Moroccan oftware Testing ay - MT ). fter participating in the 
JFTL, the ACPQualife testing teams joined the HPS teams in Casablanca to take part in this event.

The JMTL was an opportunity to demystify the acronyms used in the world of agile projects, explaining the meaning of TDD, 
ATDD and BDD, and how to use them in testing pyramids. Over the years, this day has become a federative event, gathering 
all members of the Moroccan software testing community. The event boasts more than 100 participants, 10 sponsors and 7 
sub ect-specific conferences  showcasing the stories and experiences of ma or clients.

Today, the JMTL is a privileged opportunity for all market players to meet some of the industry’s most renowned players, and to 
interact and engage with like-minded professionals.

Our clients
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CSR label

Ever since its inception, HPS Group has always been acutely 
aware of the importance of having a positive impact on 
its environment. In order to stay true to its values, HPS 
initiated an internal accountability approach, taking into 
consideration all current issues, whether economic, social or 
environmental, before gradually expanding it to its suppliers, 
and then to any public or private institutions with which the 
Group interacts.

It was the this desire to formalise and extend this 
commitment that led P  to be among the very first 
companies to be awarded the CSR label by the General 
Confederation of Moroccan Enterprises (CGEM) in 2012. 
Since then, the Group has steadily reinforced its social 
commitment as a corporate citizen, respectful of its 
environment and its community.

It is therefore thanks to all commitments undertaken in 
recent years that the Group was granted the renewal of its 
label on the 6 January 2017.

The CGEM Social Responsibility Charter was established in 
accordance with the recommendations of the UN, the ILO 
and the OECD. The CGEM label is also in line with the ISO 
26000 guidelines, and is based on compliance with the nine 
commitments of the CSR charter:

 Respect human rights
 Continuously improve employment and working 
conditions and professional relationships
 Protect the environment
 Prevent corruption
 Respect the rules of healthy competition
 Strengthen the transparency of corporate governance
 Respect the interests of customers and consumers
 Promote the social responsibility of suppliers and 
subcontractors
 Develop societal commitment 

In order to fully honour its CSR commitments, the Group 
relies on the voluntary involvement of its employees, 
and partnerships with local communities, civil society 
organisations, private foundations, and schools and 
universities. These partnerships provide opportunities 
to increase the scope and impact of these actions by 
collaborating with committed players with the same values. 
In keeping with its commitment to respecting diversity, HPS 
encourages its employees to participate in different CSR 
projects, whether within the framework of HPS actions or any 
other cause or association of their choice.
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 The HPS Foundation, aligned with the Group’s values

Since its creation, the HPS Foundation has invested 
considerably into education, a fundamental prerequisite for 
development, contributing to the improvement of school 
results, notably via sponsorships and support. By making 
education a priority, the HPS Foundation remains consistent 
with the Group’s values of commitment, responsibility and 
solidarity, as well as with its identity, with training considered 
the main driving force in ensuring sustainable growth.

In 2017, the HPS Foundation decided to optimise its 
operations by calling upon Impact Consulting to help it 
achieve its target impact.

An action plan was adopted to balance out our policy, 
dividing it into one-off actions and long-term assistance:

 Deployment of a national computer literacy programme 
via the creation of a Digital Solidarity foundation, bringing 
together major players from NICTs across the country.

 Sponsoring a school, actively participating in its 
management to transform it into an institution of academic 
excellence. Within this framework, on 3 November 2017, a 
tripartite agreement was signed between Bin Lamdoune 
school, the HPS Foundation and Al-Madinah School in 
California.

We have continued to invest in projects launched over 
previous years, which have proven to have an extremely 
positive impact, such as the improvement of school 
infrastructure, the introduction of astronomy clubs for 
primary school students, and the organisation of school trips 
to the zoo and book fairs, as well as special trips on Heritage 
Days.

 Led by a dynamic team and committed
volunteers

The Foundation is made up of a team of employees who 
ensure the smooth running of the organisation. HPS 
collaborators take part in this initiative on a voluntary basis, 
putting forward ideas and taking relevant action, in order 
to initiate and carry out projects in public establishments, 
before analysing the impact of these efforts and enriching 
the Foundation’s main areas of focus by building sustainable 
partnerships with any public or private bodies that could 
benefit from the actions of the oundation or help it to 
achieve its objectives.

 For an active involvement in the improvement of 
public education

HPS Foundation volunteers make every effort to improve 
learning conditions for school and university students, 
by upgrading facilities, providing academic support, and 
assisting and funding student-run university initiatives. As 
such, in 2017, the HPS Foundation provided emotional and 
financial support to students at the niversity of Marrakesh 
and made a donation to the Moroccan Foundation for 
academic support.

 One code for all: responding to present and future 
challenges

Young generations who overlook computer programming 
as an important discipline risk becoming “illiterate” in future 
terms. The renewal of the partnership with the Cod Cod 
Codet association, which leads coding starter workshops, 
was a crucial action for the Foundation, providing 50 young 
people with IT training this year.

 Sharing our drive for success: accompanying a group 
of secondary school pupils in their entrepreneurial 
projects

This year, HPS volunteers participated in an entrepreneurship 
awareness scheme at the technical high school in 
Mohammadia with  a youth-centred non-profit 
organisation, as part of the “it’s my business” project. 
Accompanied by HPS, the team of students competed at 
the Grand Casablanca competition with a gift box of 100% 
Moroccan products. It achieved a turnover of 15,000 million 
dirhams with a profit of 5  million dirhams.

 Exciting prospects
for development

Thanks to the serious approach adopted by its team of 
dedicated volunteers, the Foundation is now hoping to 
broaden its outreach. Having gained considerable visibility 
and now equipped with a larger budget through donations 
from a range of sources, the Foundation plans to develop its 
partner network to implement high-impact projects at its 
sponsored schools and allow even more institutions to benefit 
from them. The aim is to structure the Foundation into several 
divisions in order to boost its impact and organise future 
seminars for university and graduate school students.



7  Business review
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Key figures
AMOUNT IN MILLIONS OF DIRHAMS 2018 2017 CHANGES

Operating revenue  662 461 841    559 754 894   18.3%

HPS Solutions  455,224,640    375,732,659   21.2%

HPS Services  124,835,187    110,808,236   12.7%

HPS Processing  54,791,198    52,801,162   3.8%

P  ecurit  4,692,042    9,060,782   -48.2%

Other  22 918 774    11 352 056   101.9%

Operating expenses  551 548 867    469 301 723   17.5%

Operating income  110,912,974    90,453,171   22.6%

Operating margin 16.74% 16.16% 0.58 Pt.

et profit ( roup share)  92,231,592    71,054,972   29.8%

Net margin 13.92% 12.69% 1.23 Pt.

Operating cash flow  83 659 026    85 960 648   -2.7%

Within a global economic environment of steady expansion, the HPS Group continues to enjoy strong growth, with an increase 
in operating revenue of 18.3% in relation to 2017, reaching more than 662 million dirhams at the end of 2018. This development 
is due in particular to strong sustainable growth.

The roup’s activities have notably benefited from

 a 7.63% increase in recurring revenue;

 a 3.8% increase in revenue from the Processing activity;

 a 12.7% increase in revenue from the Services activity. 
perating income and net income also increased by .  and 9.  respectively  generating an operating cash flow of .  
million dirhams.

 HPS SOLUTIONS

Solutions-oriented activity involves designing, developing, implementing and supporting a suite of multi-channel electronic 
payment solutions. This sector represented 70.6% of the Group's overall activity in 2018.

Our software and services are sold and supported by our regional branches located across three geographical areas: Europe/
America, Africa, and the Middle East/Asia. Each regional branch has its own sales force, its own network of partners, and its own 
implementation teams.   first-level support service is available across all offices in asablanca and ubai. econd-level 
support is centralised in Casablanca for all our clients.

perational in 9  countries  our products and services are used by more than  financial institutions  national and regional 
switches, processors, and even telecom operators.

HPS’ performance for the year 2018 was achieved thanks to a positive dynamic surrounding electronic banking activities across 
all our geographical areas and the continuous implementation of strategic approaches.

HPS Group’s solutions-oriented activity increased by 21.16% compared to 2017, thanks to the continuous deployment of major 
projects, as well as the launch of initiatives as requested by our existing clients. With sales of 208 million dirhams, HPS has 
achieved significant results across regions where it is well established ( frica and the Middle East)  maintaining its backlog at a 
comfortable level to be recognised in future years.

The opening of a new office in ingapore in 1  aims to develop and reinforce the roup’s presence in sia in line with the 
Group’s strategic approaches. This opening bore its fruits in 2018 with the signature of two new contracts in Asia in 2017 whose 
purpose is to develop and reinforce the Group’s presence in Asia, in line with the Group’s strategic orientations, and resulted in 
2018 in the signature of two new contracts in Asia.

Consolidating our position within our traditional markets
Our strong position in Africa and the Middle East has allowed us to consolidate our market shares and to pinpoint new sources 
of significant growth.

HPS has been able on the one hand to increase the loyalty of its existing clients by signing implementation products for new 
modules  particularly for ank hofar in man and arwa in atar for the c uiring part  as well as P in Palestine  r dit du 
Maroc and CSB in New Caledonia for implementation of the KAL software at banking counters.

astly  the ubi uity of mobile phones now offers real opportunities in terms of financial inclusion and the massification of 
electronic payment methods. Conscious of the potential of m-payment in Morocco, several banks chose the PowerCARD-
Wallet solution in 2017, equipping themselves with a complete mobile payment solution in order to support their digital 
transformation strategy and offer their customers payment solutions that are innovative, easy to access and cost-effective. In 
2018, another major player in Morocco, BMCI, entrusted HPS for this solution.
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Developing our positioning within major international projects and priority markets
The global partnership contract signed in 2014 with GEMALTO, a world leader in digital security, made possible the signature 
of a new contract in 2018 in order to address the tokenisation of co-badged cards. These achievements enabled the Group to 
consolidate its recurring revenue strategy and to strengthen its transactional model (licenses paid on a transaction basis). 

The Group also continued the deployment of on-going projects in line with its objectives, including the implementation of the 
PowerCARD platform, which will eventually be launched in a total of 27 countries, on behalf of a major global oil company. 
Following the launch of the platform in Canada in 2016, Hong Kong and Macao activities were integrated into the PowerCARD 
platform in 2017. 

Moreover, HPS's is continuing to develop its market shares on its traditional markets globally, particularly in Africa. HPS’ visibility 
on the South African market was strengthened thanks to the success of the project currently underway with FNB. Within 
this context, a second contract was obtained in 2018 with another bank in the country for replacing their existing platform 
with PowerCARD. Also, other major contracts have been signed with new clients, notably Bridge Bank in the Ivory Coast, 
International Bank of Mauritania, Faisal Islamic Bank in Egypt, Banque de l’Habitat in Burkina Faso,  BMCI in Morocco for the 
Wallet part, BPCE in France as well as a few large banks in Indonesia and Cambodia.

Strengthening of new business models to improve the long-term growth of HPS

As part of our strategy to diversify our business model and strengthen our recurring revenue, 2018 was marked by revenue from 
annual licences based on volumes of transactions for an amount of 32 million dirhams, down slightly for 2017.

Our historical business model (licence sales) also continues to strengthen our recurring revenue with the maintenance of our 
solutions and the sale of additional licences linked to the development of our clients. In 2018, they represent more than 19% of 
the Group’s total revenue.

The Group’s Processing activity was launched in July 2016 with the management of all Switching activity in Morocco and comes 
within the Group’s global strategy for diversifying business models in order to increase HPS’s share of recurring revenue and 
long-term growth. 

n 1  moreover  the roup finalised the deployment of its Processing offer around its Power  product  and an initial 
contract was signed with the oci t  n rale roup in rance for managing ten of its subsidiaries in frica. 

 Processing

Processing activity consists of developing and implementing innovative outsourced solutions, based on our PowerCARD 
platform. Our Processing division covers 3 main areas:

 Processing of payment solutions for financial and payment institutions in order to manage all their electronic payment 
operations;

 Management of Switching activities on a domestic, national and regional level, which involves managing authorisation 
re uests and netting flows between different operators

 Processing of solutions for microfinance players  offering complete management of their operations and the 
dematerialisation of financial flows linked to the release and repayment of loans. P  Processing infrastructures meet the 

ptime nstitute’s Tier  re uirements  are P - -certified and ensure optimal service availability and continuity in line 
with industry best practice. 

For 2018, HPS Processing operations were largely marked by switching activity in Morocco. This activity involves the 
interconnection of all operators licensed by the Bank Al Maghrib (Issuers, Acquirers and payment service operators) and the 
management of all interoperable electronic banking transactions of these operators, including payment transactions to 
merchants or TM withdrawals from fellow operators. 1  was marked by the migration of all national financial operators on 
the HPSSWITCH Switching platform as well as completion the mobile switch platform in October 2018.

Maintaining activity at the same level in 1  as the previous year can be explained mainly by a delay in signature of the first 
Processing contract, part of whose Run revenue from transactions is expected to be chalked up in 2019.

 At the end of 2018, the Moroccan market had 15.1 million cards in circulation, up 7.2% compared to December 2017, with 
more than 96.1 million transactions carried out (payments and withdrawal from ATMs in Morocco and abroad), representing an 
increase of 23% in relation to 2017.

Foreign card activity in Morocco totalled 18.7 million transactions, up 18% in comparison to 2017.

The witching activity recorded turnover of 5 .  million dirhams during financial 1  (5  million dirhams in transactions and 
other services and 1.  million dirhams for reinvoicing costs related to use of the platform of the M  during the first half of 1 ). 

The remainder of activity in 2018 (4.6 million dirhams) concerns information platform security projects for a number of 
operators in Morocco.

 Services

Service activities, carried out by our subsidiary ACPQualife, are currently carried out mainly on the French market and represent 
nearly 20% of the Group’s overall activity. HPS Services’ mission is to ensure control and performance of information systems 
and is notable for its expertise in the areas of software testing and ualification. e are involved throughout the entire process  
from designing, architecture, implementation and testing to production, in order to provide our clients with powerful, long-
lasting solutions for the control of their information systems.
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Working in 2018 in an economic environment more favourable than in 2017 due to the presidential elections in France, revenue 
from the Services activity rose by 12.7%.

1  also saw the finalisation of the ac uisition of the efertest tool in eptember  which falls under the roup’s diversification 
strategy. Revenue from this activity, up slightly in relation to 2017, comes to 700,000 dirhams, and a sales strategy has been set 
up based on existing clients in order to increase this revenue on 2019.

In terms of sales, we achieved the following:

 Renewal of the public procurement contract with the GIE Agora (Mutuelles Sociales Agricoles) The Group accompanies 
the Mutualit  ociale gricole (M )  the second-largest social protection system in rance. s part of its development and 
strategic approaches  the M  has implemented a set of ualification-related structural initiatives  and we are accompanying 
them in the deployment of a series of tests throughout all information system management projects. These services are 
conducted in Paris, Montauban and Avelin. This has allowed us to establish ourselves in two new employment areas in 
France, and to create two new sites in Toulouse and Lille in order to develop our activities in the south-east and north.

 Reinforcement of our presence in the air transport sector (Air France-KLM, Amadeus and Airbus) and consolidating our 
presence at our sites in Lille and Toulouse. In 2017, HPS Services succeeded in reinvigorating its relationship with Air France, 
notably with new contracts in Toulouse, Sophia Antipolis and Paris. HPS Services also continues to accompany the Amadeus 
Group in the development of its agile methods and testing tools as a lever for transformation. This has allowed us to broaden 
our offering with Amadeus, which until now has been focused on project management support, opening up prospects for 
significant growth.

 Reinforcing our visibility in the testing sector. We assist our clients in the implementation and standardisation of software 
testing, in the organisation, preparation and execution of testing campaigns, in test automation and non-regression testing 
and in performance testing and load tests.

HPS Services also manages a community of practices for software testing, present on several sites: Sophia Antipolis, Aix-en-
Provence, Paris, Toulouse, Casablanca and Rennes. Community meetings are frequently held across the different sites, allowing 
us to further develop our expertise in this field.

These achievements are the result of the Group’s strategy to expand its commercial network across all the French territory, and 
to consolidate the Services offering with major groups in France and Switzerland. As such, the Group has continued to develop 
in Paris and ille  and has strengthened its presence by opening up offices in wit erland and in ennes.

 Strengthening profitability

Operating expenses increased by 17.5%, mainly due to the strengthening of human resources, both internal and outsourced, 
and the increase in external expenses due to the strengthening of our sales and marketing efforts.

The roup continues to apply its subcontracting strategy to better optimise its flexibility within a global economic 
environment that is still fragile  whilst seeking to improve its operating profitability. This strategy is supported by the continuous 
improvement of our business processes and the efficiency of our organisation  split into autonomous regional entities  in order 
to further improve our operational efficiency.

Thus, while continuing to strengthen its R&D efforts (15% of solutions-related revenue, amounting to 68.3 million dirhams for 
1 )  the roup has been able to improve its operating profitability by .5  percentage points to 1 . . et profit for the 

Group amounted to 92.2 million dirhams, or 131 dirhams per share, an increase of 30% in relation to 2017.

 Cash flow

The roup’s operational cash flow amounted to .  million dirhams  a slight decline of . . This change is the result of the 
roup’s net profit growth and a decrease of the working capital re uirement.

The main cash flows not related to operating activity are

 Payment of dividends for 28.1 million dirhams;

 Repayment of a medium-term debt amounting to 15.5 million dirhams; 

 Payment of dividends for 11 million dirhams
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Business analysis
 Operating revenue

CATEGORY
2018 2017

CHANGES
AFRICA AMERICAS EUROPE

ASIA/MIDDLE 
EAST

GROUP GROUP

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT ACTIVITY 232 970 987  31 266 565  64 676 328 126 310 760 455 224 640 375 732 659 21.16%

PowerCARD projects  124 486 535 8 588 822  19 330 716 25 678 512  178 084 585  120 429 223 47.87%

Upselling 59 142 211  761 893 16 716 144  36 811 917 113 432 166  98 160 265 15.56%

Maintenance 37 991 961 8 478 460 16 261 621 56 994 819 119 726 861 112 120 996 6.78%

Transaction-based revenue  6 802 914  12 713 648 8 241 744  4 353 489 32 111 796  34 279 218 -6.32%

Oracle resales  - - - -  -  -  

Cross-charged invoices 4 547 366  723 742  4 126 103  2 472 022 11 869 233  10 742 957 10.48%

SERVICES -  - 124 835 187  -  124 835 187  110 808 236 12.66%

PROCESSING  54 791 198  -  -  -  54 791 198  52 801 162 3.77%

SECURITY  4 692 042  -  -  - 4 692 042  9 060 782 -48.22%

OTHER PRODUCTS -  -  -  -  27 261 533 16 853 776 61.75%

IG ADJUSTMENTS -4 342 758  -  -  - -4 342 758 -5 501 720 -21.07%

OPERATING REVENUE  288 111 468  31 266 565  189 511 515 126 310 760  662 461 841 559 754 894 18.35%

In a relatively stable global economic environment, the HPS Group has continued to enjoy strong growth, with a 18.3% increase 
in operating revenue in relation to 2017, reaching more than 662 million dirhams at the end of 2018. 

This development is due to:

 Strong organic growth across solutions-oriented activity (+21.2%).
 Zero growth in service-oriented activity (+12.7%)
 An increase of +3.8% in the Processing activity driven by an increase in the Switching activity in Morocco and by the 
signature of the first processing contract.

SOLUTIONS ACTIVITY

The Solutions activity continues to chalk up strong growth, notably in the historical regions of Africa, the Middle East and 
Europe. This growth is linked to the deployment of ma or pro ects signed but not finalised in 1  as well as those signed in 
2018.

Solutions Sales (net of sales for license extensions)

REGION 2018 2017 CHANGES

Africa 228,374,069 93,606,504 143.97%

Europe/Americas 39,320,842 45,409,499 -13.41%

Asia/Middle East 76,670,262 58,044,825 32.09%

TOTAL 344 365 173 197 060 828 74.8%

PowerCARD projects
Our “PowerCARD Projects" revenue consists of the initial charges paid by our customers for the perpetual use of a PowerCARD 
licence, as well as platform implementation services. These services include customisation and implementation of the solution, 
relevant training, and any assistance required for the smooth running of the project.

The fees paid by our clients are based on the volumetric elements that will be processed by the PowerCARD platform, such as 
the number of cards, the number of merchants and the number of ATMs.

"PowerCARD Projects" revenue is recognised as the project progresses from a few months to several years. Following the 
implementation of the PowerCARD platform,  revenue generated by our clients is related to the maintenance of the solution, as 
well as to additional features and services ordered by our customers (upselling revenue).
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PowerCARD project sales

REGION 2018 2017 CHANGES

Africa 168,948,467 28,286,569 497.27%

Europe/Americas 5,407,245 14,027,908 -61.45%

Asia/Middle East 25,973,140 27,125,080 -4.25%

TOTAL SALES 200,328,852 69,439,557 188.5%

Commercial activity saw a strong 188% increase in sales in relation to the previous year, these drops primarily focused in Africa. 

2018 was marked by the strengthening of our positioning with existing clients, with the implementation of new modules for 
our PowerCARD solution:

 Bank Dhofar (Oman) : The perimeter of this project involved implementation of the Acquiring module. Bank Dhofar has been 
a client of HPS since 2008.

 Barwa Bank (Qatar): The perimeter of this project involved implementation of the Acquiring module. Barwa Bank has been a 
client of HPS since 2013.

 Bank Of Palestine (Palestine): The scope of this project is the implementation of the KAL software at the level of the banking 
counters. BOP has been a client of HPS since 1997.

 r dit du Maroc (Morocco)  The scope of this pro ect is the implementation of the  software at the level of the banking 
counters. 

 CSB (New Caledonia): The scope of this project is the implementation of the KAL software at the level of the banking 
counters. BOP has been a client of HPS since 2014.

2018 was also marked by the signature of contracts with new clients, particularly on our traditional markets in Africa and the 
Middle East, as well as in Asia, thanks to our physical presence as a result of the opening of our new premises in Singapore.

 Bridge Bank (Ivory Coast): The project involves setting up the PowerCARD solution in order for the bank to have its own high-
performance, open-ended electronic transfer solution adapted to the bank’s information system, thus making it possible to 
deploy a complete range of products and services.

  International Bank of Mauritania (Mauritania): The project bears on the supply, implementation and complete integration of 
a money transfer system for the bank. n the first phase  this system will make it possible to issue cards (debit and or prepaid) 
and to ensure acquisition at the level of the ATM. The system will have to connect with the national system of electronic 
payment (GIMTEL) for national and international interbank transactions. The second phase will enable the bank to make a 
digital offer, notably through setting up a mobile application in order to guarantee its clients local service. 

 Faisal Islamic Bank (Egypt): The PowerCARD platform chosen will enable the bank to manage its entire electronic transfer 
business.

  Banque de l’Habitat (Burkina Faso): HPS’s PowerCARD platform will make it possible to totally cover all needs expressed by 
the bank (issuance of debit/prepaid cards, ATM/TPE acquisition, interfacing with the GIM-UEMOA, fraud management, etc.). 
PowerCARD will also make it possible to support the bank’s strategy for implementing innovative products and services for 
its clients, and this through a series of solutions providing a powerful time-to-market to meet the new demand for banking 
services in terms of digitalisation (mobile banking, Customer Portal, Company Cards, etc.).

 BMCI (Morocco): The perimeter of the project consists in setting up the PowerCARD-Wallet solution so as to have a complete 
mobile payment solution to support their digital transformation strategies and to offer their customers payment solutions 
that are innovative, easy to access and cost-effective. Description of the project.

 Large Fintech (Indonesia): The project involves setting up the PowerCARD to enable the merchant network to have new 
services on new activities. The target is more than 1  merchants the first year.

 Large Bank (Cambodia): A large Cambodian bank is modernising its payment infrastructure on PowerCARD in order to 
consolidate the processing of transfer cards, debit cards, prepaid cards and credit cards issued in PowerCARD. The platform 
will be hosted by AWS Singapore.

 P ’s visibility on the outh frican market was significantly strengthened thanks to the success of the pro ect currently 
underway with FNB. Within this context, a second contract was obtained in 2018 with another bank in the country for 
replacing their existing platform with PowerCARD.
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PowerCARD project production

REGION 2018 2017 CHANGES

 AFRICA 124,486,535 45,454,699 173.87%

 EUROPE / AMERICAS 27,919,538 59,917,709 -53.40%

 ASIA / MIDDLE EAST 25,678,512 15,056,816 70.54%

 TOTAL 178 084 585 120 429 223 47.87%

PowerCARD project production includes:

 Revenue from implementation services for new PowerCARD projects. These services include preliminary studies, software 
upgrades, customer support, training and technical consulting. Revenue from these services is recorded based on the 
progress of these services during the financial year.

 The initial licence fee for a perpetual right to use the PowerCARD licence. This revenue is accounted for in proportion to the 
progress of implementation of the associated implementation services. 

Power  pro ect production has risen by nearly .9  due on the one hand to significant developments with ma or pro ects 
signed prior to 2018 whose implementation was continued throughout 2018 in line with our objectives and on the other hand 
to new contracts signed in 2018. 

Among the Group's major achievements is a contract signed in 2016 with a major European processing player, active in 16 
countries with 75 million cards managed and more than 3 billion transactions per year. This project was launched in 2017, 
generating significant revenue for the financial years 1  and 1 . 

In 2014 and 2016, HPS also signed two separate contracts with First National Bank in South Africa (FNB), one for the 
management of its merchant acquisition activity, and the other for the management of its issuing activity. The development 
and deployment of the platform closely followed the objectives set throughout 2017. 

Also and especially, HPS has noted considerable progress on the project signed in 2018 with the second-largest bank in South 
Africa. Revenue from this contract is expected to be recorded during 2018, 2019 and 2020.

Recurring Licences
Revenue from recurring licenses covers two types of models:

 In the part of the business model based on perpetual license sales, the HPS Group charges licence extensions for clients that 
exceed licensed volumes (number of cards, number of ATMs, number of merchants, etc.).

 Parallel to the business model based on perpetual licence sales, the HPS Group offers a business model where licence 
revenue is based on the number of transactions processed on our clients’ PowerCARD platforms.

This business model enables P  to benefit in the medium and long term from the development of our industry on a global 
scale.

Revenue from recurring licences decreased by 6.3% in 2018, going from 34.2 to 32.1 million dirhams as a result of:

  significant drop on an existing platform based on licences for transaction. This decrease is governed by a signed contract 
that fixes revenue recorded by P  over a period of ten years. 1  is the year this contract stipulates a significant decrease in 
revenue.

 A 17.8% drop in sales of licence extensions, going from 9.6 million dirhams to 7.9 million dirhams.

The business model based on licences invoiced on a transaction basis falls under the Group’s sustainable growth strategy. 
The aim is to continue to strengthen HPS's recurring revenue and to link the Group’s development more closely to the overall 
development of the market, particularly to the growth of payment transactions worldwide.

Upselling
Upselling revenue consist of sales of modules, additional licences, features and services to our existing clients.

This revenue demonstrates our clients’ constant needs to respond to regulatory and technological changes, as well as changes 
to their business domain and environment.

Upselling Sales

REGION 2018 2017 CHANGES

Africa 59,425,602 65,319,935 -9.02%

Europe/Americas 33,913,597 31,381,591 8.07%

Asia/Middle East 50,697,122 30,919,745 63.96%

TOTALS 144,036,320 127,621,271 12.9%
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Upselling sales increased 12.9% in relation to 2017, mainly driven by the Middle East and Europe (respectively for 64% and 8.1%) 
through migration projects to PowerCARD version V3 which reach nearly 22 million dirhams, and by the momentum of some 
of the Group’s major clients, such as FNB in South Africa.

Upselling Production

REGION 2018 2017 CHANGES

 AFRICA 59,142,211 43,755,828 -9.14%

 EUROPE / AMERICAS 17,478,037 25,155,559 46.55%

 ASIA / MIDDLE EAST 36,811,917 29,248,879 25.86%

 TOTAL 113 432 166 98 160 265 15.60%

Upselling production rose 156% in relation to the level of the previous year. The Group continues to invest in optimising 
its performance in terms of productivity and the optimisation of its operational procedures. This allows us to reduce our 
operational implementation times. Ensuring that all of our clients upgrade to version 3 of the PowerCARD platform should 
allow us to implement this strategy.

Maintenance
Maintenance services include systematic updates to our solutions in line with regulatory developments imposed by 
international networks, updates in line with technological developments, and the provision of a 24/7 operational support centre 
to assist our clients as needed. Maintenance revenue is generated on a contractual basis. Maintenance-related activity grew 
by 6.8% in 2018 to nearly 120 million dirhams as a result of new maintenance contracts coming into force with 7 new clients 
during the 1  financial year.

At the end of 2018, existing clients still in their project deployment phase, and not yet in their maintenance phase, represented 
an additional potential revenue source of 45 million dirhams, amounting to an growth of nearly 46% by 2018, excluding 
additional clients. 

PROCESSING
Processing activities are organised around four main business axes:

 Switching activity in Morocco

 Processing activity for payment solutions for financial operators

 Processing activity for microfinance operators

 Security activity for IT platforms for various operators

In July 2016, HPS Processing began rolling out its switching operations. This activity consists of processing authorisation 
re uests between various financial players for all transactions carried out (merchant payments  internet payments  TM 
withdrawals etc.)  and handling financial compensation between the ac uirers and issuers of the financial centre.

HPS Processing manages all switching-oriented activity in Morocco from a dedicated subsidiary, HPS Switch. 100% owned by 
P  this subsidiary is regulated by the entral ank of Morocco and has a specific licence to operate on a national scale.

The turnover generated during the 1  financial year represents 5 .  million dirhams for more than 9 .1 million transactions 
processed, all types combined.

etails of P  witch can be found in the chapter on subsidiaries and affiliates.

Regarding processing-oriented activity, the Group recognised revenue in 2018 amounting to 6.5 million dirhams relating 
to setting up the platform on behalf of the oci t  n rale for managing 1  of its frican subsidiaries. This platform was 
assembled by the HPS Solutions business unit; consequently, related revenue was recorded as revenue of said business unit. 

Moreover  part of the recurring revenue in Processing linked to this contract is expected for financial 19.

2018 was also marked by continuation of the projects relating to the security of IT platforms for a number of institutions in 
Morocco. The HPS Group was solicited based on its strong credibility in the Moroccan market, and its proven expertise within 
the payment security sector. Revenue recognised in 2018 for this activity amounts to 4.6 million dirhams. 

SERVICES
Revenue from service-oriented activity is supported by our ACPQualife subsidiary, detailed in the chapter on subsidiaries and 
affiliates.

OTHER OPERATING REVENUE
Other operating revenue consists essentially in write backs of operating provisions and IS/IR offshoring subsidies. The amount 
for 2018 totalled 9.9 million dirhams.
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BACKLOG
The P  acklog reflects the roup’s guaranteed revenue. The backlog therefore includes

 Revenue from licences and services for all projects (PowerCARD, Upselling) already ordered but not yet executed.

 Recurrent licence revenue for long-term contracts based on transaction-based licences. Although this income is guaranteed 
for a minimum period of 5 years, our Backlog only covers 1 year of revenue.

 Processing revenue for long-term contracts. Although this income is guaranteed for a minimum period of 5 years, our backlog 
only covers 1 year of revenue.

 Maintenance revenue for existing contracts. Although this income is guaranteed for a minimum period of 3 years, our backlog 
only covers 1 year of revenue.

CATEGORIES 2018 2017 Changes

PowerCARD projects 150,374,542 105,963,852 41.9%

Upselling 111,883,406 78,868,758 41.9%

Maintenance (1 year) 14,613,951 18,280,221 -20.1%

Processing (1 year) 160,682,232 137,510,008 16.9%

Recurring licences (1 year) 108,727,210 50,124,442 116.9%

TOTAL BACKLOG 546,281,341 390,747,279 39.8%

The HPS Backlog dropped sharply (+40%) in 2018, mainly due to:

 An increase in sales on the PowerCARD projects which resulted in an increase in the “PowerCARD Project” Backlog by 41.9% 
to 150 million dirhams.

 16.9% increase in the Maintenance Backlog due to the arrival of new clients.

 30.2% increase in the Upselling backlog, due to an increase in sales in 2018.

 Operating expenses

CATEGORY 2018 2017 CHANGES

HUMAN RESOURCES 286 676 749 246 555 082 16%

Existing staff 242,799,614 208,024,246 17%

Variable remuneration 35,714,376 31,878,401 12%

Other staff expenses 8,162,759 6,652,435 23%

CONSUMABLES PURCHASED 84 234 655 76 770 857 10%

Outsourcing 72,279,852 62,149,812 16%

Other consumables purchased 11,954,804 14,621,045 -18%

PURCHASES FOR RESALE 3 426 393 8 004 330 -57%

Other purchases for resale 3,426,393 8,004,330 -57%

EXTERNAL EXPENSES 119 740 516 105 149 688 14%

Sales expenses 37,515,580 34,133,481 10%

Billable costs 17,349,100 13,758,578 26%

Other external expenses 64,875,836 57,257,629 13%

OTHER EXPENSES 8 298 031 3 300 609 151%

TAXES 8 062 574 6 784 543 19%

Withholding tax 2,353,861 2,177,459 8%

Other taxes and levies 5,708,714 4,607,084 24%

OPERATING PROVISIONS 41 109 949 22 736 614 81%

Fixed asset provisions 15,804,390 9,395,722 68%

Current asset provisions 12,849,176 2,405,754 434%

Provisions for risks and charges 12,456,383 10 935 138 14%

GROUP OPERATING EXPENSES 551 548 867 469 301 723 18%
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Operating expenses increased by 18% to 551 million dirhams in 2018. Despite this increase, due to strong growth in activity, the 
Group is continuing to optimise the management of its general resources and means in view of improving its operating margin. 
The operating margin improved by 0.58 percentage points, going to 16.74% whilst reinforcing its efforts in R&D, which come to 
68.3 million dirhams (+20%) recorded as expenses for the year. The operating result reached 110.9 million dirhams, up +22.6% 
in relation to 2017. The operating margin comes to 16.74% thanks to the ongoing effort to gain control over expenses, and 
this despite an effort in R&D that increased by +20.3% to reach 68.3 million dirhams, or 15% of the revenue from the Solutions 
activity (vs. 15  for financial 1 ) and which is concentrated around the .5 version of Power  and Mobile Payment 
solutions.

Human Resources
The overall cost of human resources went up by 16%, driven by a 11% increase in the Group’s workforce, an average wage 
increase of 5%, and an increase in variable remuneration linked to the improvement of the Group’s performance.

BUSINESS  LINES 1st January 2018 Entrants Exits Movements 31 December 2017

Solutions  291 81 -42 -1  329 

Processing  39 6 -1 +1  45 

Services  73 35 -31 -  77 

Central Roles  46 8 -5 -  49 

NUMBER OF GROUP EMPLOYEES  449 130 -79 -  500 

The Group’s workforce grew by 11% overall, in line with the development of all activities.

In terms of solutions-related activity, the number of employees increased by 13%, mainly in the following areas:

 The Asia/Middle East agency (+18%)
ith the opening of the office in ingapore and its commercial success thanks to the signature of two contracts in 1  it was 

necessary to strengthen the project teams in this region in order to cope with this growth and enable the agency to follow 
development of this region in the future.

 HPS Academy teams (+50%)
The HPS Academy teams were reinforced in order to enable the Group to provide training for its employees with a sharp 
increase in the number of staff. This increase also makes it possible for the agencies to ensure the training provided for in the 
PowerCARD projects.

 Product teams (+14%)

The Product teams continue to be strengthened for the purpose of continuing the Group’s effort on innovation which 
makes ongoing improvement of the product possible and maintains PowerCARD’s technological and functional advance 
on the following points: Regulatory, Technological, Functional, Performances, Innovation and Consolidation. Among the 
latest innovations is the 3.5 version of PowerCARD which improves user experience in a disruptive way and also improves the 
development cycle and testing and integration processes of our software.

 Workforce 
The Group’s workforce grew by 6% overall in line with the development of all activities. 

Variable remuneration, calculated based on individual performance and the Group’s overall performance, grew by 12% in 
relation to 1 . This progress confirms our strategy that places performance at the heart of our human resources management 
and of the motivational tools implemented to achieve the Group’s strategic objectives.

Consumables purchased
Consumables purchased mainly consist of solutions- and services-oriented outsourcing costs. Due to our growth in activity and 
the strengthening of our research and development efforts, outsourcing costs grew by 16%.

CATEGORY 2018 2017 Changes

Services  50,249,633  50,693,164 -1%

Solutions (Products)  9,337,354  4,591,709 103%

Solutions (Projects)  10,685,866  4,787,109 123%

Other outsourcing  2,007,000  2,077,831 -3%

OUTSOURCING TOTAL  72 279 852  62 149 813 16%
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HPS SOLUTIONS
The outsourcing of solutions-oriented activity increased overall by 113% in 2018, rising from 9.4 million dirhams in 2017 to 20.0 
million dirhams in 2018. This increase can be explained by:

 Strengthening of the project teams by way of subcontracted resources, in order to cope with the strong increase in activity, 
particularly in Europe and the Americas.

 An increase in the outsourcing of product-oriented activity in order to maintain the Group’s research and development 
efforts and its innovation strategy (+103%).

 Review of HR

Services
Costs for subcontracting were stagnant in relation to 2017; the increase in activity is accompanied by a strengthening of the 
workforce in view of improving the operating margin of this activity.

The remaining costs are related to general purchases (water  electricity  office supplies  etc.). n 1  the increase in other 
consumables purchased (- ) is accounted for essentially by the decrease in fees paid to the entre Mon ti ue nterbancaire 
for hosting the PowerCARD platform for the processing of switching activity, recorded across all 6 moths of the year, in 
comparison to ust 1  months for the 1  financial year.

External Expenses
External expenses mainly include business expenses, fees and related expenses, and general overhead costs (rental expenses, 
telecommunication expenses, insurance costs, billable charges, etc.).

Sales expenses

CATEGORY 2018 2017 Changes

Travel expenses 22,100,376 20,483,332 8%

Trade fairs and exhibitions 5,031,949 4,810,650 5%

Users Meeting 3,765,719 3,765,719 0%

Social events 3,027,868 3,303,883 -8%

Sales commissions 3,589,668 1,769,897 103%

TOTAL SALES EXPENSES 37.515.580 34 133 481 10%

ncreases in sales and marketing expenses ( 1 ) confirm the ongoing dynamism of commercial activity in 1 .
This dynamism can be seen in a slight increase in business travel costs (+8%) and in costs linked to trade fairs and exhibitions 
(5%) as well as in an increase in commissions on sales that show the sales performance for 2018.

Other external expenses

CATEGORY 2018 2017 Changes

Lease and rental costs 14.666.002 13.707.097 7%

Maintenance and repairs 2.588.958 1.948.837 33%

Maintenance 2.494.050 1.751.511 42%

Insurance premiums 2.599.708 2.420.419 7%

Fees 18.519.021 23.604.290 -22%

Training and documentation 5.450.604 4.270.706 28%

Telecommunication expenses 7.614.211 5.268.053 45%

Other external expenses 10,943,281 4.286.715 155%

TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES 64 875 836 57 257 629 13%
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Other external expenses increased +13% in relation to 2017 due to:

 increase in rental charges (+7%) due to taking account of the rent for setting up the Group’s Business Continuity Plan.

 decrease in fees (-22%) due mainly to exceptional items that had been borne in 2017, notably fees linked to closing the HPS 
AMERICAS entity (2.5 million dirhams), fees relating to the strategic study drawn up in order to trace the Group’s strategy up 
to 2025 and the decrease in legal fees. 

 increase in maintenance costs (+42%) due mainly to taking into account the maintenance costs of Oracle in the Group’s 
Processing activities.

 increase in training costs (+28%) related to the increase in staff numbers and the strengthening of our efforts to provide our 
employees with appropriate training, including development of their technical, managerial and personal skills. Investment in 
training rose to 2.4% of the Group’s payroll in 2018, compared to 2.1% in 2017.

All other external expenses remained fairly low, despite the Group's strong growth in activity and workforce.

Taxes and levies
Taxes and levies increased by 19% under the effect of taxes paid on the outside (+8%) and of the increase in the trade tax due in 
particular to extensions of the premises  investments in fittings and investments made in the context of the P .

Depreciations and Amortisations
Depreciations and amortisations increased by 68% in 2018 as a result of the investments made by the Group, particularly for 
developing the platform of the Processing activity as well as for setting up the PCA.

Provisions
The Group continued its prudential policy of provisioning circulating items. As a reminder, the Group applies a method of 
systematic and statistical depreciation to customer receivables and to new request project inventories in process as follows:

 Unpaid customer receivables and project inventories that have not changed over a period of 1 to 2 years are depreciated by 
50%;

 Unpaid customer receivables and project inventories that have not changed over a period of more than 2 years are 
depreciated by 100%.
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 CASH FLOW

CASH FLOW STATEMENT 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

 Net income  92.231.592 71.054.972

Elimination of net income and expenses without effect on available cash or not related to the business.                            -        

- Depreciation and amortisation 15.797.632 9.395.678

- Deferred income taxes -1.574.718 -814.721

- Gains or losses on sale 19.969                            -       

- Other net non-cash revenue (expense) without effects on available cash 3.748.522 4.244.602

- et share in earnings from e uity affiliates of dividends received -6.379.688 -6.376.389

Consolidated companies’ self-financing capacity 103.843.310 77.504.141

ividends received from e uity affiliates                            -                                  -       

Change in operational working capital requirement -20.184.284 8.456.507

 Net cash flow provided by operating activities 83.659.026 85.960.648

c uisition of tangible and intangible fixed assets -11.747.245 -18.098.336

isposals of fixed assets net of tax 40.948 270.000

Disposal of investments in companies accounted for by the equity method                            -                                  -       

Net consolidated company acquisition                            -                                  -       

 Cash flows from investing activities -11.706.297 -17.828.336

Dividends paid to shareholders of parent company -28.143.960 -24.625.965

Capital increase in cash                            -        

Other -56.422 -62.506

Changes in borrowings -15.517.186 -13.468.186

 Cash flows from financial operations -43.717.568 -38.156.658

Conversion adjustment -1.452.188 2.281.151

 Increase (decrease) in cash flow 26.782.972 32.256.806

 Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year  96.111.020 63.854.214

 Cash and cash equivalents at end of year  122.893.992 96.111.020

Continuous improvements to our operational processes in terms of development, project delivery and client relationship 
management enable us to significantly improve our working capital re uirement. n 1  these achievements enabled us to 
generate an operating cash-flow of 5.9 million dirhams and a net cash-flow   million dirhams.

The main cash flows in 1  are primarily related to investment flows and financing flows

 Payment of dividends for 28.1 million dirhams.
 Repayment of a medium-term debt amounting to 15.5 million dirhams.
 c uisitions of fixed assets mainly for setting up the P  for 11.  million dirhams.
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SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES
HPS’ development strategy is based in part on the creation of new subsidiaries, the acquisition of strategic targets and the 
establishment of joint ventures. Founded in 1995, HPS created HPS Europe in 2008 to develop its business in Europe and in the 
Americas.

HPS reinforced its European presence following the acquisition of ACPQualife in 2010, whose teams contribute to the 
integration of projects across the region and the Group’s Research and Development operations.

In 2016, HPS created HPS Switch to take over the management of switching and clearing operations in Morocco.

In 2017, HPS created Hightech Payment Systems Singapore to support is business development in Asia.

nd finally  P  is now developing a processing-oriented offer by establishing dedicated regional oint ventures with leading 
local partners. GPS was established in 2004 to serve the Middle East region, while ICPS was established in 2007 to serve the 
Indian Ocean region.

 HPS Europe

Financial Statements

AMOUNTS IN EUROS 2.018 2.017 CHANGES

OPERATING REVENUE 1 118 943 1 202 650 -7%

Turnover 1.118.941  1.202.622 -7%

Other operating revenues 2 28 -93%

OPERATING EXPENSES -1 079 187 -1 181 118 -9%

Consumables purchased -529,757 -721,949 -27%

External expenses -291,654 -201,887 44%

Staff expenses -247,824 -250,189 -1%

Other operating expenses - -1 -100%

Taxes -9,187 -6,614 39%

Operating provisions -765 -478 60%

OPERATING INCOME 39 756 21 532 85%

Non-recurring revenues and expenses -214 -450 -52%

INCOME BEFORE TAX 39 542 21 082 88%

Income tax -16,152 -10,103 60%

NET INCOME 23 390 10 979 113%

HPS Europe is a limited company under French law, with a capital of EUR 300,000, created in December 2008 by HPS. The 
relationship between HPS and its subsidiary HPS Europe is governed by a distribution agreement, under which HPS Europe 
acts as a distributor of HPS solutions and services in all European and American markets. The role of HPS Europe is therefore 
to identify new potential clients, and to promote and sell HPS solutions and services. HPS Europe’s revenue consists of 
commissions on sales contracted as well as related maintenance fees. HPS Europe also manages the development of HPS 
Group’s network of partners and thus manages all activities related to indirect sales.

Review of accounts and results
During the year ending 31 December 2018, turnover amounted to €1,118,941 compared to €1,202,622  for the previous year, 
representing a slight decrease of -7%. Total operating revenue amounted to €1,118,943 compared to €1,202,650 for the previous 
year (-7%).

Operating expenses amounted to €1,079,187 compared to €1,181,118 for the previous year (-9%). This decrease is mainly due to 
the decrease in HPS S.A. re-invoicing transactions related to turnover.

Operating income for the year was €39,756 compared to €21,532 for the previous year (+85%).
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After taking the following into account:

 exceptional income of - 1  compared to -  5  for the previous financial year

 corporate tax expense of €16,152 compared to €10,103 for the previous year;

the profit for the year amounted to 9  compared to 1 9 9 for the previous year ( 11 ).

Significant events since the year-end
s of 1 ecember 1  the year-end  no significant events are to be declared.

Activities in Research and Development ACPQUALIFE
HPS Europe promotes and sells PowerCARD solutions. No research and development activities are carried out by the company.

Foreseeable developments and future prospects
HPS Europe will continue to promote the Group and its products in the European and American markets. HPS Europe will also 
continue to develop global business partnerships for the global development of the Group.
The Group expects activity in 2019 to remain stable compared to 2018.

  ACPQUALIFE

Financial Statements

CATEGORY 2018 2017 CHANGES

OPERATING REVENUE  15 540 355  13 487 542 15%

Electronic payment revenue  4 596 197  3 238 397 42%

Service-related revenue  10 880 653  10 167 852 7%

Other operating revenues 63 505 81 293 -22%

OPERATING EXPENSES -15 107 858 -13 329 660 13%

Consumables purchased -4 871 938 -4 710 546 3%

External expenses -1 429 691 -1 411 622 1%

Staff expenses -8 293 466 -6 772 539 22%

Other operating expenses -11 660 - NA

Taxes and levies -309 035 -247 863 25%

Operating provisions -192 068 -187 090 3%

OPERATING INCOME 432 497 157 882 174%

Financial expenses and income 5 591 4 687 19%

Non-recurring revenues and expenses -97 848 237 657 -141%

INCOME BEFORE TAX 340 240 400 226 -15%

Income taxes 201 271 149 626 35%

NET INCOME 541 511 549 852 -2%

ACPQualife is organised around two lines of business:

 IT service activity on the French market in testing, Project Management Support and IT engineering. IT services represent 
more than 70% of the company’s activity.

 Electronic banking activity on behalf of the HPS group and its international clients, with research and development activities 
as well as integration and consulting activities in marketing and management.

 Management and steering are handled by the general management departments of the two divisions. The administrative 
functions are supervised by the HPS Group and are shared between the two lines of business.

In 2018 the IT services activity grew by +7% in relation to 2017.

The first half of 1  fell below expectations with a slower market  primarily due to the presidential elections. owever  the T 
service market saw a recovery in the third and fourth quarters.

Despite this economic environment, ACPQualife maintained its strategy to broaden its commercial network with the creation 
of acpqualife Switzerland, a subsidiary fully owned by ACPQualife, with the objective of developing activity across Swiss territory 
in the short term and across the European market in the long term. 2017 was also a year for consolidating the positioning of 
acpqualife with major groups in France, renewing important contracts and being added to the supplier lists of major clients.
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Within the framework of the Group's strategy to diversify its sources of revenue, 2017 also saw the acquisition of Refertest, a test 
automation and industrialisation tool. n initial sale has been confirmed and a sales strategy has been implemented to deploy 
Refertest with existing clients.

Electronic payment activity was in line with objectives, with acpqualife continuing to implement its R&D and innovation policy 
in relation to PowerCARD and the electronic payment industry.

Review of accounts and results
During the year ending 31 December 2018, turnover amounted to €15,265,354 compared to €13,337,787 in the previous year, 
representing an increase of 14.45%.

Total operating revenue amounted to €15,540,355 compared to €13,487,542 for the previous year (+15.22%).

The amount of other purchases and external expenses came to €6,301,629 compared with €6,122,168 for the previous year 
(+2.93%).

The amount of taxes and duties came to €309,035 compared to €247,863 for the previous year (+24.68 %).

Staff expenses amounted to €5,782,072 compared to €4,755,032 for the previous year (+21.60%).

Operating expenses amounted to €2,511,394 compared to €2,017,507 for the previous year (+24.48%).

Staff costs have been deducted from proceeds of €141,398 corresponding to the CICE (tax credit for employment 
competitiveness). The company has not re uested any pre-financing under this facility.

We remind you that the amount of the CICE in 2017 came to €129,692; we refer you to the annex of the balance sheet for a 
breakdown of its use.

The average number of employees at the end of the financial year was 1 9  compared to 9 at the end of the previous financial 
year.

Depreciation and other allowances amounted to €192,068 compared to €187,090 for the previous year. 

Operating expenses amounted to €15,107,858 compared to €13,329,660 for the previous year (+13.34%). 

Operating income for the year was €432,497 compared to € 157,883 for the previous year (+173.94%).

iven a financial income of 5 591 compared to  for the previous year  income from ordinary activities before tax came to 
€ 438,088 compared to €162,570 for the previous year (169.48%).

After taking the following into account: 

 exceptional income of -€97,848 versus €237,657 for the previous year.

 corporate tax expense of -€201,271 compared to -€149,626 for the previous year; 

This negative tax charge consists of the research tax credit of €268,652. 

The profit for the year amounts to 5 1 511 compared to 5 9 5  for the previous year (-1.5 ).

As of 31 December 2018, the company’s balance sheet total amounted to €9,361,825, compared to €8,693,873 for the previous 
year (+7.68%).

Significant events since the year-end
As of 31 December 2016, the year-end, no significant events are to be declared. 

Research & development activities
Development expenses incurred and capitalised during the year amounted to €171,981 for WEB Publisher and €39,514 for 
Refertest..

These expenditures have been recorded as fixed assets  understood as costs relating to clearly identifiable pro ects with a high 
probability of commercial profitability.

The total for development costs recorded under fixed assets on the balance sheet amounts to 1 99 9 .

Depreciation for the year amounted to: €95,305

Foreseeable developments and future prospects
or the financial year 19  we foresee continuing to deploy our development strategy on the  activity  particularly in the 

Paris area with strengthening the operating and sales teams by taking advantage of the new premises in Paris.

For the money transfer activity, our policy on innovation and R&D remains at the heart of our strategy. 2019 is expected to be 
along the same lines as 2018 with accompanying the Group in its development around PowerCARD projects mainly in Europe 
and America.
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 HPS Switch

Financial Statements

2018 2017 CHANGES

OPERATING REVENUE 56,583,795 49,455,262 14.4%

Turnover  56,583,795  49,455,262 14.4%

Other operating revenues  -  -  

OPERATING EXPENSES -31,516,582 -29,510,885 6.8%

Consumables purchased -22,081,079 -23,678,680 -6.7%

External expenses -7,160,528 -4,869,397 47.1%

Staff expenses -770,503 -469,787 64.0%

Other operating expenses -290,000 -290,000 0.0%

Taxes and levies -3,781 -  

Operating provisions -1,210,691 -203,021 496.3%

OPERATING INCOME 25,067,213 19,944,377 25.7%

Financial expenses and income 479,537  -  

EXTRAORDINARY REVENUES AND EXPENSES -7,811 -290,249 -97.3%

INCOME BEFORE TAX 25,538,940  19,654,128 29.9%

INCOME TAX -7,761,996 -6,092,780 27.4%

NET INCOME 17,776,944  13,561,348 31.1%

P  witch is a public limited company ( oci t  nonyme) under Moroccan law with capital of 5  dirhams, created 
in 2016 by HPS. The role of HPS Switch is to:

 the interconnection of all operators approved by the Central Bank of Morocco (Issuers, Acquirers and payment service 
operators);

 authorisations of interoperable electronic payment transactions (merchant payments, e-commerce and ATM withdrawals);

 clear electronic payment transactions;

 manage interfaces with international networks;

The relationship between HPS and its subsidiary HPS Switch is governed by two contracts:

 a PowerCARD licence agreement specifying the conditions of use of the PowerCARD platform;

 a service contract specifying the conditions for the provision of resources for employees of HPS S.A which operate on behalf 
of HPS Switch and vice versa for employees of HPS Switch who operate on behalf of HPS S.A.

Review of accounts and results
During the year ending 31 December 2018, HPS Switch’s turnover amounted to 56,583,795 dirhams. During this period, HPS 
Switch processed more than 96.1 million transactions, all types of operations included. Overall national activity in 2018 was 23% 
higher than in 2017 (in terms of the number of transactions carried out ).

Operating expenses amounted to 31,516,582 dirhams, consisting mainly of service purchases and external expenses.

Consumables purchased amounted to 22 million dirhams and are related to:

 the cost of P  ’s resources  having worked on behalf of P  witch during the 1  financial year

 the cost of the M  platform which was operated by P  witch to manage switching activity during the first half of 1 . 
This expense is only temporary, since the CMI platform was discontinued during 2018 in order to migrate towards the new 
HPS Switch platform.

As in 2017, nearly no expense linked to taxes and levies was recognised in 2018.

External expenses amount to .1 million dirhams and consist mainly of rental expenses incurred by the P  witch head office 
and the leasing expenses for the new platform and telecommunication charges.

After taking the following into account:

 financial income of 9 5  dirhams
 current income of -7,811 dirhams;
 a corporate income tax expense of 7,761,996 dirhams.
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et profit amounts to 1 9  dirhams for the 1   financial year.

Significant events since the year-end
s of 1 ecember 1  the year-end  no significant events are to be declared.

Research & development activities
No research and development activities have been conducted by the company.

Foreseeable developments and future prospects
P s witch finished the rise in power of the electronic banking witch in 1  in order to interconnect all banks and 

establishments authorised by Bank Al-Maghrib.

Furthermore, HPS's Switch completed its mobile Switch platform in October 2018 in order to facilitate effective 
implementation of the interoperability of the new national mobile payment system.

 HPS's Singapore

Financial Statements 

AMOUNTS IN DIRHAMS 2018 2017 CHANGES

OPERATING REVENUE 1,953,597  -  

Turnover 1,953,351  -  

Other operating revenues  246  -  

OPERATING EXPENSES -2,005,586 -94,155 NS

Consumables purchased -1,514,707  -  

External expenses -309,241 -6,366 NS

Staff expenses -180,770 -87,789 106%

Other operating expenses  -   

Taxes and levies  -   
Operating provisions -868   

OPERATING INCOME -51,989 - 94,155 -45%

Financial expenses and income 9,040 -8,203 NS

Extraordinary revenues and expenses  -   
INCOME BEFORE TAX -42,949 -102,357 -58%

Income tax  -   
NET INCOME -42,949 -102,357 -58%

Aiming for development and reinforcement of the Group’s presence in Asia in line with the Group’s strategic orientations, the 
choice of setting up new offices was ingapore in 1 . 

The idea is to focus on launching new clients in Asia. The efforts made in 2018 bore their fruits with the signature of two new 
client contracts.

or our first complete year of activity  revenue in 1  comes to 1 95 51 ingapore dollars (1 .5 million dirhams) and 
corresponds to invoices issued to the two clients for the two contracts for implementation of the PowerCARD software.

Consumed purchases come to 1,514,707 Singapore dollars (10.5 million dirhams) and concern mainly reinvoicing by the parent 
company, Hightech Payment Systems S.A. of the amounts billed to the clients on the basis of 85% of services and 70% of 
licences reinvoiced.

External expenses and personnel expenses come respectively to 309,241 and 180,770 Singapore dollars (2.1 million dirhams 
and 1.  million dirhams). The significant increases in these expenses is explained by taking them into account over a period of 
1  months for 1  the financial year 1  having been a start-up year not experiencing significant expenses  especially of a 
commercial nature.

et income improves by 5  but remains in deficit  reaching - 9 9 ingapore dollars ( 99  dirhams). The roup is 
confident for better results in the future.
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  GLOBAL PAYMENT SERVICES (GPS)

Financial Statements

CATEGORY 2018 2017 CHANGES

OPERATING REVENUE 3,592  3,311 8.5%

Processing revenue 3,164 3,035 4.3%

Setup fees  419  261 60.5%

Interest revenue  9  15 -40.0%

OPERATING EXPENSES -2,169 -2,101 3.2%

Staff expenses -913 - 820 11.3%

Other operating expenses -1,101 -1,124 -2.0%

Operating provisions -155 -157 -1.3%

OPERATING INCOME 1,423  1,210 17.6%

Income tax  -  -  

NET INCOME 1,423  1,210 17.6%

HPS holds 25% of the share capital of Global Payment Services (GPS). GPS is a limited liability company, based in Bahrain. 
Established in 2004, GPS began its commercial activities in October 2006. Its activities consist of providing electronic solutions 
as a SaaS model, as well as customising payment cards for the Middle East region.

t the end of 1  the accounts audited by Ernst  oung showed a profit of  1  ( 5.5 million dirhams)  representing 
an increase of 17.6%.

2018 revenue rose to BHD 3,592,000 (89.6 million dirhams), an increase of 8.5% in relation to 2017.

This increase is notably due to the growth in processing revenue, thanks to the acquisition of new clients on the GPS platform, 
generating a rise in the volume of processed cards.

The result is an improvement in the operating margin, rising from 36.5% in 2017 to 39.6% in 2018.

 INTERNATIONAL CARD PROCESSING SERVICES (ICPS)

Financial Statements 

CATEGORY 2018 2017 CHANGES

OPERATING REVENUE  258,911 257,480 0.6%

OPERATING EXPENSES -194,547 -237,364 -18.0%

OPERATING INCOME 64,363  20,116 220.0%

Financial expenses and income  -  -  

Extraordinary revenues and expenses  -  -  

INCOME BEFORE TAX 64,363  20,116 220.0%

Income tax -12,823 -3,087 315.4%

NET INCOME  51,540  17,029 202.7%

In order to further develop its processing offering, HPS created ICPS in partnership with Mauritius Commercial Bank (MCB) in 
2008, of which HPS holds 20% of the capital. ICPS’ mission is to be a major player in the processing sector for the Indian Ocean 
region. The company offers a set of services, covering the whole electronic payment chain, as an SaaS model. ICPS has also set 
up a card personalisation centre.

The operational start-up of P  took place in the 9 financial year. Today  the platform operates in more than a do en 
countries throughout frica and processes the operations for more than fifteen clients.

During the year 2018, revenue grew by nearly 0.6% to 258.9 million Mauritian rupees, equivalent to 71.2 million dirhams. 

Conversely, operating expenses fell by 18%. As a result, operating income rose considerably by 220% to 64.3 million rupees (17.7 
million dirhams) and net income by more than 200% to 51.5 million rupees (14.1 million dirhams).

The operating margin dropped from 7.8% in 2017 to 24.9% in 2018.
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Prospects
Current developments affecting the payment industry, such as technological and regulatory developments, changes in 
purchasing trends, and the spread of mobile operations, are a catalyst for all players in their development and proposal of 
innovative solutions with high added value.

With more than 20 years of experience, the HPS Group continues to deploy its strategy aimed at consolidating its positioning 
among the world’s industry leaders, and the Group expects to continue to enjoy the success and performance achieved over 
these years in 2018.

The electronic payment industry is continuing to evolve at a steady pace, driven by major developments affecting the sector:

Consumer expectations and behaviour
onsumer lifestyle  influenced by the emergence of new technologies  has raised expectations relating to the way in which 

they are able to interact with both financial institutions and merchants. 

Technology
New technologies play a fundamental role in the changes we see within the payment environment and in greater customer 
engagement. 

 Regulations

Financial institutions and payment operators have to respond to regulatory developments that have the potential to create 
new subcontracting opportunities for payment service providers, and to increase the demand for services with higher added 
value, in order to create new business opportunities. 

New stakeholders
New FinTechs, mobile operators and the Big Four now form part of the payment ecosystem and threaten to replace existing 
players.

lthough these changes represent significant challenges  they also represent genuine opportunities for us  thanks to the 
functional wealth of our solutions and their exceptional flexibility and adaptability. To sei e these opportunities  we will 
continue to deploy our development strategy, which is based on:

 Strengthening our R&D investments to increase our innovation capacity and consolidate PowerCARD’s positioning as one of 
the industry’s leading payment solutions;

 Continuing to deploy our operational structures worldwide to reinforce our operational excellence in terms of responsiveness, 
uality and flexibility

 Continuing to diversify as a company, in order to ensure sustainable growth of the Group, based on the reinforcement of 
recurring revenues;

 Continuing to develop structures and processes to ensure that they are capable of managing all activities within the Group’s 
vision and strategy.

In order to bring fresh impetus to the Group’s developments, we have initiated the HPS 2025 strategy, which involves 
progressively accelerating the diversification of the P  brand. The ob ective is to capitalise on the roup s experience and 
broaden its expertise within the field of payment and associated technologies. This acceleration will allow us to efficiently 
respond to all needs within our markets, developing new services with high added value. 

Throughout 2019, we will continue to see the development of our processing activities, the regional deployment thereof 
based on the consolidation of our traditional markets and on a proactive approach to progressive implantation across growth 
markets  and the strengthening of our strategic diversification initiatives. This will allow us to continue reinforcing our earning 
power and will establish the foundations for future growth, with the aim of achieving operational margins of more than 20% in 
2020. 

We will also continue to develop strategic partnerships and alliances that allow us to expand our offer or give us access to new 
markets.

Finally, we will also remain attentive to the emergence of new opportunities for external growth that could be integrated into 
our operational environment, falling within our development strategy.
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Post-closing events
None

Difficulties encountered
None
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 Balance sheet assets

Heading Gross Depreciations and Pro-
visions

Net on 31/12/2018 Net on 31/12/2017

NON-MONETARY INTANGIBLE ASSETS (A)  -  -  -  - 

Preliminary costs  -  -  -  - 

Expenses spread over several years  -  -  -  - 

Bond redemption premiums  -   -  - 

INTANGIBLE ASSETS (B)  32,297,010  21,112,105  11,184,904  7,938,941 

Research and development assets  13,560,538  13,560,538  -  - 

Patents and trademarks, and similar rights and assets  -  -  -  - 

Goodwill  3,350,000  -  3,350,000  3,350,000 

Other intangible assets  15,386,472  7,551,567  7,834,904  4,588,941 

Intangible assets in progress  -  -  -  - 

TANGIBLE ASSETS (C)  30,584,785  21,381,896  9,202,889  7,566,315 

Land  -   -  - 

onstruction s and fittings  -  -  -  - 

Technical facilities, machinery and equipment  13,282,910  9,465,786  3,817,124  2,139,784 

Transport equipment  1,528,789  1,102,017 426,772 729,467 

urniture  office e uipment and miscellaneous fittings  15,745,184  10,814,092  4,931,092  3,477,509 

Other tangible assets  -  -  -  - 

Tangible assets in progress 27,901  - 27,901  1,219,554 

FINANCIAL ASSETS (D)  148,251,134  1,200,000  147,051,134  147,048,644 

Long-term loans  -   -  - 

ther financial receivables 741,058  - 741,058 738,568 

Equity securities  147,510,076  1,200,000  146,310,076  146,310,076 

ther fixed securities  -  -  -  - 

UNREALISED EXCHANGE LOSS (E)  -   -  - 

Decrease in long term receivables  -  -  -  - 

ncrease in financial debt  -  -  -  - 

TOTAL I (A+B+C+D+E)  211,132,928  43,694,001  167,438,928  162,553,900 

INVENTORIES (F)  81,777,667  17,456,057  64,321,610  47,790,504 

Goods  -  -  -  - 

Equipment and supplies, consumables  -  -  -  - 

Products in progress  81,777,667  17,456,057  64,321,610  47,790,504 

Intermediate and residual products  -  -  -  - 

Finished products  -  -  -  - 

OTHER RECEIVABLES RELATED TO CURRENT ASSETS (G)  710,014,431  48,206,679  661,807,752  477,121,826 

Trade payables, advances and down payments  1,233,082 140,000  1,093,082 371,117 

Accounts receivable  692,344,524  48,066,679  644,277,845  451,040,078 

Staff  2,999,953  -  2,999,953  1,541,512 

State and other receivables  7,686,089  -  7,686,089  13,577,486 

Partner accounts  -  -  -  - 

Other receivables  3,919,284  -  3,919,284  3,919,284 

Prepaid charges and accrued income  1,831,500  -  1,831,500  6,672,350 

MARKETABLE SECURITIES (H)  -   -  - 

UNREALISED EXCHANGE LOSS (I) 641,240  641,240  1,206,616 

TOTAL II (F+G+H+I)  792,433,338  65,662,736  726,770,602  526,118,946 

CASH AND EQUIVALENTS - ASSETS  53,367,150   53,367,150  41,792,666 

Uncleared cheques  -  -  -  - 

ank deposits  cash and post office deposits  53,313,094  -  53,313,094  41,739,979 

Cash accounting, imprest accounting, letters of credit 54,056  - 54,056 52,687 

TOTAL III  53,367,150   53,367,150  41,792,666 

VALUE GRAND TOTAL I+II+ III 1,056,933,417  109,356,737  947,576,680  730,465,511 
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 Balance sheet liabilities

 CATEGORIES 31/12/2018 31/12/2017 

EQUITY (A)  295,471,248  256,301,042 

Share capital  70,359,900  70,359,900 

Issue, merger, contribution premium  31,623,410  31,623,410 

Revaulation adjustment  -  - 

Legal reserve  7,035,990  7,035,990 

Other reserves  -  - 

Retained earnings  119,137,782  94,878,451 

Net income pending allocation  -  - 

Net result  67,314,166  52,403,290 

Bond redemption premiums  -  - 

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND SIMILAR LIABILITIES (B)  -  - 

Investment subsidy  -  - 

Regulated provisions  -  - 

FINANCING LIABILITIES (C)  47,500,000  57,500,000 

Bond loans  -  - 

ther financing liabilities  47,500,000  57,500,000 

LONG-TERM PROVISIONS FOR RISKS AND CHARGES (D)  -  - 

Provisions for risks  -  - 

Provisions for charges  -  - 

UNREALISED EXCHANGE GAIN (E)  -  - 

Increase in long term receivables  -  - 

ecrease in financial debt  -  - 

TOTAL I (A+B+C+D+E)  342,971,248  313,801,042 

CURRENT LIABILITIES (F)  586,787,295  410,553,483 

Suppliers and related accounts  80,816,275  61,453,916 

Trade receivables, advances and down payments  1,749,362  1,403,356 

Staff  47,145,026  41,425,520 

Social organisations  9,083,341  7,277,069 

State  19,076,437  7,618,306 

Partner accounts  -  - 

Other receivables  475,000  80,250 

Accrued charges and deferred income  428,441,855  291,295,067 

OTHER PROVISIONS FOR RISKS AND CHARGES (G)  15,898,787  4,928,658 

UNREALISED EXCHANGE GAIN (H)  1,919,351  1,182,329 

TOTAL II (F+G+H)  604,605,432  416,664,470 

CASH LIABILITIES  -  - 

Discount credits  -  - 

Bank loans and overdrafts  -  - 

TOTAL III  -  - 

VALUE GRAND TOTAL I+II+ III 947,576,680 730,465,511 
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 Revenue and expenses account

CATEGORY 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

OPERATING REVENUE

Sales of goods (as is)  5,058,201  15,843,852 

Sales of goods and services  445,076,871  377,628,250 

Turnover  450,135,072  393,472,102 

Changes in inventories  18,508,127  8,721,736 

Fixed assets produced by the company for its own use  -  - 

Operating subsidies  9,902,212  2,119,956 

Other operating revenues  3,653,275  - 

Operating reversals and transfers of costs  13,004,456  12,823,794 

Total I  495,203,142  417,137,589 

OPERATING EXPENSES

Goods purchased for resale  3,426,393  12,543,539 

Cost of supplies and consumable materials  74,464,362  50,373,709 

Other external expenses  103,740,312  91,252,230 

Taxes and levies  4,168,992  4,011,278 

Staff expenses  187,686,398  167,342,259 

Other operating expenses  7,878,798  3,010,598 

Operating provisions  29,839,736  15,994,097 

Total II  411,204,990  344,527,711 

III OPERATING INCOME (I-II)  83,998,151  72,609,878 

FINANCIAL REVENUE

Equity investments and other equity securities  6,065,173  2,514,684 

Exchange rate gains  4,678,501  4,905,272 

nterests and other financial products  482,737  235,184 

Provision write-backs: transfer of charges  1,206,616  731,703 

Total IV  12,433,026  8,386,843 

FINANCIAL EXPENSES

Interest expenditure  2,966,542  3,248,507 

Exchange rate loss  3,349,702  9,175,151 

ther financial expenses  31,317  153,071 

Financial provisions  641,241  1,206,616 

Total V  6,988,802  13,783,346 

VI FINANCIAL INCOME I(V-V)  5,444,224 -5,396,502 

VII CURRENT INCOME (III-VI)  89,442,375  67,213,375 

EXTRAORDINARY REVENUE

Proceeds from sale of fixed assets  38,000  270.000 

Balancing subsidies  -  - 

Write-backs of investment subsidies  -  - 

Other extraordinary revenues  5,318  23,195 

Extraordinary write-backs of expense transfers  -  - 

Total VIII  43,318  293,195 

EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES

et value before depreciation of fixed assets disposed of  -  147,217 

Granted subsidies  -  - 

Other extraordinary expenses  1,619,437  3,576,529 

Extraordinary charges to depreciation, amortisation and provisions  -  - 

Total IX  1,619,437  3,723,747 

X INCOME FROM EXTRAORDINARY ACTIVITIES (VIII-IX) -1,576,119 -3,430,551 

XI INCOME BEFORE TAXES (VII+X)  87,866,256  63,782,824 

XII INCOME TAXES  20,552,090  11,379,534 

NET INCOME (XI XII)  67,314,166  52,403,290 
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 Statement of management balances
I. INCOME FORMATION TABLE     

31/12/2018 31/12/2017

Sales of goods (as is)  5,058,201  15,843,852 

Goods purchased for resale  3,426,393  12,543,539 

SALES AS IS GROSS MARGIN  1,631,808  3,300,313 

REVENUE DURING FINANCIAL YEAR (3 +4 +5)  463,584,998  386,349,985 

Sales of goods and services  445,076,871  377,628,250 

Changes in inventories  18,508,127  8,721,736 

Fixed assets produced by the company for its own use  -  - 

CONSUMPTION DURING FINANCIAL YEAR (6 +7)  178,204,674  141,625,939 

Cost of supplies and consumable materials  74,464,362  50,373,709 

Other external expenses  103,740,312  91,252,230 

VALUE ADDED (I+II-III)  287,012,133  248,024,359 

Operating subsidies  9,902,212  2,119,956 

Taxes and levies  4,168,992  4,011,278 

Staff expenses  187,686,398  167,342,259 

GROSS OPERATING SURPLUS  105,058,954  78,790,778 

Other operating revenues  3,653,275  - 

Other operating expenses  7,878,798  3,010,598 

Operating reversals and transfers of costs  13,004,456  12,823,794 

Operating provisions  29,839,736  15,994,097 

OPERATING INCOME (+ or -)  83,998,151  72,609,878 

FINANCIAL INCOME  5,444,224 -5,396,502 

CURRENT INCOME  89,442,375  67,213,375 

INCOME FROM EXTRAORDINARY ACTIVITIES (+ or -) -1,576,119 -3,430,551 

Income taxes  20,552,090  11,379,534 

NET INCOME  67,314,166  52,403,290 
       

II. SELF-FINANCING CAPACITY - SELF-FINANCING     
     

Net result  67,314,166  52,403,290 

Earnings +  67,314,166  52,403,290 

Loss -

Operating provisions (1)  4,534,178  2,653,205 

Financial provisions (1)  -  - 

Extraordinary provisions (1)  -  - 

Operating reversals (2)  -  - 

Financial write-backs (2)  -  - 

Extraordinary write-backs (2) (3)  -  - 

Proceeds from sale of fixed assets  38,000  270.000 

alue before depreciation of fixed assets disposed of (withdrawal)  -  147,217 

SELF-FINANCING CAPACITY  71,810,344  54,933,712 

Profit distribution  28,143,960  24,625,965 

SELF-FINANCING  43,666,384  30,307,747 
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 Cash flow statement for the year

 I - CONDENSED BALANCE SHEET Variations (a-b)

CONDENSATIONS 31/12/2018 (a) 31/12/2017 (b) Applications C Resources D

Permanent financing  342,971,248  313,801,042  -  29,170,206 

Fixed Assets  167,438,928  162,553,900  4,885,028  - 

 OPERATING WORKING CAPITAL (A)  175,532,320  151,247,142  -  24,285,178 

Current Assets  726,770,602  526,118,946  200,651,656  - 

Current Liabilities  604,605,432  416,664,470  -  187,940,962 

GLOBAL FUNDING REQUIREMENT (B)  122,165,170  109,454,476  12,710,694  - 

NET CASH (ASSETS - LIABILITIES)  53,367,150  41,792,666  11,574,485  - 
       

      
 - APPLICATIONS AND SOURCES OF CASH     

     

31/12/2018 31/12/2017

Applications Resources Applications Resources

STABLE RESOURCES

SELF-FINANCING (A)  43,666,384  30,307,747 

  elf-financing capacity  71,810,344  54,933,712 

 Profit distribution  28,143,960  -  24,625,965  - 

DISPOSALS & REDUCTIONS OF FIXED ASSETS (B)  38,000  278,604 

 * Disposals of intangible assets  -  -  - 

 * Disposals of tangible assets   38,000  -  270,000 

  isposals of financial assets  -  -  8,604 

 * Write-backs of long-term receivables  -  -  - 

INCREASE IN EQUITY & SIMILAR (C)  -  - 

 * Capital increases Contributions  -  - 

 * Investment subsidies  -  - 

INCREASE IN FINANCIAL LIABILITIES (D)  -  -  - 

  ther financial liabilities   -   - 

TOTAL I. STABLE RESOURCES ( A+B+C+D )  -  43,704,384  -  30,586,351 

LONG-TERM USES 

ACQUISITIONS AND INCREASES IN CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (E)  9,419,205  14,245,009 

 * Acquisitions of intangible assets  4,779,236  7,299,820 

 * Acquisitions of tangible assets  4,637,479  4,012,149 

  c uisitions of financial assets  -  2,829,000 

 * Increase in long-term receivables  2,490  104,040 

EQUITY REPAYMENT (F)  -  - 

REPAYMENT OF FINANCIAL LIABILITIES (G)  10,000,000  10,000,000 

INTANGIBLE NON-MONETARY APPLICATIONS (H)  -  - 

Total II. STABLE APPLICATIONS ( E+F+G+H )  19,419,205  -  24,245,009  - 

CHANGE IN GLOBAL FINANCING NEED  12,710,694  -  6,420,227  - 

CHANGE IN CASH FLOW  11,574,485  -  -  78,884 

GRAND TOTAL  43,704,384  43,704,384  30,665,236  30,665,236 
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 Exemptions

CATEGORIES EXEMPTION JUSTIFICATIONS INFLUENCE OF EXEMPTIONS ON 
ASSETS AND FINANCIAL POSITION

Exemptions to basic accounting principles NONE NONE

Exemptions to evaluation methods NONE NONE

Exemptions to the rules for establishing and 

presenting primary financial statements
NONE NONE

Financial year ending 31/12/2018

 Statement on changes of methods

CATEGORIES EXEMPTION JUSTIFICATIONS INFLUENCE OF EXEMPTIONS ON 
ASSETS AND FINANCIAL POSITION

Changes to evaluation methods NONE NONE

Changes to rules of presentation NONE NONE

Financial year ending 31/12/2018

 Table of provisions

CATEGORY Amount at 
year start

PROVISIONS WRITE-BACKS Amount at 
end

of financial operations Non  
current of financial operations Non  

current At year end

1.  Provisions on fixed assets  1,200,000  -  -  -  -  -  1,200,000 

2. Regulated provisions

3. Long-term provisions for risks 
and charges

SUBTOTAL (A)  1,200,000  -  -  -  -  -  - 1,200,000 

4. Provisions for depreciation of 
current assets  
(excluding cash)

 64,780,727  12,849,175  -  -  11,967,166  -  -  65,662,736 

5. Other provisions for risks and 
charges

 4,928,658  12,456,383  641,241  -  920,879  1,206,616  -  15,898,787 

6.  Provisions for depreciation of 
cash accounts

 -  -  - 

SUBTOTAL (B)  69,709,385  25,305,558  641,241  -  12,888,045  1,206,616  -  81,561,523 

TOTAL (A+ B)  70,909,385  25,305,558  641,241  -  12,888,045  1,206,616  -  82,761,523 

Financial year ending 31/12/2018
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 Table of fixed assets other than financial assets

CATEGORY
GROSS 

AMOUNT AT 
YEAR START

INCREASE DECREASE AMOUNT 

PRODUCTION BY THE COMPANY GROSS

Acquisition For itself Transfer Disposal Withdrawal Transfer END OF YEAR

NON-MONETARY INTANGIBLE ASSETS  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Preliminary costs  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Expenses spread over several years  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Bond redemption premiums  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

INTANGIBLE ASSETS  27,517,774  4,779,236  -  -  -  -  -  32,297,010 

Fixed assets for research and development  13,560,538  -  -  -  -  -  -  13,560,538 

Patents, trademarks and similar rights and 
assets 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

 Goodwill  3,350,000  -  -  -  -  -  -  3,350,000 

Other intangible assets  10,607,236  4,779,236  -  -  -  -  -  15,386,472 

Other intangible assets outstanding  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

TANGIBLE ASSETS  26,096,887  5,829,133  -  -  149,580  -  1,191,654  30,584,786 

Land  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

onstructions onstruction fittings  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Technicalinstallations, machinery and 
equipment

 10,149,422  3,133,488  -  -  -  -  13,282,911 

Rolling stock  1,671,345  7,024  -  -  149,580  -  -  1,528,790 

urniture  office e uipment and fittings  13,056,564  2,688,620  -  -  -  -  -  15,745,184 

Other tangible assets  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Tangible assets in progress  1,219,555  -  -  -  -  -  1,191,654  27,901 

From 01/01/2018 to 31/12/2018

 Table of equity securities

CORPORATE
NAME OF
THE ISSUING
COMPANY

BUSINESS
SECTOR

REGISTERED
CAPITAL

EQUITY
FINANCING %

GLOBAL
COST

OF ACQUISI-
TION

NET
BOOK
VALUE

EXCERPT FROM 
LAST PRIMARY STATEMENTS

PRODUCTS
ENTERED

ON THE AC-
COUNTS OF

THE FINANCIAL 
YEAR 

CLOSING
DATE

NET
POSITION

NET
RESULT

INVOLIA
IT

SERVICES
 1,970,000 30%  1,200,000  -  31/12/2012 - 406,746 - 94,074  - 

HPS SWITCH
IT

SERVICES
 65,000,000 100%  64,999,300  64,999,300  31/12/2018 101,832,926  17,776,945 

GLOBAL PAYMENT 
SYSTEMS

IT

SERVICES
 27,013,038 25%  8,104,884  8,104,884  31/12/2018  125,731,306  35,534,389  2,848,894 

ICPS
IT

SERVICES
 27,571,111 20%  5,514,222  5,514,222 30/06/2018  41,032,914  14,181,540  3,216,279 

HPS EUROPE
IT

SERVICES
 3,413,659 100%  3,413,659  3,413,659  31/12/2018  5,607,080  259,244  - 

ACPQUALIFE
IT

SERVICES
 3,631,107 100%  61,449,011  61,449,011  31/12/2018  67,218,114  6,001,868  - 

HPS SINGAPORE
IT

SERVICES
 2,829,000 100%  2,829,000  2,829,000  31/12/2018  1,817,446 -298,895  - 

TOTAL  147,510,076  146,310,076  342,833,039  73,361,017  6,065,173 

Financial year ending 31/12/2018
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 Table of provided or received security

THIRD PARTY CREDI-
TORS OR DEBTORS

AMOUNT COVERED 
UNDER SECURITY

CATEGORY
(1)

DATE AND PLACE OF 
REGISTRATION

PURPOSE
(2) (3)

NET ACCOUNTING 
VALUE OF SECURITY 

AT CLOSING DATE

Securities provided NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE

Securities received NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE

(1) - Pledge: 1 Mortgage: 2 Collateral: 3-Warrant: 4 Other: 5 (specify) (2) specify whether the security is given to companies or third-party persons (securities provided) 
(affiliated companies, partners, members of the staff) (3) specify whether the security received by the company comes from third-party persons other than the debtor 
(securities received)

 Table of receivables 

RECEIVABLES TOTAL

ANALYSIS BY DUE DATE OTHER ANALYSES

MORE THAN
ONE YEAR

LESS THAN
ONE YEAR

EXPIRED
AND NOT

RECOVERED

AMOUNTS
IN

CURRENCIES

AMOUNTS
ON THE STATE
AND PUBLIC
ORGANISA-

TIONS

AMOUNTS 
RELATED PAR-
TY AMOUNTS -

COMPANIES

AMOUNTS
IN

NOTES 

FIXED ASSETS 741,058  -  -  -  55,279  -  -  - 

 Long-term loans  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

 ther financial receivables 741,058  -  -  - 55,279  -  -  - 

CURRENT ASSETS 710,014,431  24.361.408 502,567,668 -  472,368,631.18  13,577,486  35,173,513

Trade payables, advances 
and down payments

 1,233,082  140,000  1,093,082  - - - -  - 

Accounts receivable  692,344,524  20.302.124  672,042,400  -  599,258,376   -  58,299,122  - 

 Staff  2,999,953 -  2,999,953  -  1,865,182  - -  - 

 Government  7,686,089  -  7,686,089  - -  7,686,089  -  - 

 Partner accounts  -  -  -  -  - -  -  - 

Other receivables  3,919,284  3,919,284  -  -  3,919,284  -  -  - 

Accrued charges and 
and accrued income  1,831,500 -  1,831,500  -  1,221,904  -  -  - 

year end on 31/12/2018

 Liabilities

TOTAL LIABILITIES

ANALYSIS BY DUE DATE OTHER ANALYSES

MORE THAN
ONE YEAR

LESS THAN
ONE YEAR

EXPIRED
AND NOT

RECOVERED

AMOUNTS
IN

CURRENCIES

AMOUNTS
ON THE STATE
AND PUBLIC
ORGANISA-

TIONS

RELATED PAR-
TY AMOUNTS -

COMPANIES

AMOUNTS
IN

NOTES

FINANCING  47,500,000  37,500,000  10,000,000  -  -  -  -  - 

 Bond loans  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

 ther financing liabilities  47,500,000  37,500,000  10,000,000  -  -  -  -  - 

CURRENT LIABILITIES  586,787,295  18,791,469  567,995,825  -  67,975,896  28,159,777  54,059,438  445,820 

Suppliers and related accounts  80,816,275  18,761,792  62,054,482  -  58,362,127  -  54,059,438  445,820 

Trade receivables, advances 
and down payments

 1,749,362  29,677  1,719,685  -  29,677  -  -  - 

Staff  47,145,026  -  47,145,026  -  5,357,156  -  -  - 

Government  9,083,341  -  9,083,341  -  31,407  9,083,341  -  - 

Social organisations  19,076,437  -  19,076,437  -  4,195,529  19,076,437  -  - 

Partner accounts  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Other receivables  475,000  -  475,000  -  -  -  -  - 

Accrued charges and
deferred liabilities

 428,441,855  -  428,441,855  -  -  -  -  - 

Other liabilities  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

year end on 31/12/2018
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 Financial commitments received or provided outside leasing operations

COMMITMENTS PROVIDED Amounts
Financial year 2018

Amounts
Financial year 2017

Deposits and guarantees   
BANKSOHAR SAOG  60,000  60,000 
BANK OF GHANA  511,200  511,200 
FINANCE AND TREASURY  36,000  36,000 
CENTRAL BANK OF THE U.A.E  697,620  697,620 
BANQUE TUNISIE LIBYENNE  319,150  319,150 
BANK MISR  558,096  558,096 
BANK MISR  621,400 
NAITORBI CITY WATER  47,800 
BANQUE CENTRALE DE TUNISIE  49,100 
AXMI BANK LTD  81,260 
BADR ALGERIE  161,372  161,372 
POSTE MAROC  14,400  14,400 
DOHA BANK  139,524  139,524 
NIC ASIA BANK  93,016  93,016 
BANK OF SIERRA LEONE  929,628  929,628 
SG ALGER  167,055  167,055 
POOYA  1,024,065  1,024,065 
CAC BANK  1,728,289  1,728,289 
CO-OPERATIVE CENTRAL BK-CHYPRE  569,650  569,650 
BANK OF ABYSSINIA  81,750  81,750 
BANK MISR  281,466  281,466 
ADN  100,000  100,000 
PCA  300,000  300,000 
SNAM  200,115  200,115 
SOFAC  50,000  50,000 
POSTE MAROC  35,158  35,158 
AL BARID BANK  32,400  32,400 
AL BARID BANK  75,600  75,600 
AL BARID BANK  10,000  10,000 
AL BARID BANK  72,000 
AL BARID BANK  2,000 
AL BARID BANK  58,017 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  27,230  27,230 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  106,566  106,566 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  107,568  107,568 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  100,000 
BANQUE POPULAIRE  37,649  37,649 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  60,000  60,000 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  126,950  126,950 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  25,190  25,190 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  200,000 
BARID ALMAGHRIB  40,000  40,000 
BARID BANK  70,000  70,000 
BARID BANK  83,920  83,920 
ADN  6,000  6,000 
BARID BANK  105,840 
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS  1,843,663  1,843,663 
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS  942,364  942,364 
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS  309,555 
ANRT  194,990  194,990 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT  100,000  100,000 
BANQUE POPULAIRE  12,000  12,000 
BANQUE POPULAIRE  2,500  2,500 
BANQUE POPULAIRE  60,000  60,000 
FONDATION BANQUE POPULAIRE  150,000  150,000 
POSTE MAROC  19,000  19,000 
POSTE MAROC  56,720  56,720 
POSTE MAROC  75,600  75,600 
MAROC TELECOM  195,000  195,000 
TGR  50,000  50,000 
Retirement pensions and similar obligations
Other commitments provided   

TOTAL (1)  14,215,435  12,568,464 
(1) f which commitments to affiliated companies

TOTAL  14,215,435  12,568,464 
 year end on 31/12/2018
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 Financial  commitments received

COMMITMENTS RECEIVED
Amounts

Financial year 2018
Amounts

Financial year 2017

Deposits and guarantees  -  - 

CFAO TECHNOLOGIES CAMERON  2,423,240  2,423,240 

CFAO TECHNOLOGIES CAMERON  969,296  969,296 

ASSOCIATED BUSINESS MACHINES (ABM)  2,558,476  2,558,476 

Other commitments received  -  - 

TOTAL  5,951,012  5,951,012 

 Contingent liabilities

 Tax declarations under orporate Tax ( T)  alue dded Tax ( T)  or ncome Tax ( T) for fiscal years 15  1  1  and 1  
are not yet prescribed and could be subject to tax audits as well as any adjustments;

 Social declarations under the CNSS could be subject to review and possible adjustments;

 Note that for the non-prescribed period, the rolls issued for other taxes and duties may also be revised;

 The non-repatriation of long-term foreign debts may result in contingent liabilities.
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Consolidated Accounts
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 Consolidated balance sheet - Assets

CATEGORIES 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

 Fixed assets  178,077,089  166,248,848 

 Goodwill  5,536,368  9,227,279 

 Intangible Assets  98,528,887  97,066,161 

 Tangible assets  35,341,230  28,356,490 

 inancial fixed assets  1,573,604  1,517,182 

 Shares valued by the equity method  37,097,001  30,081,736 

 Current assets  877,857,626  655,506,512 

 Inventory and work-in-process  64,321,610  47,790,504 

Accounts receivable  638,678,471  447,593,405 

Deferred tax assets  3,113,250  2,046,404 

Other receivables and accruals  48,850,303  61,965,179 

Marketable securities - - 

Cash assets  122,893,992  96,111,020 

Total Assets 1,055,934,715  821,755,360 

 Consolidated balance sheet liabilities 

CATEGORIES 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

 Shareholders’ Equity  356,496,799  293,277,381 

 - Share  70,359,900  70,359,900 

 Share premiums  31,623,410  31,623,410 

 - Consolidated reserves  162,281,897  120,239,099 

 - Consolidated income  92,231,592  71,054,972 

 Shareholders’ equity (Group share)  356,496,799  293,277,381 

Minority interests - - 

 Total Shareholders’ Equity  356,496,799  293,277,381 

 Long-term liabilities  75,346,198  77,858,452 

ong-term financial liabilities  71,747,675  74,695,695 

Contingent advances - - 

Provisions for risks and charges  3,598,522  3,162,757 

 Current liabilities  624,091,718  450,619,527 

Suppliers and related accounts  74,344,180  70,971,813 

Other payables and accruals  549,047,536  378,481,047 

Deferred tax liabilities 700,002  1,166,667 

Cash liabilities - - 

Total Liabilities 1,055,934,715  821,755,360 
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 Consolidated balance sheet (revenues and expenses)

CATEGORIES 31/12/2018 31/12/2017 Change

TURNOVER 616,683,910 535,200,351 15.22%

Changes in inventories 18,508,127 8,721,736 112.21%

Capitalised production  -  - 0.00%

Other operating revenues 27,269,804 15,832,807 72.24%

 OPERATING REVENUE 662,461,841 559,754,894 18.35%

Goods purchased for resale -3,426,393 -8,004,330 -57.19%

Consumables purchased -84,234,655 -76,770,857 9.72%

External expenses -119,740,516 -105,149,688 13.88%

Staff expenses -286,676,749 -246,555,082 16.27%

Other operating expenses -8,298,031 -3,300,609 151.41%

Taxes and levies -8,062,574 -6,784,543 18.84%

Operating provisions -41,109,948 -22,736,614 80.81%

 OPERATING EXPENSES -551,548,867 -469,301,723 17.53%

 OPERATING INCOME 110,912,974 90,453,171 22.62%

 Operating margin 16.74% 16.16% 0.58%

 Financial expenses and income -76,938 -9,157,480 -99.16%

 PROFIT ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES FOR CONSOLIDATED COMPANIES 110,836,037 81,295,691 36.34%

 Extraordinary revenues and expenses -2,670,800 -790,266 237.96%

Income taxes -24,687,593 -14,650,613 68.51%

 NET PROFIT FOR CONSOLIDATED COMPANIES 83,477,643 65,854,811 26.76%

hare in earnings from e uity affiliates 12,444,860 8,891,073 39.97%

Acquisition adjustment depreciations -3,690,912 -3,690,912 0.00%

 CONSOLIDATED NET INCOME 92,231,592 71,054,972 29.80%

Minority interests  -  - 0.00%

 NET PROFIT (GROUP SHARE) 92,231,592 71,054,972 29.80%

 Net margin 13.92% 12.69%  

 Earnings per share 131.09 100.99  
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 Cash flow statement

CATEGORIES 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

 Net result 92,231,592 71,054,972

Elimination of net income and expenses without effect on available cash or not related to the business. -  

- Depreciation allowances 15,797,632 9,395,678

- Change in deferred income taxes -1,574,718 -814,721

- Gains or losses on disposal  19,969 - 

- Other net non-cash revenue (expense) without effects on available cash 3,748,522 4,244,602

et share in earnings from e uity affiliates of dividends received -6,379,688 -6,376,389

Consolidated companies’ self-financing capacity 103,843,310 77,504,141

ividends received from e uity affiliates - - 

Change in operational working capital requirement -20,184,284 8,456,507

 Net cash flow provided by operating activities 83,659,026 85,960,648

c uisition of tangible and intangible fixed assets -11,747,245 -18,098,336

isposals of fixed assets net of tax  40,948 270,000

Disposal of investments in companies accounted for by the equity method - - 

Net consolidated company acquisition - - 

 Cash flows from investing activities -11,706,297 -17,828,336

Dividends paid to shareholders of parent company -28,143,960 -24,625,965

Capital increase in cash -  

Other -56,422 -62,506

Changes in borrowings -15,517,186 -13,468,186

 Cash flows from financial operations -43,717,568 -38,156,658

Conversion adjustment -1,452,188 2,281,151

 Increase (decrease) in cash account 26,782,972 32,256,806

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 96,111,020 63,854,214

 Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 122,893,992 96,111,020

 Changes in equity statement

CATEGORIES Capital Premiums 
on issue

Conversion 
adjustments 

Consolidated 
reserves and 

result 

Total group 
share

Minority hold-
ings Total 

 Position on 31 December 2016  70,359,900  31,623,410 -927,900  144,640,896  245,696,306 - 245,696,306 

Distribution of dividends - - - -24,625,965 -24,625,965 - -24,625,965 

Capital increase - - - - - -  - 

Net income for the year - - -  71,054,972  71,054,972 - 71,054,972 

Exchange rate differences - - - - - -  - 

Other changes - -  1,152,067 -  1,152,067 -  1,152,067 

 Position on 31 December 2017  70,359,900  31,623,410 224,167  191,069,904  293,277,381 - 293,277,381 

Distribution of dividends - - - -28,143,960 -28,143,960 - -28,143,960 

Capital increase - - - - - -  - 

Net income for the year - - -  92,231,592  92,231,592 - 92,231,592 

Exchange rate differences - - - - - -  - 

Other changes - - -868,213 - -868,213 - -868,213 

 Position on 31 December 2018  70,359,900  31,623,410 -644,046  255,157,535  356,496,799 - 356,496,799 
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 Notes concerning the consolidated accounts

1. Group activity 
The P  roup is primarily involved in the field of electronic banking  software publishing  consulting  training  auditing and 
electronic payment processing for third parties.

2. Highlights of the year 

At the end of 2018, the HPS Group had a consolidated revenue of 662.4 million dirhams, an increase of 18.3% in relation to the 
1  financial year.

Whilst maintaining investments in R&D with 68.3 million dirhams as a recognised expense for the year, the Group succeeded in 
improving its operating profitability to 1 .  and its net margin to 1 .9 .

3. Accounting principles and evaluation methods 
The unconsolidated accounts of the companies included in the scope of consolidation were used as the basis for the 
preparation of the consolidated accounts in accordance with the accounting rules and practices applicable in Morocco.

The main rules and methods of the Group are as follows:

3.1 Consolidation rules and methods
As provided for by the circular code of the Moroccan Capital Market Authority (AMMC), the HPS Group chose to present its 
consolidated accounts in accordance with the methodology of the National Accounting Council (CNC)  relating to consolidated 
accounts (Notice No. 5).

Consolidated accounts are prepared using the individual accounts of the companies included within the scope of 
consolidation, after carrying out preliminary homogenisation and consolidation adjustments.

3.1.1 Methods and scope of consolidation
Companies over which the Group exercises direct or indirect exclusive control are fully consolidated. This is understood 
as companies over which the Group exercises more than 50%. Exclusive control is the direct or indirect power to lead the  
financial and operational policies of a company in order to take advantage of its activities.

ompanies in which the group exercises a significant or direct influence are consolidated using the e uity method. ignificant 
influence is presumed to exist when P  holds  directly or indirectly   or more of the voting rights of an entity - unless it is 
clearly demonstrated that this is not the case.

The consolidation scope of the HPS group is as follows, as on 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017:

Company

Scope in 31/12/2018 Scope in 31/12/2017

% of control % of interest
Consolidation 

method
% of control % of interest

ICG consolidation 
method

HPS Europe 100% 100% GI 100% 100% GI

ACPQualife 100% 100% GI 100% 100% GI

ACPQualife Switzerland 100% 100% GI 100% 100% GI

HPS Switch 100% 100% GI 100% 100% GI

HPS Singapore 100% 100% GI 100% 100% GI

GPS 25% 25% EM 25% 25% EM

ICPS 20% 20% EM 20% 20% EM

Involia 0% 30% Excluded 0% 30% Excluded

HPS Americas 0% 0% Excluded 0% 0% Excluded

The Group’s share in the ICPS, GPS, HPS Europe, HPS Switch, HPS Singapore and ACPQualife Switzerland companies was 
complete when they were created and therefore did not give rise to the recognition of goodwill.

nvolia was excluded from the scope of consolidation due to the loss of significant influence following the li uidation of this 
company. HPS Americas was excluded from the scope of consolidation following the winding up thereof in 2017.

3.1.2 Closing dates
All consolidated companies close their annual accounts on 31 December, with the exception of ICPS, whose closing date is 30 
June.

3.1.3 Conversion of subsidiary accounts into foreign currency
For subsidiaries whose currency is their local currency (ICPS and GPS), in which most of their transactions are denominated, 
their balance sheet is converted into dirhams on the basis of the exchange rates prevailing at the closing date. Their profit and 
loss statement is converted at the average exchange rate for the period. The resulting exchange differences are recorded as 
exchange differences included in the consolidated shareholder equity.

The accounts of subsidiaries that do not have financial autonomy ( P  Europe  P ualife  P  ingapore and P ualife 
Switzerland) are converted using the historical method. Non-monetary items, including shareholder equity, are converted at 
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historical exchange rates; monetary items are converted at the 
exchange rate on the closing date. Revenues and expenses 
are converted at the average exchange rate for the period. 
Exchange differences resulting from this method, both on the 
monetary items appearing on the balance sheet and on the 
items on the revenue and expense statement, are entered 
on the income statement under "Financial revenue and 
expenses".

3.1.4 Intangible assets
Intangible assets primarily comprise the VISION software 
acquired as part of the ACPQualife takeover. This software is 
amortised over a period of 10 years. These assets also include 
the business acquired by HPS Switch in connection with the 
takeover of the entre Mon ti ue nterbancaire switching 
activity. This goodwill cannot be amortised. Research and 
development expenses incurred by the Group are expensed.

3.1.5 Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are recorded at ac uisition or production 
cost. Amortisation is calculated on a straight-line basis over 
the expected useful life, as follows:

 Constructions                                                                     25 years
 Computer hardware                                                     3 to 5 years
 Technical facilities, machinery and equipment            10 years
 Rolling stock                                                                         5 years
 ffice furniture and e uipment                               5 to 1  years

Leasing operations are restated as acquisitions of assets when 
they are significant. They are recorded on the balance sheet 
as a fixed tangible asset and a corresponding loan  and on the 
revenue and expense statement as an amortisation charge 
and a financial expense. n addition  capital gains on sale and 
leaseback transactions should be spread over the term of the 
contract  when the asset is taken over as part of a financing 
transaction. 

Gains on intra-group transfers are cancelled when they are 
significant. hen the disposal of a fixed asset has been made 
by a fully consolidated company to a company accounted for 
by the equity method, the result of the sale is cancelled and 
offset against accrued charges and deferred income, up to 
the percentage of subsidiary ownership. The share in the gain 
or loss on disposals is included in the Group's consolidated 
income at the same rate as the amortisation period of the 
asset by the subsidiary.

3.1.6 Financial assets
Investments in non-consolidated companies are shown on 
the balance sheet at their acquisition cost.

A provision for impairment may be set up after a case-by-case 
analysis of the financial situation of these companies.

Receivables related to investments correspond to loans 
granted to companies in which the Group holds an interest 
and which are not consolidated by integration.

3.1.7 Inventory
Inventory consists of long-term work in progress and is valued 
at production cost. Any likely future loss incurred during the 
execution of a contract is provided for in its entirety.

ny profit estimated with sufficient security is recognised 
as partial net proceeds in proportion to the progress made 
within the performance of the contract. enefits associated 
with contracts, and licences for certain projects, are taken into 
account on a partial net income basis.

Inventory also includes, for certain projects, sales amounts 
of licences not yet billed as of 31 December 2018, which are 
valued at their sale price.

3.1.8 Receivables and turnover
Receivables are recorded at their nominal value. Provisions 
for impairment are recognised for contentious claims and 
long-term receivables based on the risk associated with their 
recovery. 

Receivables (as well as debts) denominated in foreign 
currencies are valued at the exchange rate prevailing at 
the end of the financial year or period. nrealised foreign 
exchange losses and unrealised gains are recognised in profit 
or loss.

Turnover is recorded at the time at which the service is 
provided to the customer. 

Contracts in progress on the closing date are accounted for 
using the partial net income method and are included in 
accounts receivable.

3.1.9 Marketable securities
Marketable securities are recorded at purchase price. A 
provision is recognised when the likely realisable value is less 
than the acquisition price.

3.1.10 Regulated provisions
egulated provisions of a fiscal nature are cancelled upon 

consolidation.

3.1.11 Provisions for risks and charges
These provisions are valued at the end of the accounts, 
intended to cover risks and charges that events have given rise 
to or make likely  the nature of which are specified but the 
occurrence of which is uncertain. 

3.1.12 Restatement of taxes
Income tax includes all taxes on income, whether due or 
deferred.

Deferred taxes resulting from the neutralisation of temporary 
differences introduced by tax rules and consolidation 
adjustments are calculated on a company by company basis.

The valuation of assets and deferred tax liabilities is based 
on how the Group expects to recover or settle the carrying 
value of assets and liabilities, using the tax rates adopted or 
substantively adopted as of the closing date. All deferred tax 
liabilities are recognised, however deferred tax assets are only 
recognised as assets on the balance sheet if recovery is likely.

3.1.13 Income from extraordinary activities
Statements of income and expenses relating to extraordinary 
activities are intended to record revenues and expenses that 
are not related to normal operations or to the financial activity 
of the company and are therefore non-recurring.

3.1.14 Goodwill
The goodwill arising from the acquisition of a subsidiary 
is amortised over the term of the business plan used to 
determine the acquisition price.

The goodwill recognised on 31 December 2018 relates to the 
acquisition of ACPQualife and amortised over 10 years as of 1 
July 2010.
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GOODWILL IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAM 2017 CHANGES 2018

Gross Value 36,909 0 36,909

Depreciation -27,681 -3,691 -31,372

NET GOODWILL 9,228 -3,691 5,537

3.1.15 Earnings per share
Consolidated net earnings per share are calculated based on the weighted average number of outstanding common shares 
throughout the year.

3.1.16 Cash flow statement
The cash flow statement is presented using the indirect method  whereby net income is ad usted to take into account the 
impact of non-monetary transactions, the change in working capital requirement related to activity, as well as items of income 
or expense associated with cash flow relating to investing or financing.

3.1.17 Research tax credit
Research tax credits granted to French subsidiaries are recorded as a reduction of the tax expense for the year.

3.2 Details and explanation of items on the balance sheet and on the revenue and expense statement and their variations 
. .1 ntangible and tangible fixed assets 

 31/12/2017
ACQUISI-

TIONS / ALLO-
CATIONS

DISPOSAL 
WITH-

DRAWAL
RECLASSIFICATION EXCHANGE 

DIFFERENCE 31/12/2018

GROSS       

Goodwill  83,350 - - - -  83,350 

Patents, trademarks, and similar rights and assets 720 421 - - -  1,141 

Other intangible assets  21,076  5,149 81 - - 16  26,127 

 INTANGIBLE ASSETS 105,146 5,570  81  - -16 110,618 

Land - - - - - - 

Constructions - 21 - - - 21 

Equipment and tools 12,051  3,452 - - -33  15,470 

Rolling stock  3,724 839 - - -  4,563 

urniture  office e uipment and fittings  36,650  14,433  1,592 - -60  49,432 

Other tangible assets - - - - - - 

Tangible assets in progress  1,220 - - - -  1,220 

 TANGIBLE ASSETS 53,645  18,746  1,592  - - 93 70,705 

 DEPRECIATION       

Goodwill - - - - - - 

Patents, trademarks, and similar rights and assets 109 226 - - - 335 

Other intangible assets  7,971  3,871 37 - -50 11,754 

 INTANGIBLE ASSETS 8,080 4,097  37  - - 50  12,089 

Land - - - - - - 

Constructions - - - - - - 

Equipment and tools  8,217  1,703 - - -6  9,915 

Rolling stock 787 1,179 150 - - 1,816 

urniture  office e uipment and fittings  16,284  8,818  1,425 - -43  23,635 

Other tangible assets - - - - - - 

 TANGIBLE ASSETS 25,288 11,701  1,575  - - 49 35,365 

 NET VALUE IN INTANGIBLE ASSETS 97,066  1,473  44  -  34 98,529 

 NET VALUE IN TANGIBLE ASSETS 28,357 7,045  17  - -44 35,340 

 n 1  ac uisitions of tangible fixed assets mainly concerned computer e uipment and fittings.

• In 2018, acquisitions of intangible assets mainly concerned software purchases.

 ixed assets ac uired through finance leases are amortised over the periods as described in the evaluation rules and methods.
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3.2.2 Equity affiliates

PERCENTAGE OF CONTROL

COMPANY 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

GPS 25% 25%

ICPS 20% 20%

EARNINGS FROM EQUITY AFFILIATES (IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 

COMPANY 2018 2017

GPS  35,534 31,369 

ICPS(*) 14,182   4,925   

TOTAL 49,716   36,293   

(*): From 01/07/2017 to 30/06/2018

The main IFRS aggregates of companies accounted for by the equity method are detailed as follows:
GPS

(IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

Short-term assets  58,533 54,197 

Long-term assets 73,066 54,098 

Short-term liabilities  5,868  7,297 

Long-term liabilities 125,731 100,997 

Turnover  89,697 85,838 

Operating expenses 54,163 54,468 

ICPS

(IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 30 06/2018 30/06/2017

Short-term assets 44,298 31,145 

Long-term assets 23,652 21,125 

Short-term liabilities 26,918 20,971 

Long-term liabilities  41,033 31,299 

Turnover  71,241 73,886 

Operating expenses 53,531 68,069 

3.2.3 Inventory and work in progress 

 (IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 2018 2017

Inventory and work-in-process 81,778  63,270 

Depreciation (-) -17,456 -15,479 

NET TOTAL 64,322 47,791 

Inventory and work in progress is primarily made up of projects in progress.

3.2.4 Accounts receivable 

(IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 2018 2017

Accounts receivable 686,744 496,755 

Depreciation -48,066 -49,162 

NET TOTAL 638,678 447,593 

All accounts receivable at the end of 2018 and 2017 have a maturity of less than one year.

3.2.5 Deferred tax assets and liabilities and income tax

3.2.5.1. Deferred tax assets and liabilities

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are detailed as follows:

(IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 2018 2017

Deferred tax assets 3,113 2,046 

Deferred tax liabilities 700 1,167 

Deferred taxes assets and liabilities are related to retreatments of consolidation, including essentially:
 deferred taxes assets relating to cancellation of the activation of ACPQualife research and development expenses;
  deferred taxes assets relating to retreatment of the retirement gratuity provision and the individual right to training 
recognised at the ACPQualife subsidy;

 deferred taxes assets relating to the retreatments of the financial leasing.
eferred taxes liabilities are related to the activation of an amortisable intangible fixed asset when at the time of the definitive 

goodwill relating to the acquisition of ACPQualife.
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3.2.5.2. Proof of tax

 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

Corporation tax 26,262  13,836 

Deferred taxes -1,575 815 

TAX CHARGE  24,688 14,651 

Consolidated net income  92,232 71,055 

Recognised Tax 27,665  16,768 

RESEARCH TAX CREDIT INCLUDED IN TAX CHARGE -2,978 -2,117 

Consolidated income before tax (1)  116,919  85,706 

Earnings from e uity affiliates ( )  12,445  8,891 

HPS Dubai pre-tax earnings (not subject to company tax) (3) -  5,125 

NON-DEDUCTIBLE GOODWILL AMORTIZATION (4)  3,691  3,691 

Taxable income from consolidated companies before tax (1) - (2) - (3) + (4) 108,165 75,381 

APPLICABLE TAX RATE 31% 31%

Theoretical tax charge at current rate 33,531  23,368 

Tax savings from export tax credits (approximately 10% tax rate) and rate differential for 
ACPQualife and HPS Europe (France)

-10,576 -5,525 

Research tax credit -2,978 -2,117 

Deferred tax credit on loss carryover unrecognised by HPS SA   

Other differences including non-deductible expenses  4,710 -1,076 

HPS SA minimum contribution   

ACTUAL TAX CHARGE  24,688 14,651 

3.2.6 Other receivables and accruals

(IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS)  2018  2017 

Trade payables, advances and down payments 1,093 60 

Staff 3,033 1,319 

State receivables 9,904  14,456 

Other receivables 32,331 35,027 

Other prepaid charges and accrued income 2,489  

NET TOTAL 48,850 61,965 

3.2.7 Suppliers and related accounts  

(IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 2018 2017

Suppliers and related accounts 74,344 70,972 

NET TOTAL 74,344 70,972 

The share of trade accounts payable in 2018 at more than one year is 1.4 million dirhams.

3.2.8 Borrowings and loans and subsidies

2017 FINANCIAL YEAR (IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS)  < 1 year  1 to 5 years > 5 years  TOTAL 

Financing liabilities 17,665 54,083 - 71,748 

BORROWINGS AND FINANCING LIABILITIES AND CONTINGENT ADVANCES 17,665 54,083 - 71,748 

Financing liabilities primarily include the loan taken out by HPS S.A. of 47.5 thousand dirhams and liabilities related to 
finance leases amounting to .  thousand dirhams as on 1 ecember 1  in comparison to 1 .1 thousand dirhams as on 1 
December 2017.
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3.2.9 Other payables and accruals 

OTHER PAYABLES AND ACCRUALS (IN 
THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS)  2018  2017 

Trade receivables, advances and down 
payments

1,749 4,275 

Social security and tax debts 100,925 37,266 

Other payables and accruals 446,374 307,118 

TOTAL 549,048  378,481 

3.2.10 Cash flow

CASH FLOW (IN THOUSANDS OF 
DIRHAMS) 2018 2017

Cash assets 122,894  96,111 

Cash liabilities - - 

NET CASH 122,894 96,111 

Net cash rose by 20.7 million dirhams between 2018 and 
2017, reaching a total of 122.8 million dirhams. This positive 
development is mainly due to the following variations 

 Positive result of the fiscal year which comes to 9 .  million 
dirhams, or +21.2 million dirhams as compared to the result 
in 2017.
 Change in working capital needs related to the activity-20.1 
million dirhams
 nvestment during fiscal 1  for -11.  million dirhams.
 ash flows from financing activities  .  million dirhams

3.2.11 Turnover

(IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 2018 2017

Sales  of goods - - 

Sales of services  616,684 535,200 

TURNOVER  616,684 535,200 

Service sales are mainly related to PowerCARD and Vision 
projects, which include licence sales as well as the integration 
and configuration of solutions  specific developments  and 
maintenance.

They also include computer engineering services for third 
parties.

Just as the previous year, turnover in 2018 included Switching 
services in Morocco invoiced by HPS Switch to its clients over 
a full year. This activity started on 5 July 2016.

3.2.12 External expenses

EXTERNAL EXPENSE DETAILS GIVEN IN  
DIRHAMS THOUSANDS 2018 2017

Sales expenses 34,133 30,333

Fees 23,604 13,068

Other external expenses 47,413 37,321

EXTERNAL EXPENSES 105,150 80,722

3.2.13 Staff expenses 

As of 31 December 2018, HPS Group staff expenses, 
including employer charges, rose to 286.7 million dirhams in 
comparison to 246.5 million dirhams as of 31 December 2017. 
The average number of employees of fully consolidated 
companies in 2018 was 475, compared to 409 in 2017, 
representing a 16.1% rise.

3.2.14 Operating provisions

(IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS) 2018 2017 CHANGES

Depreciation and amortisation 15,804 9,396 68.2%

Provisions 25,306 13,341 89.7%

TOTAL 41,110 22,737 80.8%

As at 31 December 2018, depreciation and amortisation 
expenses of fixed assets mainly included P  . .’s 
depreciations and depreciations and amortisation of assets 
ac uired under a finance lease for .  million dirhams 
compared to 4.3 million dirhams as at 31 December 2017.

Provisions for impairment mainly consist of depreciation of 
current assets for approximately 9.1 million dirhams, as well as 
client risk provisions of 16.1 million dirhams.

3.2.15 Financial income

FINANCIAL INCOME DETAILS GIVEN IN 
THOUSANDS OFDIRHAMS. 2018 2017

Equity security revenue 2,223 4,905 

Exchange rate gains 4,679 3,150 

Financial write-backs  1,207 732 

FINANCIAL REVENUE 8,108 8,788 

Interest expenditure 4,194 7,563 

Exchange rate loss 3,350 9,175 

ther financial expenses  -  - 

Financial provisions  641  1,207 

FINANCIAL EXPENSES 8,185 17,945 

TOTAL -77 - 9,157 

The increase in financial income is explained mainly by an 
improvement in the exchange result.

3.2.16 Income from extraordinary activities 

INCOME FROM EXTRAORDINARY 
ACTIVITIES IN THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS. 2018 2017

Extraordinary revenue 38 3,249 

Extraordinary expenses 2,708 4,039 

INCOME FROM EXTRAORDINARY 
ACTIVITIES -2,671 -790 
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3.2.17 Off-balance sheet commitments

COMMITMENTS PROVIDED Financial year 2018 Financial year 2017

Deposits and guarantees   

BANKSOHAR SAOG 60,000 60,000 

BANK OF GHANA 511,200 511,200 

FINANCE AND TREASURY 36,000 36,000 

CENTRAL BANK OF THE U.A.E 697,620 697,620 

BANQUE TUNISIE LIBYENNE  319,150 319,150 

BANK MISR  558,096 558,096 

BANK MISR  621,400  

NAITORBI CITY WATER 47,800  

BANQUE CENTRALE DE TUNISIE 49,100  

AXMI BANK LTD 81,260  

BADR ALGERIE  161,372 161,372 

POSTE MAROC 14,400 14,400 

DOHA BANK  139,524 139,524 

NIC ASIA BANK 93,016 93,016 

BANK OF SIERRA LEONE  929,628 929,628 

SG ALGER  167,055 167,055 

POOYA 1,024,065  1,024,065 

CAC BANK 1,728,289  1,728,289 

CO-OPERATIVE CENTRAL BK-CYPRUS  569,650 569,650 

BANK OF ABYSSINIA 81,750 81,750 

BANK MISR  281,466 281,466 

ADN  100,000 100,000 

PCA  300,000 300,000 

SNAM  200,115 200,115 

SOFAC 50,000 50,000 

POSTE MAROC 35,158 35,158 

AL BARID BANK 32,400 32,400 

AL BARID BANK 75,600 75,600 

AL BARID BANK 10,000 10,000 

AL BARID BANK 72,000  

AL BARID BANK 2,000  

AL BARID BANK 58,017  

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 27,230 27,230 

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  106,566 106,566 

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  107,568 107,568 

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  100,000  

BANQUE POPULAIRE 37,649 37,649 

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 60,000 60,000 

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  126,950 126,950 

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 25,190 25,190 

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC  200,000  

BARID ALMAGHRIB 40,000 40,000 

BARID BANK 70,000 70,000 

BARID BANK 83,920 83,920 

ADN 6,000  6,000 

BARID BANK  105,840  

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 1,843,663  1,843,663 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS  942,364 942,364 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS  309,555  

ANRT  194,990 194,990 

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT  100,000 100,000 

BANQUE POPULAIRE 12,000 12,000 

BANQUE POPULAIRE 2,500  2,500 

BANQUE POPULAIRE 60,000 60,000 

year end on 31/12/2018
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3.2.17 Off-balance sheet commitments (cont.)

COMMITMENTS PROVIDED Financial year 2018 Financial year 2017

FONDATION BANQUE POPULAIRE  150,000 150,000 

POSTE MAROC 19,000 19,000 

POSTE MAROC 56,720 56,720 

POSTE MAROC 75,600 75,600 

MAROC TELECOM  195,000 195,000 

TGR 50,000 50,000 
Retirement pensions and similar obligations - - 

Other commitments provided   
TOTAL (1)  14,215,435  12,568,464 

(1) f which commitments to affiliated companies - - 

TOTAL  14,215,435  12,568,464 

COMMITMENTS RECEIVED Financial year 2018 Financial year 2017

Deposits and guarantees  -  - 

CFAO TECHNOLOGIES CAMERON 2,423,240 2,423,240 
CFAO TECHNOLOGIES CAMERON 969,296 969,296 
ASSOCIATED BUSINESS MACHINES (ABM) 2,558,476 2,558,476 

Other commitments received  -  - 

TOTAL 5,951,012 5,951,012 

3.2.18 Segment information 

Software publishing

HPS Group’s solutions-oriented activity increased by 20.3% in relation to 2017, thanks to the continuous deployment of major 
projects, as well as the launch of initiatives as requested by our existing clients. With sales of 352 million dirhams (including 
licence extension sales)  the roup has achieved significant results across regions where it is deeply rooted ( frica and sia  
Middle East), maintaining its backlog of revenue at a comfortable level, to be recognised in future years.

pening the new office in ingapore in 1  for the purpose of developing and reinforcing the roup’s presence in sia  in line 
with the Group’s strategic orientations, bore its fruits in 2018 through the signature of two new contracts in Asia.

Processing

The Group started rolling out its processing activities in July 2016 with the management of all of the switching activity in 
Morocco. This activity involves the interconnection of all operators licensed by the Central Bank of Morocco (issuers, acquirers 
and payment service operators) and the management of all interoperable electronic banking transactions of these operators, 
including payment transactions to merchants or ATM withdrawals from fellow operators. As a reminder, 2017 saw the 
deployment of its P - -certified switching platform. long the same lines  1  was marked by the migration of all national 
financial operators on the P  T  witching platform as well as finalisation of the mobile switch platform in ctober 1 .

Thanks to this platform, the Group completed the development of its Processing offer around its PowerCARD product. Thus, 
1  is the year the first contract for processing was signed with the oci t  n rale roup in rance for the management of 

ten of its subsidiaries in Africa. The delay in signing this contract explains why revenue from this activity was maintained at the 
level of the previous year. 

Services

Service-related activity experienced an increase in revenue of 12.7% thanks to the Group’s strategy of broadening its commercial 
network across all of France and of consolidating its Services offering with major groups in France. As such, the Group has 
continued to develop in Paris and ille and has strengthened its presence by opening up an office in ennes.
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Activity breakdown by region and type

CATEGORY
2017 2016

CHANGES
AFRICA AMERICAS EUROPE

ASIA/MIDDLE 
EAST

GROUP GROUP

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT ACTIVITY 232,970,987 31,266,565 64,676,328 126,310,760 455,224,640 375,732,659 21.16%

PowerCARD projects 124,486,535 8,588,822 19,330,716 25,678,512 178,084,585 120,429,223 47.87%

Upselling 59,142,211 761,893 16,716,144 36,811,917 113,432,166 98,160,265 15.56%

Maintenance 37,991,961 8,478,460 16,261,621 56,994,819 119,726,861 112,120,996 6.78%

Transaction-based revenue 6,802,914 12,713,648 8,241,744 4,353,489 32,111,796 34,279,218 -6.32%

Oracle resales                          -                                                              -                                                                -                                                                     -                                                                -                                                                   -                                             -                                                                             

Reinvoicing 4,547,366 723,742 4,126,103 2,472,022 11,869,233 10,742,957 10.48%

SERVICES                         -                          -     124,835,187                          -          124,835,187 110,808,236 12.66%

PROCESSING 54,791,198                      -                              -                              -          54,791,198 52,801,162 3.77%

SECURITY 4,692,042                      -                              -                              -     4,692,042 9,060,782 -48.22%

OTHER REVENUE                         -                          -                          -                        -   27,261,533 16,853,776 61.75%

IG ADJUSTMENTS -4,342,758                      -                          -                          -     -4,342,758 -5,501,720 -21.07%

OPERATING REVENUE 288,111,468 31,266,565 189,511,515 126,310,760 662,461,841 559,754,894 18.35%

3.2.19 Affiliated companies 

HPS S.A. conducts business transactions with ICPS and GPS for the sale of PowerCARD licences and associated services.

The total amount invoiced by P  . . to P  and P  for these commercial operations during the 1  financial year 
amounts to 9.696 million dirhams (+4.2%) and 8.842 million dirhams (+32.9%), respectively. 

The internal margin achieved by HPS S.A. on these operations was cancelled out upon consolidation and offset against accruals 
and deferred income, up to the percentage holding of the investment. The share in the gain or loss on disposal is included in 
the consolidated Group's income at the same rate as the amortisation period of the licences by each of these two entities.

As of 31 December 2016, the ICPS and GPS receivables balance at HPS S.A. amounted to 1.763 million dirhams and 47.8 
thousand dirhams, respectively.

The amount of services invoiced by ightech Payment ystems to P  witch for the 1  financial year amounts to 1 .1 million 
dirhams excluding tax (11.9 million dirhams in re-invoicing of resources, 275 million dirhams in SWITCH platform production, 
and 3.9 million dirhams in re-invoicing of licences and equipment). 

The amount of services invoiced by P  T  to ightech Payment ystems for the 1  financial year amounts to 1.  
million dirhams excluding taxes.

The amount of services invoiced by ightech Payment ystems to P  Europe for the 1  financial year amounts to 5. 1 
million dirhams excluding taxes.

The amount of services invoiced by P  Europe to ightech Payment ystems for the 1  financial year amounts to .  
million dirhams excluding taxes.

The amount of services invoiced by P ualife to ightech Payment ystems for the 1  financial year amounts to 9. 5 
million dirhams excluding taxes.

The amount of services invoiced by ightech Payment ystems to P  ingapore for the 1  financial year amounts to 1 .5  
million dirhams excluding taxes.

3.2.20 Post-Closing Event 

N/A
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HIGHTECH GROUP “HPS” PAYMENT SYSTEMS

SUMMARY OF THE STATUTORY AUDITORS` REPORT
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR FROM 1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER 2018

e have audited the attached consolidated financial statements of the TE  P ME T TEM  roup ( P  roup)  

including the consolidated balance sheet as on 31 December 2018, the income statement, consolidated statement of changes in 

shareholders’ e uity and cash flow table for the year then ended as well as the notes containing a summary of the main accounting 

policies and other explanatory notes. These financial statements show a consolidated shareholders’ e uity of 5 9 99 dirhams 

including a consolidated net profit of 9 1 59  dirhams.

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements  in accordance with applicable 

national accounting standards.

e are responsible for expressing an opinion on these financial statements  on the basis of our audit. e have carried out our 

audit according to auditing standards in Morocco.

n our opinion  the consolidated financial statements referred to in the first paragraph above give  in all material respects  a faithful 

representation of the financial position of the P  roup as at 1 ecember 1  as well as the financial performance and cash 

flows for the year then ended  in accordance with the accounting standards and principles described in the consolidated statement 

of additional disclosures.

Casablanca, 24 May 2019

The Statutory Auditors

ERNST & YOUNG        PWC MAROC

Abdeslam BERRADA ALLAM                    Mounsif IGHIOUER

Partner             Partner

35, rue Aziz Bellal
20,330 Casablanca
Morocco

ERNST & YOUNG        

Abdeslam BERRADA ALLAM       

Partner        

        PWC MAROC

             Mounsif IGHIOUER

Consolidated accounts report
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HIGHTECH PAYMENT SYSTEMS "HPS" S.A.
SUMMARY OF THE STATUTORY AUDITORS` REPORT

YEAR FROM 1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER 2018

In accordance with the assignment entrusted to us by your Ordinary General Meeting of 20 June 2018, we hereby report to you 

for the year ending 31 December 2018.

e have audited the attached primary financial statements of TE  P ME T TEM  P   which include the 

balance sheet  the revenue and expense statement  the balance management sheet  the cash flow statement and the statement 

of additional disclosures (ET ) for the year ending 1 ecember 1 . These primary financial statements demonstrate an amount 

of e uity and similar items of 95 1  dirhams and a net profit of 1 1  dirhams.

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of such primary financial statements in accordance with the 

applicable accounting standards in Morocco.

e are responsible for expressing an opinion on these primary financial statements  on the basis of our audit. e carried out our 

mission according to auditing standards in Morocco, taking into account the legal and regulatory provisions in force.

e certify that the summary statements cited in the first paragraph above are regular and sincere and give  in all their significant 

regards  a true and honest view of the profit achieved for the financial year under review as well as of TE  P ME T TEM 

P  . .’s financial position and assets as on 1 ecember 1  in accordance with the applicable accounting standards in Morocco.

pecific verifications and information

e have also carried out the specific verifications re uired by law  and in particular have ensured that the information provided 

in the oard of irectors’ management report for shareholders was sincere and consistent with the company’s primary financial 

statements.

Casablanca, 24 May 2019

The Statutory Auditors

ERNST & YOUNG        PWC MAROC

Abdeslam BERRADA ALLAM                    Mounsif IGHIOUER

Partner             Partner

35, rue Aziz Bellal
20,330 Casablanca
Morocco

ERNST & YOUNG        

Abdeslam BERRADA ALLAM       

Partner        

             Mounsif IGHIOUER

Report on the Corporate Financial Statements
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Draft Resolutions
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 First resolution

The Ordinary General Meeting, having heard the reports of the Board of Directors and the Statutory Auditors, approves the 
balance sheet and the accounts for 1  as presented  with a net profit of 1 1  dirhams. t approves all transactions 
reflected in these financial statements or summarised in these reports.

 Second resolution

The rdinary eneral Meeting  upon a proposal from the oard of irectors  has decided to allocate the net profit of 1 1  
dirhams as follows:

(IN DIRHAMS) Position on 31/12/2018 Allocation of the 2018  profits Position after allocation
of the 2018  profits

Share capital 70,359,900  70,359,900 

Issue, merger, contribution premium  31,623,410   31,623,410 

Legal reserve 7,035,990  7,035,990 

Other reserves  -   - 

Retained earnings 119,137,782 32,134,216 151,271,998 

Net income for the year                                   67,314,166     - 

Distribution of dividends  - 35,179,950  35,179,950 

TOTAL 295,471,248 67,314,166 295,471,248 

A dividend of 50 dirhams per share shall therefore be distributed and shall be paid on 30 August 2019.

 Third resolution

The Ordinary General Meeting, having heard the special report of the statutory auditors on the agreements referred to in Article 
56 of Law 17-95, as amended and supplemented by Law 20-05 and Law 78-12, approves the transactions concluded or executed 
during the financial year.

 Fourth resolution

As a consequence of the adoption of the previous resolutions, the Ordinary General Meeting has discharged the Directors and 
statutory auditors from their duties for the 1  financial year.

 Fifth resolution

The rdinary eneral Meeting fixes the total amount of directors’ attendance fees to be distributed amongst the irectors at 
 dirhams for the 19 financial year.

 Sixth resolution

The Ordinary General Meeting declares that the mandate of Statutory Auditor Ernst & Young expires at the end of this Meeting. 
The Ordinary General Meeting renews the mandate of Ernst & Young as statutory auditor. Its mandate will expire on the date of 
the Ordinary General Meeting called to called to approve the 2021 accounts.

 Seventh resolution

The Ordinary General Meeting takes due cognisance of the vacancy of a director’s position following the decease of Ms Christine 
MORIN POSTEL.

The rdinary eneral Meeting ratifies the co-optation by the oard of irectors on 19 March 19 of Ms sabel E  
NAVARRO to the capacity of member of the Board of Directors in replacement of Ms Christine MORIN POSTEL, and this for 
the  remaining duration of the latter’s mandate. Her mandate will expire at the time of the Ordinary General Meeting called to 
approve the 2021 accounts.

 Eighth resolution

The Ordinary General Meeting gives full powers to the bearer of a copy or an extract of the present document to carry out all 
legal formalities.
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